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Chapter - 1 

American Literature 

American literature is the written or literature produced in the area of the United States and its 

preceding colonies. For more specific discussions of poetry and theater, see Poetry of the United 

States and Theater in the United States. During its early history, America was a series of British 

colonies on the eastern coast of the present-day United States. Therefore, its literary tradition 

begins as linked to the broader tradition of English literature. However, unique American 

characteristics and the breadth of its production usually now cause it to be considered a separate 

path and tradition. 

Colonial literature 

Owing to the large immigration to Boston in the 1630s, the high articulation of Puritan cultural 

ideals, and the early establishment of a college and a printing press in Cambridge, the New 

England colonies have often been regarded as the center of early American literature. However, 

the first European settlements in North America had been founded elsewhere many years earlier. 

Towns older than Boston include the Spanish settlements at Saint Augustine and Santa Fe, the 

Dutch settlements at Albany and New Amsterdam, as well as the English colony of Jamestown 

in present-day Virginia. During the colonial period, the printing press was active in many areas, 

from Cambridge and Boston to New York, Philadelphia, and Annapolis. 

The dominance of the English language was hardly inevitable. The first item printed in 

Pennsylvania was in German and was the largest book printed in any of the colonies before the 

American Revolution. Spanish and French had two of the strongest colonial literary traditions in 

the areas that now comprise the United States, and discussions of early American literature 

commonly include texts by Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca and Samuel de Champlain alongside 

English language texts by Thomas Harriot and John Smith. Moreover, we are now aware of the 

wealth of oral literary traditions already existing on the continent among the numerous different 

Native American groups. Political events, however, would eventually make English the lingua 

franca for the colonies at large as well as the literary language of choice. For instance, when the 



English conquered New Amsterdam in 1664, they renamed it New York and changed the 

administrative language from Dutch to English. 

From 1696 to 1700, only about 250 separate items were issued from the major printing presses in 

the American colonies. This is a small number compared to the output of the printers in London 

at the time. However, printing was established in the American colonies before it was allowed in 

most of England. In England restrictive laws had long confined printing to four locations: 

London, York, Oxford, and Cambridge. Because of this, the colonies ventured into the modern 

world earlier than their provincial English counterparts. 

Back then, some of the American literature were pamphlets and writings extolling the benefits of 

the colonies to both a European and colonist audience. Captain John Smith could be considered 

the first American author with his works: A True Relation of Such Occurrences and Accidents of 

Noate as Hath Happened in Virginia... (1608) and The Generall Historie of Virginia, New 

England, and the Summer Isles (1624). Other writers of this manner included Daniel Denton, 

Thomas Ash, William Penn, George Percy, William Strachey, Daniel Coxe, Gabriel Thomas, 

and John Lawson. 

Topics of early writing 

The religious disputes that prompted settlement in America were also topics of early writing. A 

journal written by John Winthrop, The History of New England, discussed the religious 

foundations of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Edward Winslow also recorded a diary of the first 

years after the Mayflower's arrival. Other religiously influenced writers included Increase Mather 

and William Bradford, author of the journal published as a History of Plymouth Plantation, 

1620–47. Others like Roger Williams and Nathaniel Ward more fiercely argued state and church 

separation. And still others, like Thomas Morton, cared little for the church; Morton's The New 

English Canaan mocked the religious settlers and declared that the Native Americans were 

actually better people than the British. 

Puritan poetry was highly religious in nature, and one of the earliest books of poetry published 

was the Bay Psalm Book, a set of translations of the biblical Psalms; however, the translators' 

intention was not to create great literature but to create hymns that could be used in worship. 

Among lyric poets, the most important figures are Anne Bradstreet, who wrote personal poems 



about her family and home life; pastor Edward Taylor, whose best poems, the Preparatory 

Meditations, were written to help him prepare for leading worship; and Michael Wigglesworth, 

whose best-selling poem, The Day of Doom, describes the time of judgment. Nicholas Noyes 

was also known for his doggerel verse. 

Other late writings described conflicts and interaction with the Indians, as seen in writings by 

Daniel Gookin, Alexander Whitaker, John Mason, Benjamin Church, and Mary Rowlandson. 

John Eliot translated the Bible into the Algonquin language. 

Of the second generation of New England settlers, Cotton Mather stands out as a theologian and 

historian, who wrote the history of the colonies with a view to God's activity in their midst and to 

connecting the Puritan leaders with the great heroes of the Christian faith. His best-known works 

include the Magnalia Christi Americana, the Wonders of the Invisible World and The Biblia 

Americana. 

Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield represented the Great Awakening, a religious revival 

in the early 18th century that asserted strict Calvinism. Other Puritan and religious writers 

include Thomas Hooker, Thomas Shepard, John Wise, and Samuel Willard. Less strict and 

serious writers included Samuel Sewall (who wrote a diary revealing the daily life of the late 

17th century), and Sarah Kemble Knight. 

New England was not the only area in the colonies; southern literature is represented by the diary 

of William Byrd of Virginia, as well as by The History of the Dividing Line, which detailed the 

expedition to survey the swamp between Virginia and North Carolina but which also comments 

on the different lifestyles of the Native Americans and the white settlers in the area. In a similar 

book, Travels through North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and West, William Bartram 

described in great detail the Southern landscape and the Native American peoples whom he 

encountered; Bartram's book was very popular in Europe, being translated into German, French 

and Dutch. 

As the colonies moved towards their break with England, perhaps one of the most important 

discussions of American culture and identity came from the French immigrant J. Hector St. John 

de Crèvecœur, whose Letters from an American Farmer addresses the question what is an 

American by moving between praise for the opportunities and peace offered in the new society 



and recognition that the solid life of the farmer must rest uneasily between the oppressive aspects 

of the urban life (with its luxuries built on slavery) and the lawless aspects of the frontier, where 

the lack of social structures leads to the loss of civilized living. 

This same period saw the birth of African American literature, through the poetry of Phillis 

Wheatley and, shortly after the Revolution, the slave narrative of Olaudah Equiano, The 

Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano. This era also saw the birth of Native 

American literature, through the two published works of Samson Occom: A Sermon Preached at 

the Execution of Moses Paul and a popular hymnbook, Collection of Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 

"the first Indian best-seller". 

Revolutionary period 

The revolutionary period also contained political writings, including those by colonists Samuel 

Adams, Josiah Quincy, John Dickinson, and Joseph Galloway, a loyalist to the crown. Two key 

figures were Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Paine. Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac and The 

Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin are esteemed works with their wit and influence toward the 

formation of a budding American identity. Paine's pamphlet Common Sense and The American 

Crisis writings are seen as playing a key role in influencing the political tone of the period. 

During the revolution itself, poems and songs such as "Yankee Doodle" and "Nathan Hale" were 

popular. Major satirists included John Trumbull and Francis Hopkinson. Philip Morin Freneau 

also wrote poems about the war's course. 

During the 18th century, writing shifted focus from the Puritanical ideals of Winthrop and 

Bradford to the power of the human mind and rational thought. The belief that human and 

natural occurrences were messages from God no longer fit with the new human centered world. 

Many intellectuals believed that the human mind could comprehend the universe through the 

laws of physics as described by Isaac Newton. The enormous scientific, economic, social, and 

philosophical, changes of the 18th century, called the Enlightenment, impacted the authority of 

clergyman and scripture, making way for democratic principles. The increase in population 

helped account for the greater diversity of opinion in religious and political life as seen in the 

literature of this time. In 1670, the population of the colonies numbered approximately 111,000. 

Thirty years later it was more than 250,000. By 1760, it reached 1,600,000. The growth of 



communities and therefore social life led people to become more interested in the progress of 

individuals and their shared experience on the colonies. These new ideals are accounted for in 

the widespread popularity of Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography. 

Post-independence 

In the post-war period, Thomas Jefferson's United States Declaration of Independence, his 

influence on the United States Constitution, his autobiography, the Notes on the State of 

Virginia, and his many letters solidify his spot as one of the most talented early American 

writers. The Federalist essays by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay presented a 

significant historical discussion of American government organization and republican values. 

Fisher Ames, James Otis, and Patrick Henry are also valued for their political writings and 

orations. 

Much of the early literature of the new nation struggled to find a uniquely American voice in 

existing literary genre, and this tendency was also reflected in novels. European forms and styles 

were often transferred to new locales and critics often saw them as inferior. 

First American novels 

It was in the late 18th and early 19th centuries that the nation’s first novels were published. 

These fictions were too lengthy to be printed as manuscript or public reading. Publishers took a 

chance on these works in hopes they would become steady sellers and need to be reprinted. This 

was a good bet as literacy rates soared in this period among both men and women. Among the 

first American novels are Thomas Attwood Digges' "Adventures of Alonso", published in 

London in 1775 and William Hill Brown’s The Power of Sympathy published in 1791. Brown's 

novel depicts a tragic love story between siblings who fell in love without knowing they were 

related. This epistolary novel belongs to the Sentimental novel tradition, as do the two following. 

In the next decade important women writers also published novels. Susanna Rowson is best 

known for her novel, Charlotte: A Tale of Truth, published in London in 1791. In 1794 the novel 

was reissued in Philadelphia under the title, Charlotte Temple. Charlotte Temple is a seduction 

tale, written in the third person, which warns against listening to the voice of love and counsels 

resistance. In addition to this best selling novel, she wrote nine novels, six theatrical works, two 



collections of poetry, six textbooks, and countless songs. Reaching more than a million and a 

half readers over a century and a half, Charlotte Temple was the biggest seller of the 19th 

century before Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Although Rowson was extremely popular in her 

time and is often acknowledged in accounts of the development of the early American novel, 

Charlotte Temple is often criticized as a sentimental novel of seduction. 

Hannah Webster Foster’s The Coquette: Or, the History of Eliza Wharton was published in 1797 

and was also extremely popular. Told from Foster’s point of view and based on the real life of 

Eliza Whitman, this epistolary novel is about a woman who is seduced and abandoned. Eliza is a 

"coquette" who is courted by two very different men: a clergyman who offers her the comfort 

and regularity of domestic life, and a noted libertine. She fails to choose between them and finds 

herself single when both men get married. She eventually yields to the artful libertine and gives 

birth to an illegitimate stillborn child at an inn. The Coquette is praised for its demonstration of 

this era’s contradictory ideals of womanhood. 

Both The Coquette and Charlotte Temple are novels that treat the right of women to live as 

equals as the new democratic experiment. These novels are of the Sentimental genre, 

characterized by overindulgence in emotion, an invitation to listen to the voice of reason against 

misleading passions, as well as an optimistic overemphasis on the essential goodness of 

humanity. Sentimentalism is often thought to be a reaction against the Calvinistic belief in the 

depravity of human nature. While many of these novels were popular, the economic 

infrastructure of the time did not allow these writers to make a living through their writing alone. 

The first author to be able to support himself through the income generated by his publications 

alone was Washington Irving. He completed his first major book in 1809 entitled A History of 

New-York from the Beginning of the World to the End of the Dutch Dynasty. Charles Brockden 

Brown is another early American novelist, publishing Wieland in 1798, Ormond in 1799, and 

Edgar Huntly in 1799. 

These novels are of the Gothic genre. Of the picaresque genre, Hugh Henry Brackenridge 

published Modern Chivalry in 1792-1815; Tabitha Gilman Tenney wrote Female Quixotism: 

Exhibited in the Romantic Opinions and Extravagant Adventure of Dorcasina Sheldon in 1801; 



Charlotte Lennox wrote The Female Quixote in 1752, and Royall Tyler wrote The Algerine 

Captive in 1797. 

Other notable authors include William Gilmore Simms, who wrote Martin Faber in 1833, Guy 

Rivers in 1834, and The Yemassee in 1835. Lydia Maria Child wrote Hobomok in 1824 and The 

Rebels in 1825. John Neal wrote Logan, A Family History in 1822, Rachel Dyer in 1828, and 

The Down-Eaters in 1833. Catherine Maria Sedgwick wrote A New England Tale in 1822, 

Redwood in 1824, Hope Leslie in 1827, and The Linwoods in 1835. James Kirke Paulding wrote 

The Lion of the West in 1830, The Dutchman’s Fireside in 1831, and Westward Ho! in 1832. 

Robert Montgomery Bird wrote Calavar in 1834 and Nick of the Woods in 1837. James 

Fenimore Cooper was also a notable author best known for his novel, The Last of the Mohicans 

written in 1826. 

Unique American style 

With the War of 1812 and an increasing desire to produce uniquely American literature and 

culture, a number of key new literary figures emerged, perhaps most prominently Washington 

Irving, William Cullen Bryant, James Fenimore Cooper, and Edgar Allan Poe. Irving, often 

considered the first writer to develop a unique American style[citation needed] (although this has 

been debated) wrote humorous works in Salmagundi and the satire A History of New York, by 

Diedrich Knickerbocker (1809). Bryant wrote early romantic and nature-inspired poetry, which 

evolved away from their European origins. 

In 1832, Poe began writing short stories – including "The Masque of the Red Death", "The Pit 

and the Pendulum", "The Fall of the House of Usher", and "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" – 

that explore previously hidden levels of human psychology and push the boundaries of fiction 

toward mystery and fantasy. Cooper's Leather stocking Tales about Natty Bumppo (which 

includes The Last of the Mohicans) were popular both in the new country and abroad. 

Humorous writers were also popular and included Seba Smith and Benjamin P. Shillaber in New 

England and Davy Crockett, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, Johnson J. Hooper, Thomas Bangs 

Thorpe, and George Washington Harris writing about the American frontier. 



The New England Brahmins were a group of writers connected to Harvard University and its 

seat in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The core included James Russell Lowell, Henry Wadsworth 

Longfellow, and Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. 

In 1836, Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803–1882), an ex-minister, published a startling nonfiction 

work called Nature, in which he claimed it was possible to dispense with organized religion and 

reach a lofty spiritual state by studying and responding to the natural world. His work influenced 

not only the writers who gathered around him, forming a movement known as 

Transcendentalism, but also the public, who heard him lecture. 

Emerson's most gifted fellow-thinker was perhaps Henry David Thoreau (1817–1862), a resolute 

nonconformist. After living mostly by himself for two years in a cabin by a wooded pond, 

Thoreau wrote Walden, a book-length memoir that urges resistance to the meddlesome dictates 

of organized society. His radical writings express a deep-rooted tendency toward individualism 

in the American character. Other writers influenced by Transcendentalism wereBronson Alcott, 

Margaret Fuller, George Ripley, Orestes Brown son, and Jones Very. 

Just as one of the great works of the Revolutionary period was written by a Frenchman, so too 

was one of the great works about America from this generation, viz., Alexis de Tocque ville's 

two-volume Democracy in America, which (like the colonial explorers) described his travels 

through the young country, making observations about the relations between democracy, liberty, 

equality, individualism and community. 

The political conflict surrounding abolitionism inspired the writings of William Lloyd Garrison 

and his paper The Liberator, along with poet John Greenleaf Whittier and Harriet Beecher Stowe 

in her world-famous Uncle Tom's Cabin. These efforts were supported by the continuation of the 

slave narrative autobiography, of which the best known examples from this period include 

Frederick Douglass's Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, Harriet 

Jacobs's Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. 

At the same time, Native American autobiography develops, most notably in William Apess's A 

Son of the Forest and George Copway's The Life, History and Travels of Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh. 

Moreover, minority authors were beginning to publish fiction, as in William Wells Brown's 

Clotel; or, The President's Daughter, Martin Delany's Blake; or, The Huts of America and Harriet 



E. Wilson's Our Nig as early African American novels, and John Rollin Ridge's The Life and 

Adventures of Joaquin Murieta: The Celebrated California Bandit, which is considered the first 

Native American novel but which also is an early story about Mexican American issues. 

In 1837, the young Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804–1864) collected some of his stories as Twice-

Told Tales, a volume rich in symbolism and occult incidents. Hawthorne went on to write full-

length "romances", quasi-allegorical novels that explore such themes as guilt, pride, and 

emotional repression in his native New England. His masterpiece, The Scarlet Letter, is the stark 

drama of a woman cast out of her community for committing adultery. 

Hawthorne's fiction had a profound impact on his friend Herman Melville (1819–1891), who 

first made a name for himself by turning material from his seafaring days into exotic and 

sensational sea narrative novels. Inspired by Hawthorne's focus on allegories and dark 

psychology, Melville went on to write romances replete with philosophical speculation. In 

Moby-Dick, an adventurous whaling voyage becomes the vehicle for examining such themes as 

obsession, the nature of evil, and human struggle against the elements. 

In another fine work, the short novel Billy Budd, Melville dramatizes the conflicting claims of 

duty and compassion on board a ship in time of war. His more profound books sold poorly, and 

he had been long forgotten by the time of his death. He was rediscovered in the early decades of 

the 20th century. 

Anti-transcendental works from Melville, Hawthorne, and Poe all comprise the Dark 

Romanticism subgenre of literature popular during this time. 

American dramatic literature, by contrast, remained dependent on European models, although 

many playwrights did attempt to apply these forms to American topics and themes, such as 

immigrants, westward expansion, temperance, etc. At the same time, American playwrights 

created several long-lasting American character types, especially the "Yankee", the "Negro" and 

the "Indian", exemplified by the characters of Jonathan, Sambo and Metamora. In addition, new 

dramatic forms were created in the Tom Shows, the showboat theater and the minstrel show. 

Among the best plays of the period are James Nelson Barker's Superstition; or, the Fanatic 

Father, Anna Cora Mowatt's Fashion; or, Life in New York, Nathaniel Bannister's Putnam, the 



Iron Son of '76, Dion Boucicault's The Octoroon; or, Life in Louisiana, and Cornelius Mathews's 

Witchcraft; or, the Martyrs of Salem. 

 

Early American poetry 

merica's two greatest 19th-century poets could hardly have been more different in temperament 

and style. Walt Whitman (1819–1892) was a working man, a traveler, a self-appointed nurse 

during the American Civil War (1861–1865), and a poetic innovator. His magnum opus was 

Leaves of Grass, in which he uses a free-flowing verse and lines of irregular length to depict the 

all-inclusiveness of American democracy. Taking that motif one step further, the poet equates 

the vast range of American experience with himself without being egotistical. For example, in 

Song of Myself, the long, central poem in Leaves of Grass, Whitman writes: "These are really 

the thoughts of all men in all ages and lands, they are not original with me ..." 

Whitman was also a poet of the body – "the body electric," as he called it. In Studies in Classic 

American Literature, the English novelist D. H. Lawrence wrote that Whitman "was the first to 

smash the old moral conception that the soul of man is something 'superior' and 'above' the 

flesh." 

Emily Dickinson (1830–1886), on the other hand, lived the sheltered life of a genteel unmarried 

woman in small-townAmherst, Massachusetts. Within its formal structure, her poetry is 

ingenious, witty, exquisitely wrought, and psychologically penetrating. Her work was 

unconventional for its day, and little of it was published during her lifetime. 

Many of her poems dwell on death, often with a mischievous twist. One, "Because I could not 

stop for Death", begins, "He kindly stopped for me." The opening of another Dickinson poem 

toys with her position as a woman in a male-dominated society and an unrecognized poet: "I'm 

nobody! Who are you? / Are you nobody too?" 

American poetry arguably reached its peak in the early-to-mid-20th century, with such noted 

writers as Wallace Stevens and his Harmonium (1923) and The Auroras of Autumn (1950), T. S. 

Eliot and his The Waste Land (1922), Robert Frost and his North of Boston (1914) and New 

Hampshire (1923), Hart Craneand his White Buildings (1926) and the epic cycle, The Bridge 



(1930), Ezra Pound, William Carlos Williams and his epic poem about his New Jersey 

hometown, Paterson, Marianne Moore, E. E. Cummings, Edna St. Vincent Millay and Langston 

Hughes, in addition to many others. 

Realism, Twain and James 

Other writers interested in regional differences and dialect were George W. Cable, Thomas 

Nelson Page, Joel Chandler Harris, Mary Noailles Murfree(Charles Egbert Craddock), Sarah 

Orne Jewett, Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, Henry Cuyler Bunner, and William Sydney Porter (O. 

Henry). A version of local color regionalism that focused on minority experiences can be seen in 

the works of Charles W. Chesnutt (African American), of María Ruiz de Burton, one of the 

earliest Mexican American novelists to write in English, and in the Yiddish-inflected works of 

Abraham Cahan. 

William Dean Howells also represented the realist tradition through his novels, including The 

Rise of Silas Lapham and his work as editor of the Atlantic Monthly. 

Henry James (1843–1916) confronted the Old World-New World dilemma by writing directly 

about it. Although born in New York City, he spent most of his adult years in England. Many of 

his novels center on Americans who live in or travel to Europe. With its intricate, highly 

qualified sentences and dissection of emotional and psychological nuance, James's fiction can be 

daunting. Among his more accessible works are the novellas Daisy Miller, about an enchanting 

American girl in Europe, and The Turn of the Screw, an enigmatic ghost story. 

Realism also influenced American drama of the period, in part through the works of Howells but 

also through the works of such Europeans as Ibsen and Zola. Although realism was most 

influential in terms of set design and staging—audiences loved the special effects offered up by 

the popular melodramas—and in the growth of local color plays, it also showed up in the more 

subdued, less romantic tone that reflected the effects of the Civil War and continued social 

turmoil on the American psyche. 

The most ambitious attempt at bringing modern realism into the drama was James Herne's 

Margaret Fleming, which addressed issues of social determinism through realistic dialogue, 

psychological insight and symbolism; the play was not a success, as critics and audiences alike 



felt it dwelt too much on unseemly topics and included improper scenes, such as the main 

character nursing her husband's illegitimate child onstage. 

Beginning of the 20th century 

At the beginning of the 20th century, American novelists were expanding fiction's social 

spectrum to encompass both high and low life and sometimes connected to the naturalist school 

of realism. In her stories and novels, Edith Wharton (1862–1937) scrutinized the upper-class, 

Eastern-seaboard society in which she had grown up. One of her finest books, The Age of 

Innocence, centers on a man who chooses to marry a conventional, socially acceptable woman 

rather than a fascinating outsider. 

At about the same time, Stephen Crane (1871–1900), best known for his Civil War novel The 

Red Badge of Courage, depicted the life of New York City prostitutes in Maggie: A Girl of the 

Streets. And in Sister Carrie, Theodore Dreiser (1871–1945) portrayed a country girl who moves 

to Chicago and becomes a kept woman. Hamlin Garland and Frank Norris wrote about the 

problems of American farmers and other social issues from a naturalist perspective. 

More directly political writings discussed social issues and power of corporations. Some like 

Edward Bellamy in Looking Backward outlined other possible political and social frameworks. 

Upton Sinclair, most famous for his muck-raking novel The Jungle, advocated socialism. Other 

political writers of the period included Edwin Markham, William Vaughn Moody. Journalistic 

critics, including Ida M. Tarbell and Lincoln Steffens were labeled The Muckrakers.Henry 

Brooks Adams' literate autobiography, The Education of Henry Adams also depicted a stinging 

description of the education system and modern life. 

Experimentation in style and form soon joined the new freedom in subject matter. In 1909, 

Gertrude Stein (1874–1946), by then an expatriate in Paris, published Three Lives, an innovative 

work of fiction influenced by her familiarity with cubism, jazz, and other movements in 

contemporary art and music. Stein labeled a group of American literary notables who lived in 

Paris in the 1920s and 1930s as the "Lost Generation". 

The poet Ezra Pound (1885–1972) was born in Idaho but spent much of his adult life in Europe. 

His work is complex, sometimes obscure, with multiple references to other art forms and to a 



vast range of literature, both Western and Eastern. He influenced many other poets, notably T. S. 

Eliot (1888–1965), another expatriate. Eliot wrote spare, cerebral poetry, carried by a dense 

structure of symbols. In The Waste Land, he embodied a jaundiced vision of post–World War I 

society in fragmented, haunted images. Like Pound's, Eliot's poetry could be highly allusive, and 

some editions of The Waste Land come with footnotes supplied by the poet. In 1948, Eliot won 

the Nobel Prize in Literature. 

Stein, Pound and Eliot, along with Henry James before them, demonstrate the growth of an 

international perspective in American literature, and not simply because they spend long periods 

of time overseas. American writers had long looked to European models for inspiration, but 

whereas the literary breakthroughs of the mid-19th century came from finding distinctly 

American styles and themes, writers from this period were finding ways of contributing to a 

flourishing international literary scene, not as imitators but as equals. Something similar was 

happening back in the States, as Jewish writers (such as Abraham Cahan) used the English 

language to reach an international Jewish audience. And a small group of Arab American writers 

known as the Al-Rabitah al-Qalamiyah (a.k.a. the "New York Pen League") and under the 

leadership of Khalil Gibran, were absorbing modernist European influences and thereby 

introduced innovative forms and themes into Arabic-language literature. 

American writers also expressed the disillusionment following upon the war. The stories and 

novels of F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896–1940) capture the restless, pleasure-hungry, defiant mood of 

the 1920s. Fitzgerald's characteristic theme, expressed poignantly in The Great Gatsby, is the 

tendency of youth's golden dreams to dissolve in failure and disappointment. Fitzgerald also 

elucidates the collapse of some key American Ideals, set out in the Declaration of Independence, 

such as liberty, social unity, good governance and peace, features which were severely 

threatened by the pressures of modern early 20th century society. Sinclair Lewis and Sherwood 

Anderson also wrote novels with critical depictions of American life. John Dos Passos wrote 

about the war and also the U.S.A. trilogy which extended into the Depression. 

Ernest Hemingway (1899–1961) saw violence and death first-hand as an ambulance driver in 

World War I, and the carnage persuaded him that abstract language was mostly empty and 

misleading. He cut out unnecessary words from his writing, simplified the sentence structure, 

and concentrated on concrete objects and actions. He adhered to a moral code that emphasized 



grace under pressure, and his protagonists were strong, silent men who often dealt awkwardly 

with women. The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms are generally considered his best 

novels; in 1954, he won the Nobel Prize in Literature. 

Five years before Hemingway, another American novelist had won the Nobel Prize: William 

Faulkner (1897–1962). Faulkner managed to encompass an enormous range of humanity in 

Yoknapatawpha County, a Mississippian region of his own invention. He recorded his 

characters' seemingly unedited ramblings in order to represent their inner states, a technique 

called "stream of consciousness". (In fact, these passages are carefully crafted, and their 

seemingly chaotic structure conceals multiple layers of meaning.) He also jumbled time 

sequences to show how the past – especially the slave-holding era of the Deep South – endures 

in the present. Among his great works are Absalom, Absalom!, As I Lay Dying, The Sound and 

the Fury, and Light in August. 

The rise of American drama 

See also: Theater of the United States 

Although the United States' theatrical tradition can be traced back to the arrival of Lewis 

Hallam's troupe in the mid-18th century and was very active in the 19th century, as seen by the 

popularity of minstrel shows and of adaptations of Uncle Tom's Cabin, American drama attained 

international status only in the 1920s and 1930s, with the works of Eugene O'Neill, who won 

four Pulitzer Prizes and the Nobel Prize. 

In the middle of the 20th century, American drama was dominated by the work of playwrights 

Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller, as well as by the maturation of the American musical, 

which had found a way to integrate script, music and dance in such works as Oklahoma! and 

West Side Story. Later American playwrights of importance include Edward Albee, Sam 

Shepard, David Mamet, August Wilson and Tony Kushner. 

Depression-era literature 

Depression era literature was blunt and direct in its social criticism. John Steinbeck (1902–1968) 

was born in Salinas, California, where he set many of his stories. His style was simple and 

evocative, winning him the favor of the readers but not of the critics. Steinbeck often wrote about 



poor, working-class people and their struggle to lead a decent and honest life. The Grapes of 

Wrath, considered his masterpiece, is a strong, socially-oriented novel that tells the story of the 

Joads, a poor family from Oklahoma and their journey to California in search of a better life. 

Other popular novels include Tortilla Flat, Of Mice and Men, Cannery Row, and East of Eden. 

He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1962. Steinbeck's contemporary, Nathanael 

West's two most famous short novels, Miss Lonelyhearts, which plumbs the life of its 

eponymous antihero, a reluctant (and, to comic effect, male) advice columnist, and the effects the 

tragic letters exert on it, and The Day of the Locust, which introduces a cast of Hollywood 

stereotypes and explores the ironies of the movies, have come to be avowed classics of American 

literature. 

In non-fiction, James Agee's Let Us Now Praise Famous Men observes and depicts the lives of 

three struggling tenant-farming families in Alabama in 1936. Combining factual reportage with 

passages of literary complexity and poetic beauty, Agee presented a complete picture, an 

accurate, minutely detailed report of what he had seen coupled with insight into his feelings 

about the experience and the difficulties of capturing it for a broad audience. In doing so, he 

created an enduring portrait of a nearly invisible segment of the American population. 

Henry Miller assumed a unique place in American Literature in the 1930s when his semi-

autobiographical novels, written and published in Paris, were banned from the US. Although his 

major works, including Tropic of Cancer and Black Spring, would not be free of the label of 

obscenity until 1962, their themes and stylistic innovations had already exerted a major influence 

on succeeding generations of American writers, and paved the way for sexually frank 1960s 

novels by John Updike, Philip Roth, Gore Vidal, John Rechy and William Styron. 

Post–World War II 

The postwar novel 

The period in time from the end of World War II up until, roughly, the late 1960s and early 

1970s saw the publication of some of the most popular works in American history such as To 

Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. The last few of the more realistic modernists along with the 



wildly Romantic beatniks largely dominated the period, while the direct respondents to 

America's involvement in World War II contributed in their notable influence. 

Though born in Canada, Chicago-raised Saul Bellow would become one of the most influential 

novelists in America in the decades directly following World War II. In works like The 

Adventures of Augie March and Herzog, Bellow painted vivid portraits of the American city and 

the distinctive characters that peopled it. Bellow went on to win the Nobel Prize for Literature in 

1976. 

From J.D. Salinger's Nine Stories and The Catcher in the Rye to Sylvia Plath's The Bell Jar, the 

perceived madness of the state of affairs in America was brought to the forefront of the nation's 

literary expression. Immigrant authors such as Vladimir Nabokov, with Lolita, forged on with 

the theme, and, at almost the same time, the beatniks took a concerted step away from their Lost 

Generation predecessors, developing a style and tone of their own by drawing on Eastern 

theology and experimenting with recreational drugs. 

The poetry and fiction of the "Beat Generation", largely born of a circle of intellects formed in 

New York City around Columbia University and established more officially some time later in 

San Francisco, came of age. The term Beat referred, all at the same time, to the countercultural 

rhythm of the Jazz scene, to a sense of rebellion regarding the conservative stress of post-war 

society, and to an interest in new forms of spiritual experience through drugs, alcohol, 

philosophy, and religion, and specifically through Zen Buddhism. 

Allen Ginsberg set the tone of the movement in his poem Howl, a Whitman esque work that 

began: "I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness..." Among the most 

representative achievements of the Beats in the novel are Jack Kerouac's On the Road (1957), the 

chronicle of a soul-searching travel through the continent, and William S. Burroughs's Naked 

Lunch (1959), a more experimental work structured as a series of vignettes relating, among other 

things, the narrator's travels and experiments with hard drugs. 

Regarding the war novel specifically, there was a literary explosion in America during the post–

World War II era. Some of the best known of the works produced included Norman Mailer's The 

Naked and the Dead (1948), Joseph Heller's Catch-22 (1961) and Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s 

Slaughterhouse-Five (1969). The Moviegoer (1962), by Southern author Walker Percy, winner 



of the National Book Award, was his attempt at exploring "the dislocation of man in the modern 

age." 

In contrast, John Updike approached American life from a more reflective but no less subversive 

perspective. His 1960 novel Rabbit, Run, the first of four chronicling the rising and falling 

fortunes of Harry "Rabbit" Angstrom over the course of four decades against the backdrop of the 

major events of the second half of the 20th century, broke new ground on its release in its 

characterization and detail of the American middle class and frank discussion of taboo topics 

such as adultery. Notable among Updike's characteristic innovations was his use of present-tense 

narration, his rich, stylized language, and his attention to sensual detail. His work is also deeply 

imbued with Christian themes. The two final installments of the Rabbit series, Rabbit is 

Rich(1981) and Rabbit at Rest (1990), were both awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. Other 

notable works include the Henry Bech novels (1970–98), The Witches of East wick (1984), 

Roger's Version (1986) and In the Beauty of the Lilies (1996), which literary critic Michiko 

Kakutani called "arguably his finest." 

Frequently linked with Updike is the novelist Philip Roth. Roth vigorously explores Jewish 

identity in American society, especially in the postwar era and the early 21st century. Frequently 

set in Newark, New Jersey, Roth's work is known to be highly autobiographical, and many of 

Roth's main characters, most famously the Jewish novelist Nathan Zuckerman, are thought to be 

alter egos of Roth. With these techniques, and armed with his articulate and fast-paced style, 

Roth explores the distinction between reality and fiction in literature while provocatively 

examining American culture. His most famous work includes the Zuckerman novels, the 

controversial Portnoy's Complaint (1969), and Goodbye, Columbus (1959). Among the most 

decorated American writers of his generation, he has won every major American literary award, 

including the Pulitzer Prize for his major novel American Pastoral (1997). 

In the realm of African-American literature, Ralph Ellison's 1952 novel Invisible Man was 

instantly recognized as among the most powerful and important works of the immediate post-war 

years. The story of a black Underground Man in the urban north, the novel laid bare the often 

repressed racial tension that still prevailed while also succeeding as an existential character 

study. Richard Wright was catapulted to fame by the publication in subsequent years of his now 

widely studied short story, "The Man Who Was Almost a Man" (1939), and his controversial 



second novel, Native Son (1940), and his legacy was cemented by the 1945 publication of Black 

Boy, a work in which Wright drew on his childhood and mostly autodidactic education in the 

segregated South, fictionalizing and exaggerating some elements as he saw fit. Because of its 

polemical themes and Wright's involvement with the Communist Party, the novel's final part, 

"American Hunger," was not published until 1977. 

Perhaps the most ambitious and challenging post-war American novelist was William Gaddis, 

whose uncompromising, satiric, and gargantuan novels, such as The Recognitions (1955) and J 

R(1975) are presented largely in terms of unattributed dialog that requires almost unexampled 

reader participation. Gaddis's primary themes include forgery, capitalism, religious zealotry, and 

the legal system, constituting a sustained polyphonic critique of the chaos and chicanery of 

modern American life. Gaddis's work, though largely ignored for years, anticipated and 

influenced the development of such ambitious "postmodern" fiction writers as Thomas Pynchon, 

Joseph McElroy, and Don DeLillo. Another neglected and challenging postwar American 

novelist, albeit one who wrote much shorter works, was John Hawkes, whose often surreal, 

visionary fiction addresses themes of violence and eroticism and experiments audaciously with 

narrative voice and style. Among his most important works is the short nightmarish novel The 

Lime Twig (1961). 

Short fiction and poetry 

In the postwar period, the art of the short story again flourished. Among its most respected 

practitioners was Flannery O'Connor (b. March 25, 1925 in Georgia – d. August 3, 1964 in 

Georgia), who renewed the fascination of such giants as Faulkner and Twain with the American 

south, developing a distinctive Southern gothic esthetic wherein characters acted at one level as 

people and at another as symbols. A devout Catholic, O'Connor often imbued her stories, among 

them the widely studied "A Good Man is Hard to Find" and "Everything That Rises Must 

Converge", and two novels, Wise Blood (1952); The Violent Bear It Away (1960), with deeply 

religious themes, focusing particularly on the search for truth and religious skepticism against the 

backdrop of the nuclear age. Other important practitioners of the form include Katherine Anne 

Porter, Eudora Welty, John Cheever, Raymond Carver, Tobias Wolff, and the more experimental 

Donald Barthelme. 



Among the most respected of the postwar American poets are John Ashbery, the key figure of 

the surrealistic New York School of poetry, and his celebrated Self-portrait in a Convex 

Mirror(Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1976); Elizabeth Bishop and her North & South (Pulitzer Prize 

for Poetry, 1956) and "Geography III" (National Book Award, 1970); Richard Wilbur and his 

Things of This World, winner of both the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award for Poetry 

in 1957; John Berryman and his The Dream Songs, (Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1964, National 

Book Award, 1968);A.R. Ammons, whose Collected Poems 1951-1971 won a National Book 

Award in 1973 and whose long poem Garbage earned him another in 1993; Theodore Roethke 

and his The Waking(Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1954); James Merrill and his epic poem of 

communication with the dead, The Changing Light at Sand over (Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 

1977); Louise Glück for her The Wild Iris (Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1993); W.S. Merwin for his 

The Carrier of Ladders (Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1971) and The Shadow of Sirius (Pulitzer Prize 

for Poetry, 2009); Mark Strand for Blizzard of One (Pulitzer Prize for Poetry, 1999); Robert 

Hass for his Time and Materials, which won both the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award 

for Poetry in 2008 and 2007 respectively; and Rita Dove for her Thomas and Beulah (Pulitzer 

Prize for Poetry, 1987). 

In addition, in this same period the confessional, whose origin is often traced to the publication 

in 1959 of Robert Lowell's Life Studies, and beat schools of poetry enjoyed popular and 

academic success, producing such widely anthologized voices as Allen Ginsberg, Charles 

Bukowski, Gary Snyder, Anne Sexton, and Sylvia Plath, among many others. 

Contemporary American literature 

Though its exact parameters remain debatable, from the early 1970s to the present day the most 

salient literary movement has been postmodernism. Thomas Pynchon, a seminal practitioner of 

the form, drew in his work on modernist fixtures such as temporal distortion, unreliable 

narrators, and internal monologue and coupled them with distinctly postmodern techniques such 

asmeta fiction, ideo grammatic characterization, unrealistic names (Oedipa Maas, Benny 

Profane, etc.), absurdist plot elements and hyperbolic humor, deliberate use of anachronisms and 

archaisms, a strong focus on postcolonial themes, and a subversive commingling of high and low 

culture. In 1973, he published Gravity's Rainbow, a leading work in this genre, which won the 

National Book Award and was unanimously nominated for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction that 



year. His other major works include his debut, V. (1963), The Crying of Lot 49 (1966), Mason & 

Dixon(1997), and Against the Day (2006). 

Toni Morrison, the most recent American recipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature, writing in a 

distinctive lyrical prose style, published her controversial debut novel, The Bluest Eye, to 

widespread critical acclaim in 1970. Coming on the heels of the signing of the Civil Rights Act 

of 1965, the novel, widely studied in American schools, includes an elaborate description of 

incestuous rape and explores the conventions of beauty established by a historically racist 

society, painting a portrait of a self-immolating black family in search of beauty in whiteness. 

Since then, Morrison has experimented with lyric fantasy, as in her two best-known later works, 

Song of Solomon (1977) and Beloved (1987), for which she was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for 

Fiction; along these lines, critic Harold Bloom has drawn favorable comparisons to Virginia 

Woolf, and the Nobel committee to "Faulkner and to the Latin American tradition [of magical 

realism]." Beloved was chosen in a 2006 survey conducted by the New York Times as the most 

important work of fiction of the last 25 years. 

Writing in a lyrical, flowing style that eschews excessive use of the comma and semicolon, 

recalling William Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway in equal measure, Cormac McCarthy's body 

of work seizes on the literary traditions of several regions of the United States and spans multiple 

genres. He writes in the Southern Gothic aesthetic in his distinctly Faulknerian 1965 debut, The 

Orchard Keeper, and Suttree (1979); in the Epic Western tradition, with grotesquely drawn 

characters and symbolic narrative turns reminiscent of Melville, in Blood Meridian (1985), 

which Harold Bloom styled "the greatest single book since Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying," calling 

the character of Judge Holden "short of Moby Dick, the most monstrous apparition in all of 

American literature"; in a much more pastoral tone in his celebrated Border Trilogy (1992–98) of 

bild ungs romans, including All the Pretty Horses (1992), winner of the National Book Award; 

and in the post-apocalyptic genre in the Pulitzer Prize-winning The Road (2007). His novels are 

noted for achieving both commercial and critical success, several of his works having been 

adapted to film. 

Don De Lillo, who rose to literary prominence with the publication of his 1985 novel, White 

Noise, a work broaching the subjects of death and consumerism and doubling as a piece of comic 

social criticism, began his writing career in 1971 with Americana. He is listed by Harold Bloom 



as being among the preeminent contemporary American writers, in the company of such figures 

as Philip Roth, Cormac McCarthy, and Thomas Pynchon. His 1997 novel Underworld, a 

gargantuan work chronicling American life through and immediately after the Cold War and 

examining with equal depth subjects as various as baseball and nuclear weapons, is generally 

agreed upon to be his masterpiece and was the runner-up in a survey asking writers to identify 

the most important work of fiction of the last 25 years. Among his other important novels are 

Libra (1988), Mao II (1991) and Falling Man (2007). 

Stephen King, a noted horror writer and popular novelist of American Contemporary Culture, 

was awarded the O. Henry Award for a short story he wrote. Harold Bloom was among those 

who despised King and called his works "Penny Dreadfuls" where other noted American 

Writers, like Orson Scott Card, lauded the decision and had very high regard for King's ability as 

a writer. 

Seizing on the distinctly postmodern techniques of digression, narrative fragmentation and 

elaborate symbolism, and strongly influenced by the works of Thomas Pynchon, David Foster 

Wallace began his writing career with The Broom of the System, published to moderate acclaim 

in 1987. His second novel, Infinite Jest (1997), a futuristic portrait of America and a playful 

critique of the media-saturated nature of American life, has been consistently ranked among the 

most important works of the 20th century, and his final novel, unfinised at the time of his death, 

The Pale King (2011), has garnered much praise and attention. In addition to his novels, he also 

authored three acclaimed short story collections: Girl with Curious Hair (1989), Brief Interviews 

with Hideous Men(1999) and Oblivion: Stories (2004). 

Jonathan Franzen, Wallace's friend and contemporary, rose to prominence after the 2001 

publication of his National Book Award-winning third novel, The Corrections. He began his 

writing career in 1988 with the well-received The Twenty-Seventh City, a novel centering on his 

native St. Louis, but did not gain national attention until the publication of his essay, "Perchance 

to Dream," in Harper's Magazine, discussing the cultural role of the writer in the new millennium 

through the prism of his own frustrations. The Corrections, a tragicomedy about the 

disintegrating Lambert family, has been called "the literary phenomenon of [its] decade" and was 

ranked as one of the greatest novels of the past century. In 2010, he published Freedom to great 

critical acclaim. 



Other notable writers at the turn of the century include Michael Chabon, whose Pulitzer Prize-

winning The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay (2000) tells the story of two friends, Joe 

Kavalier and Sam Clay, as they rise through the ranks of the comics industry in its heyday; Denis 

Johnson, whose 2007 novel Tree of Smoke about falsified intelligence during Vietnam both won 

the National Book Award and was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and was called by 

critic Michiko Kakutani "one of the classic works of literature produced by [the Vietnam War]"; 

and Louise Erdrich, whose 2008 novel The Plague of Doves, a distinctly Faulknerian, 

polyphonic examination of the tribal experience set against the backdrop of murder in the 

fictional town of Pluto, North Dakota, was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, and her 2012 novel 

The Round House, which builds on the same themes, was awarded the 2012 National Book 

Award. 

Minority literatures 

One of the key developments in late-20th-century American literature was the rise to prominence 

of literature written by and about ethnic minorities beyond African Americans and Jewish 

Americans, who had already established their literary inheritances. This development came 

alongside the growth of the Civil Rights movements and its corollary, the Ethnic Pride 

movement, which led to the creation of Ethnic Studies programs in most major universities. 

These programs helped establish the new ethnic literature as worthy objects of academic study, 

alongside such other new areas of literary study as women's literature, gay and lesbian literature, 

working-class literature, postcolonial literature, and the rise of literary theory as a key 

component of academic literary study. 

After being relegated to cookbooks and autobiographies for most of the 20th century, Asian 

American literature achieved widespread notice through Maxine Hong Kingston's fictional 

memoir, The Woman Warrior (1976), and her novels China Men (1980) and Trip master 

Monkey: His Fake Book. Chinese-American author Ha Jin in 1999 won the National Book 

Award for his second novel, Waiting, about a Chinese soldier in the Revolutionary Army who 

has to wait 18 years to divorce his wife for another woman, all the while having to worry about 

persecution for his protracted affair, and twice won the PEN/Faulkner Award, in 2000 for 

Waiting and in 2005 for War Trash. 



Indian-American author Jhumpa Lahiri won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for her debut collection 

of short stories, Interpreter of Maladies (1999), and went on to write a well-received novel, The 

Namesake (2003), which was shortly adapted to film in 2007. In her second collection of stories, 

Unaccustomed Earth, released to widespread commercial and critical success, Lahiri shifts focus 

and treats the experiences of the second and third generation. 

Other notable Asian-American (but not immigrant) novelists include Amy Tan, best known for 

her novel, The Joy Luck Club (1989), tracing the lives of four immigrant families brought 

together by the game of Mahjong, and Korean American novelist Chang-Rae Lee, who has 

published Native Speaker, A Gesture Life, and Aloft. Such poets as Marilyn Chin and Li-Young 

Lee, Kimiko Hahnand Janice Mirikitani have also achieved prominence, as has playwright David 

Henry Hwang. Equally important has been the effort to recover earlier Asian American authors, 

started by Frank Chinand his colleagues; this effort has brought Sui Sin Far, Toshio Mori, Carlos 

Bulosan, John Okada, Hisaye Yamamoto and others to prominence. 

Latina/o literature also became important during this period, starting with acclaimed novels by 

Tomás Rivera (...y no se lo tragó la tierra) and Rudolfo Anaya (Bless Me, Ultima), and the 

emergence of Chicano theater with Luis Valdez and Teatro Campesino. Latina writing became 

important thanks to authors such as Sandra Cisneros, an icon of an emerging Chicano literature 

whose 1984 bildungs roman The House on Mango Street is taught in schools across the United 

States, Denise Chavez's The Last of the Menu Girls and Gloria Anzaldúa's Borderlands/La 

Frontera: The New Mestiza. 

Dominican-American author Junot Díaz, received the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for his 2007 

novel The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, which tells the story of an overweight Dominican 

boy growing up as a social outcast in Paterson, New Jersey. Another Dominican author, Julia 

Alvarez, is well known for How the García Girls Lost Their Accents and In the Time of the 

Butterflies.Cuban American author Oscar Hijuelos won a Pulitzer for The Mambo Kings Play 

Songs of Love, and Cristina García received acclaim for Dreaming in Cuban. 

Celebrated Puerto Rican novelists who write in English and Spanish include Giannina Braschi, 

author of the Spanglish classic Yo-Yo Boing! and Rosario Ferré, best known for "Eccentric 

Neighborhoods" Puerto Rico has also produced important playwrights such as René Marqués, 



Luis Rafael Sánchez, and José Rivera and New York based poets such as Julia de Burgos, 

Giannina Braschi and Pedro Pietri, as well as various members of the Nuyorican Poets Café. 

Spurred by the success of N. Scott Momaday's Pulitzer Prize winning House Made of Dawn, 

Native American literature showed explosive growth during this period, known as the Native 

American Renaissance, through such novelists as Leslie Marmon Silko (e.g., Ceremony), Gerald 

Vizenor (e.g., Bearheart: The Heirship Chronicles and numerous essays on Native American 

literature),Louise Erdrich (Love Medicine and several other novels that use a recurring set of 

characters and locations in the manner of William Faulkner), James Welch (e.g., Winter in the 

Blood), Sherman Alexie (e.g., The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven), and poets 

Simon Ortiz and Joy Harjo. The success of these authors has brought renewed attention to earlier 

generations, including Zitkala-Sa, John Joseph Mathews, D'Arcy McNickle and Mourning Dove. 

More recently, Arab American literature, largely unnoticed since the New York Pen League of 

the 1920s, has become more prominent through the work of Diana Abu-Jaber, whose novels 

include Arabian Jazz and Crescent and the memoir The Language of Baklava. Other important 

authors include Etel Adnan and poet Naomi Shihab Nye. 

Nobel Prize in Literature winners (American authors) 

1930: Sinclair Lewis (novelist) 

1936: Eugene O'Neill (playwright) 

1938: Pearl S. Buck (biographer and novelist) 

1948: T. S. Eliot (poet and playwright) 

1949: William Faulkner (novelist) 

1954: Ernest Hemingway (novelist) 

1962: John Steinbeck (novelist) 

1976: Saul Bellow (novelist) 

1978: Isaac Bashevis Singer (novelist, wrote in Yiddish) 



1993: Toni Morrison (novelist) 

American literary awards 

American Academy of Arts and Letters 

Pulitzer Prize (Fiction, Drama and Poetry, as well as various non-fiction and journalist 

categories) 

National Book Award (Fiction, Non-Fiction, Poetry and Young-Adult Fiction) 

American Book Awards 

PEN literary awards (multiple awards) 

United States Poet Laureate 

Bollingen Prize 

Pushcart Prize 

O. Henry Award 

Literary theory and criticism 

Edgar Allan Poe: Dark Romanticism, Short-Story Theory 

T. S. Eliot: Modernism 

Harold Bloom: Aestheticism 

Susan Sontag: Against Interpretation, On Photography 

John Updike: Literary realism/modernism and aestheticist critic 

Michiko Kakutani: New York Times critic 

M. H. Abrams: The Mirror and the Lamp (study of Romanticism) 

F. O. Mathiessen: originated the concept "American Renaissance" 



Perry Miller: Puritan studies 

Henry Nash Smith: founder of the "Myth and Symbol School" of American criticism 

Leo Marx: The Machine in the Garden (study of technology and culture) 

Leslie Fiedler: Love and Death in the American Novel 

Stanley Fish: Pragmatism 

Henry Louis Gates: African American literary theory 

Gerald Vizenor: Native American literary theory 

William Dean Howells: Literary realism 

Stephen Greenblatt: New Historicism 

Geoffrey Hartman: Yale school of deconstruction 

John Crowe Ransom: New Criticism 

Cleanth Brooks: New Criticism 

Kenneth Burke: Rhetoric studies 

Elaine Showalter: Feminist criticism 

Sandra M. Gilbert: Feminist criticism 

Susan Gubar: Feminist criticism 

J. Hillis Miller: Deconstruction 

Edward Said: Postcolonial criticism 

Jonathan Culler: Critical theory, deconstruction 

Judith Butler: Post-structuralist feminism 

Gloria E. Anzaldúa: Latina literary theory 



Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick: Queer theory 

Fredric Jameson: Marxist criticism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter - 2 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (or, in more recent editions, The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn) is a novel by Mark Twain, first published in the United Kingdom in December 1884 and in 

the United States in February 1885. Commonly named among the Great American Novels, the 

work is among the first in major American literature to be written throughout in vernacular 

English, characterized by local color regionalism. It is told in the first person by Huckleberry 

"Huck" Finn, a friend of Tom Sawyer and narrator of two other Twain novels (Tom Sawyer 

Abroad and Tom Sawyer, Detective). It is a direct sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. 

The book is noted for its colorful description of people and places along the Mississippi River. 

Set in a Southern antebellum society that had ceased to exist about twenty years before the work 

was published, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is an often scathing satire on entrenched 

attitudes, particularly racism. 

Perennially popular with readers, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn has also been the continued 

object of study by literary critics since its publication. It was criticized upon release because of 

its coarse language and became even more controversial in the 20th century because of its 

perceived use of racial stereotypes and because of its frequent use of the racial slur "nigger", 

despite strong arguments that the protagonist, and the tenor of the book, is anti-racist 

Characters 

In order of appearance: 

• Huckleberry Finn is a boy about thirteen or fourteen. He has been brought up by his 

father, the town drunk, and has a hard time fitting into society. Tom Sawyer and his friends 

occasionally call him "Huck Finn". 

• Widow Douglas is the kind old lady who has taken Huck in after he and Tom come into 

some money. She tries her best to civilize Huck, believing it is her Christian duty. 



• Miss Watson is the widow's sister, a tough old spinster who also lives with them. She is 

fairly hard on Huck, causing him to resent her a good deal. Samuel Clemens may have drawn 

inspiration for her from several people he knew in his life. 

• Jim is Miss Watson's big, mild-mannered slave to whom Huck becomes very close in the 

novel, when they reunite after Jim flees Miss Watson to seek refuge from slavery, and Huck and 

Jim become fellow travelers on the Mississippi River. 

• Tom Sawyer is Huck's friend and peer, the main character of other Twain novels and the 

leader of the town boys in adventures, is "the best fighter and the smartest kid in town". 

• "Pap" Finn, Huck's father, is the town drunk. He is often angry at Huck and resents him 

getting any kind of education. He also returns to Huck whenever he needs more money for 

alcohol. 

• Judith Loftus plays a small part in the novel — being the kind and perceptive woman 

whom Huck talks to in order to find out about the search for Jim — but many critics believe her 

to be the best female character in the novel. 

• The Grangerfords, an aristocratic Kentuckian family headed by the sexta genarian 

Colonel Saul Grangerford, take Huck in after he is separated from Jim on the Mississippi. Huck 

becomes close friends with the youngest male of the family, Buck Grangerford, who is Huck's 

age. By the time Huck meets them, the Grangerfords have been engaged in an age-old blood feud 

with another local family, the Shepherd sons. 

• The duke and the king are two otherwise unnamed con artists whom Huck and Jim take 

aboard their raft just before the start of their Arkansas adventures. They are featured prominently 

throughout the novel, duping many local townspeople with their various get-rich-quick schemes. 

The middle-aged "duke" claims to be the long-lost Duke of Bridgewater (though he mistakenly 

says "Bilge water" and is sometimes called this by the king), while the elderly "king" claims to 

be the long-lost Dauphin of France, and so is sometimes called "Capet" by the duke. 

• Mary Jane, Joanna, and Susan Wilks are the three young nieces of their wealthy guardian, 

Peter Wilks, who has recently died. The duke and the king try to steal the inheritance left by 

Peter Wilks, by posing as Peter's estranged brothers from England. 



• Aunt Sally and Uncle Silas Phelps, are the two people whose nephew Huck poses as, 

after he abandons the duke and king. She is a loving, but high-strung lady, and he a plodding old 

man, both farmer and preacher. 

• Doctor Robinson is the only man who recognizes that the King and Duke are phonies 

when they try to pretend to be British. He warns the town but they ignore him. 

Many other characters play important but minimal roles in the many episodes that make up the 

novel. They include slaves owned by the various families they meet, supporting townspeople, 

rafts-men, a doctor and a steamboat captain. 

Plot summary 

In Missouri 

The story begins in fictional St. Petersburg, Missouri (based on the actual town of Hannibal, 

Missouri), on the shore of the Mississippi River, sometime between 1835 (when the first 

steamboat sailed down the Mississippi) and 1845. Huckleberry "Huck" Finn (the protagonist and 

first-person narrator) and his friend, Thomas "Tom" Sawyer, have each come into a considerable 

sum of money as a result of their earlier adventures (detailed in The Adventures of Tom 

Sawyer). Huck explains how he is placed under the guardianship of the Widow Douglas, who, 

together with her stringent sister, Miss Watson, are attempting to civilize him and teach him 

religion. Finding civilized life confining, his spirits are raised somewhat when Tom Sawyer 

helps him to escape one night past Miss Watson's slave Jim, to meet up with Tom's gang of self-

proclaimed "robbers." Just as the gang's activities begin to bore Huck, he is suddenly interrupted 

by the reappearance of his shiftless father, "Pap", an abusive alcoholic. Knowing that Pap would 

only spend the money on alcohol, Huck is successful in preventing Pap from acquiring his 

fortune; however, Pap gains legal custody of Huck and leaves town with him. 

In Illinois and on Jackson's Island 

Pap forcibly moves Huck to his isolated cabin in the woods along the Illinois shoreline. Due to 

Pap's drunken violence and imprisonment of Huck inside the cabin, Huck, during one of his 

father's absences, elaborately fakes his own death, escapes the cabin, and sets off down river. He 

settles comfortably, on Jackson's Island. Here, Huck reunites with Jim, Miss Watson's slave. Jim 



has also run away after he overheard Miss Watson planning to sell him "down the river" to 

presumably more brutal owners. Jim plans to make his way to the town of Cairo in Illinois, a free 

state, so that he can later buy the rest of his enslaved family's freedom. At first, Huck is 

conflicted about the sin and crime of supporting a runaway slave, but as the two talk in depth and 

bond over their mutually held superstitions, Huck emotionally connects with Jim, who 

increasingly becomes Huck's close friend and guardian. After heavy flooding on the river, the 

two find a raft (which they keep) as well as an entire house floating on the river. Entering the 

house to seek loot, Jim finds the naked body of a dead man lying on the floor, shot in the back. 

He prevents Huck from viewing the corpse. 

To find out the latest news in town, Huck dresses as a girl and enters the house of Judith Loftus, 

a woman new to the area. Huck learns from her about the news of his own supposed murder; Pap 

was initially blamed, but since Jim ran away he is also a suspect and a reward for Jim's capture 

has initiated a manhunt. Mrs. Loftus becomes increasingly suspicious that Huck is a boy, finally 

proving it by a series of tests. Once he is exposed, she nevertheless allows him to leave her home 

without commotion, not realizing that he is the allegedly murdered boy they have just been 

discussing. Huck returns to Jim to tell him the news and that a search party is coming to 

Jackson's Island that very night. The two hastily load up the raft and depart. 

After a while, Huck and Jim come across a grounded steamship. Searching it, they stumble upon 

two thieves discussing murdering a third, but they flee before being noticed. They are later 

separated in a fog, making Jim intensely anxious, and when they reunite, Huck tricks Jim into 

thinking he dreamed the entire incident. Jim is not deceived for long, and is deeply hurt that his 

friend should have teased him so mercilessly. Huck becomes remorseful and apologizes to Jim, 

though his conscience troubles him about humbling himself to a black man. 

In Kentucky: the Grangerfords and Shepherdsons 

Travelling onward, Huck and Jim's raft is struck by a passing steamship, again separating the 

two. Huck is given shelter on the Kentucky side of the river by the Grangerfords, an aristocratic 

family. He befriends Buck Grangerford, a boy about his age, and learns that the Grangerfords are 

engaged in a 30-year blood feud against another family, the Shepherdsons. The Grangerfords and 

Shepherdsons go to the same church, which ironically preaches brotherly love. The vendetta 



finally comes to a head when Buck's older sister elopes with a member of the Shepherdson clan. 

In the resulting conflict, all the Grangerford males from this branch of the family are shot and 

killed, including Buck, whose horrific murder Huck witnesses. He is immensely relieved to be 

reunited with Jim, who has since recovered and repaired the raft. 

In Arkansas: the duke and the king 

Near the Arkansas-Missouri-Tennessee border, Jim and Huck take two on-the-run grifters aboard 

the raft. The younger man, who is about thirty, introduces himself as the long-lost son of an 

English duke (the Duke of Bridgewater). The older one, about seventy, then trumps this 

outrageous claim by alleging that he himself is the Lost Dauphin, the son of Louis XVI and 

rightful King of France. The "duke" and "king" soon become permanent passengers on Jim and 

Huck's raft, committing a series of confidence schemes upon unsuspecting locals all along their 

journey. To divert suspicions from the public away from Jim, they pose him as recaptured slave 

runaway, but later paint him up entirely blue and call him the "Sick Arab" so that he can move 

about the raft without bindings. 

On one occasion, the swindlers advertise a three-night engagement of a play called "The Royal 

Nonesuch". The play turns out to be only a couple of minutes' worth of an absurd, bawdy sham. 

On the afternoon of the first performance, a drunk called Boggs is shot dead by a gentleman 

named Colonel Sherburn; a lynch mob forms to retaliate against Sherburn; and Sherburn, 

surrounded at his home, disperses the mob by making a defiant speech describing how true 

lynching should be done. By the third night of "The Royal Nonesuch", the townspeople prepare 

for their revenge on the duke and king for their money-making scam, but the two cleverly skip 

town together with Huck and Jim just before the performance begins. 

In the next town, the two swindlers then impersonate brothers of Peter Wilks, a recently 

deceased man of property. To match accounts of Wilks's brothers, the king attempts an English 

accent and the duke pretends to be a deaf-mute, while starting to collect Wilks's inheritance. 

Huck decides that Wilks's three orphaned nieces, who treat Huck with kindness, do not deserve 

to be cheated thus and so he tries to retrieve for them the stolen inheritance. In a desperate 

moment, Huck is forced to hide the money in Wilks's coffin, which is abruptly buried the next 

morning. The arrival of two new men who seem to be the real brothers throws everything into 



confusion, so that the townspeople decide to dig up the coffin in order to determine which are the 

true brothers, but, with everyone else distracted, Huck leaves for the raft, hoping to never see the 

duke and king again. Suddenly, though, the two villains return, to Huck's despair. When Huck is 

finally able to get away a second time, he finds to his horror that the swindlers have sold Jim 

away to a family that intends to return him to his proper owner for the reward. Defying his 

conscience and accepting the negative religious consequences he expects for his actions—"All 

right, then, I'll go to hell!"—Huck resolves to free Jim once and for all. 

On the Phelps' farm 

Huck learns that Jim is being held at the plantation of Silas and Sally Phelps. The family's 

nephew, Tom, is expected for a visit at the same time as Huck's arrival, so Huck is mistaken for 

Tom and welcomed into their home. He plays along, hoping to find Jim's location and free him; 

in a surprising plot twist, it is revealed that the expected nephew is in fact Tom Sawyer. When 

Huck intercepts the real Tom Sawyer on the road and tells him everything, Tom decides to join 

Huck's scheme, pretending to be his own younger half-brother, Sid, while Huck continues 

pretending to be Tom. In the meantime, Jim has told the family about the two grifters and the 

new plan for "The Royal Nonesuch", and so the townspeople capture the duke and king, who are 

then tarred and feathered and ridden out of town on a rail. 

Rather than simply sneaking Jim out of the shed where he is being held, Tom develops an 

elaborate plan to free him, involving secret messages, a hidden tunnel, a rope ladder sent in Jim's 

food, and other elements from adventure books he has read, including an anonymous note to the 

Phelps warning them of the whole scheme. During the actual escape and resulting pursuit, Tom 

is shot in the leg, while Jim remains by his side, risking recapture rather than completing his 

escape alone. Although a local doctor admires Jim's decency, he has Jim arrested in his sleep and 

returned to the Phelps. After this, events quickly resolve themselves. Tom's Aunt Polly arrives 

and reveals Huck and Tom's true identities to the Phelps family. Jim is revealed to be a free man: 

Miss Watson died two months earlier and freed Jim in her will, but Tom (who already knew this) 

chose not to reveal this information to Huck so that he could come up with a artful rescue plan 

for Jim. Jim tells Huck that Huck's father (Pap Finn) has been dead for some time (he was the 

dead man they found earlier in the floating house), and so Huck may now return safely to St. 



Petersburg. Huck declares that he is quite glad to be done writing his story, and despite Sally's 

plans to adopt and civilize him, he intends to flee west to Indian Territory. 

Major themes 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn explores notions of race and identity. An obvious complexity 

exists concerning Jim's character. While some scholars point out that Jim is good-hearted, moral, 

and not unintelligent, others have criticized the novel as racist, citing the use of the word 

"nigger" and emphasizing the stereotypically "comic" treatment of Jim's superstition and 

ignorance. 

Huck struggles not only with the challenges of his strenuous journey, but also with the 19th 

century social climate and the role it forces on him regarding Jim. Throughout the story, Huck is 

in moral conflict with the received values of the society in which he lives, and while he is unable 

to consciously refute those values even in his thoughts, he makes a moral choice based on his 

own valuation of Jim's friendship and human worth, a decision in direct opposition to the things 

he has been taught. Mark Twain, in his lecture notes, proposes that "a sound heart is a surer 

guide than an ill-trained conscience" and goes on to describe the novel as "...a book of mine 

where a sound heart and a deformed conscience come into collision and conscience suffers 

defeat". 

To highlight the hypocrisy required to condone slavery within an ostensibly moral system, Twain 

has Huck's father enslave his son, isolate him, and beat him. When Huck escapes – which anyone 

would agree was the right thing to do – he then immediately encounters Jim "illegally" doing the 

same thing. 

Some scholars discuss Huck's own character, and the novel itself, in the context of its relation to 

African-American culture as a whole. John Alberti quotes Shelley Fisher Fishkin, who writes in 

her 1990s book Was Huck Black?: Mark Twain and African-American Voices, "by limiting their 

field of inquiry to the periphery," white scholars "have missed the ways in which African-

American voices shaped Twain's creative imagination at its core." It is suggested[who?] that the 

character of Huckleberry Finn illustrates the correlation, and even interrelatedness, between 

white and black culture in the United States. 



Illustrations 

The original illustrations were done by Edward W. Kemble (more often known as E.W. 

Kemble), at the time a young artist working for Life magazine. Kemble was hand-picked by 

Twain, who admired his work. Hearn suggests that Twain and Kemble had a similar skill, 

writing that: 

Whatever he may have lacked in technical grace ... Kemble shared with the greatest illustrators 

the ability to give even the minor individual in a text his own distinct visual personality; just as 

Twain so deftly defined a full-rounded character in a few phrases, so too did Kemble depict with 

a few strokes of his pen that same entire personage. 

As Kemble could afford only one model, most of his illustrations produced for the book were 

done by guesswork. When the novel was published, the illustrations were praised even as the 

novel was harshly criticized. E.W. Kemble produced another set of illustrations for Harper's and 

the American Publishing Company in 1898 and 1899 after Twain lost the copyright 

Publication's effect on literary climate 

Twain initially conceived of the work as a sequel to The Adventures of Tom Sawyer that would 

follow Huckleberry Finn through adulthood. Beginning with a few pages he had removed from 

the earlier novel, Twain began work on a manuscript he originally titled Huckleberry Finn's 

Autobiography. Twain worked on the manuscript off and on for the next several years, ultimately 

abandoning his original plan of following Huck's development into adulthood. He appeared to 

have lost interest in the manuscript while it was in progress, and set it aside for several years. 

After making a trip down the Hudson River, Twain returned to his work on the novel. Upon 

completion, the novel's title closely paralleled its predecessor's: Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 

(Tom Sawyer's Comrade). 

As it relates to the actual body of text during the time of publication, Mark Twain composed the 

story in pen on notepaper between 1876 and 1883. Paul Needham, who supervised the 

authentication of the manuscript for Sotheby's books and manuscripts department in New York 

in 1991, stated, "What you see is [Clemens'] attempt to move away from pure literary writing to 

dialect writing". For example, Twain revised the opening line of Huck Finn three times. He 



initially wrote, "You will not know about me", which he changed to, "You do not know about 

me", before settling on the final version, "You don't know about me, without you have read a 

book by the name of 'The Adventures of Tom Sawyer'; but that ain't no matter." The revisions 

also show how Twain reworked his material to strengthen the characters of Huck and Jim, as 

well as his sensitivity to the then-current debate over literacy and voting. 

A later version was the first typewritten manuscript delivered to a printer. 

Demand for the book would spread outside of the United States. Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 

was eventually published on December 10, 1884, in Canada and the United Kingdom, and on 

February 18, 1885, in the United States. The illustration on page 283 became a point of issue 

after an engraver, whose identity was never discovered, made a last-minute addition to the 

printing plate of Kemble's picture of old Silas Phelps, which drew attention to Phelps' groin. 

Thirty thousand copies of the book had been printed before the obscenity was discovered. A new 

plate was made to correct the illustration and repair the existing copies. 

In 1885, the Buffalo Public Library's curator, James Fraser Gluck, approached Twain to donate 

the manuscript to the library. Twain did so. Later it was believed that half of the pages had been 

misplaced by the printer. In 1991, the missing half turned up in a steamer trunk owned by 

descendants of Gluck's. The library successfully proved possession and, in 1994, opened the 

Mark Twain Room to showcase the treasure. 

In relation to the literary climate at the time of the book's publication in 1885, Henry Nash Smith 

describes the importance of Mark Twain's already established reputation as a "professional 

humorist", having already published over a dozen other works. Smith suggests that while the 

"dismantling of the decadent Romanticism of the later nineteenth century was a necessary 

operation," Adventures of Huckleberry Finn illustrated "previously inaccessible resources of 

imaginative power, but also made vernacular language, with its new sources of pleasure and new 

energy, available for American prose and poetry in the twentieth century 

Reception 

While it was clear that the publication of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn was controversial 

from the outset, Norman Mailer, writing in The New York Times in 1984, concluded that 



Twain's novel was not initially "too unpleasantly regarded." In fact, Mailer writes: "the critical 

climate could hardly anticipate T. S. Eliot and Ernest Hemingway's encomiums 50 years later," 

reviews that would remain longstanding in the American consciousness. 

Alberti suggests that the academic establishment responded to the book's challenges both 

dismissively and with confusion. During Twain's time, and today, defenders of Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn "lump all nonacademic critics of the book together as extremists and ‘censors' 

thus equating the complaints about the book's ‘coarseness' from the genteel bourgeois trustees of 

the Concord Public Library in the 1880s with more recent objections based on race and civil 

rights." 

Upon issue of the American edition in 1885 several libraries banned it from their shelves. The 

early criticism focused on what was perceived as the book's crudeness. One incident was 

recounted in the newspaper, the Boston Transcript: 

The Concord (Mass.) Public Library committee has decided to exclude Mark Twain's latest book 

from the library. One member of the committee says that, while he does not wish to call it 

immoral, he thinks it contains but little humor, and that of a very coarse type. He regards it as the 

veriest trash. The library and the other members of the committee entertain similar views, 

characterizing it as rough, coarse, and inelegant, dealing with a series of experiences not 

elevating, the whole book being more suited to the slums than to intelligent, respectable people. 

Twain later remarked to his editor, "Apparently, the Concord library has condemned Huck as 

'trash and only suitable for the slums.' This will sell us another twenty-five thousand copies for 

sure!" 

In 1905, New York's Brooklyn Public Library also banned the book due to bad word choice and 

Huck's having "not only itched but scratched" within the novel, which was considered obscene. 

When asked by a Brooklyn librarian about the situation, Twain replied: 

I am greatly troubled by what you say. I wrote 'Tom Sawyer' & 'Huck Finn' for adults 

exclusively, & it always distressed me when I find that boys and girls have been allowed access 

to them. The mind that becomes soiled in youth can never again be washed clean. I know this by 

my own experience, & to this day I cherish an unappeased bitterness against the unfaithful 



guardians of my young life, who not only permitted but compelled me to read an unexpurgated 

Bible through before I was 15 years old. None can do that and ever draw a clean sweet breath 

again on this side of the grave. 

Many subsequent critics, Ernest Hemingway among them, have deprecated the final chapters, 

claiming the book "devolves into little more than minstrel-show satire and broad comedy" after 

Jim is detained. Hemingway declared, "All modern American literature comes from" Huck Finn, 

and hailed it as "the best book we've had". He cautioned, "If you must read it you must stop 

where the Nigger Jim is stolen from the boys sic. That is the real end. The rest is just cheating." 

Pulitzer Prize winner Ron Powers states in his Twain biography (Mark Twain: A Life) that 

"Huckleberry Finn endures as a consensus masterpiece despite these final chapters", in which 

Tom Sawyer leads Huck through elaborate machinations to rescue Jim. 

The words "nigger" and "Jim" appear side-by-side once in the novel, in Chapter XXXI, in a letter 

Huck writes to Mrs. Watson, but they are not used as a name. The phrase "our old nigger Jim" 

also appears twice in Tom Sawyer, Detective. After "nigger Jim" appears in Albert Bigelow 

Paine's 1912 Clemens biography, it continued to be used by twentieth century critics, including 

Leslie Fiedler, Norman Mailer, and Russell Baker. 

Writer Louisa May Alcott criticized the book's publication as well, saying that if Twain "[could 

not] think of something better to tell our pure-minded lads and lasses he had best stop writing for 

them". 

Controversy 

The language of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn made for its controversial condition during its 

first year on the shelves and into the modern world of literature. In his introduction to The 

Annotated Huckleberry Finn, Michael Patrick Hearn writes that Twain "could be uninhibitedly 

vulgar," and quotes William Dean Howells, a Twain contemporary, who wrote that the author's 

"humor was not for most women." However, Hearn continues by explaining that "the reticent 

Howells found nothing in the proofs of Huckleberry Finn so offensive that it needed to be struck 

out." 



Much of modern scholarship of Huckleberry Finn has focused on its treatment of race. Many 

Twain scholars have argued that the book, by humanizing Jim and exposing the fallacies of the 

racist assumptions of slavery, is an attack on racism. Others have argued that the book falls short 

on this score, especially in its depiction of Jim. According to Professor Stephen Railton of the 

University of Virginia, Twain was unable to fully rise above the stereotypes of black people that 

white readers of his era expected and enjoyed, and therefore resorted to minstrel show-style 

comedy to provide humor at Jim's expense, and ended up confirming rather than challenging 

late-19th century racist stereotypes. 

In one instance, the controversy caused a drastically altered interpretation of the text: in 1955, 

CBS tried to avoid controversial material in a televised version of the book, by deleting all 

mention of slavery and omitting the character of Jim entirely. 

Because of this controversy over whether Huckleberry Finn is racist or anti-racist, and because 

the word "nigger" is frequently used in the novel, many have questioned the appropriateness of 

teaching the book in the U.S. public school system—this questioning of the word "nigger" is 

illustrated by a school administrator of Virginia in 1982 calling the novel the "most grotesque 

example of racism I've ever seen in my life". According to the American Library Association, 

Huckleberry Finn was the fifth most-frequently-challenged book in the United States during the 

1990s. 

There have been several more recent cases involving protests for the banning of the novel. In 

2003 high school student Calista Phair and her grandmother, Beatrice Clark, in Renton, 

Washington, proposed banning the book from classroom learning in the Renton School District, 

though not from any public libraries, because of the word "nigger". Clark filed a request with the 

school district in response to the required reading of the book, asking for the novel to be removed 

from the English curriculum. The two curriculum committees that considered her request 

eventually decided to keep the novel on the 11th grade curriculum, though they suspended it 

until a panel had time to review the novel and set a specific teaching procedure for the novel and 

its controversial topics. 

In 2009 a Washington state high school teacher called for the removal of the novel from a school 

curriculum. The teacher, John Foley, called for replacing Adventures of Huckleberry Finn with a 



more modern novel. In an opinion column that Foley wrote in the Seattle Post Intelligencer, he 

states that all "novels that use the ‘N-word' repeatedly need to go." He states that teaching the 

novel is not only unnecessary, but difficult due to the offensive language within the novel with 

many students becoming uncomfortable at "just hear[ing] the N-word." He views this change as 

"common sense," with Obama's election into office as a sign that Americans "are ready for a 

change," and that by removing these books from the reading lists, they would be following this 

change. 

Publishers of the book have made their own attempts at easing the controversy by way of less-

coarse publications. A 2011 edition of the book, published by New South Books, replaced the 

word "nigger" with "slave" (although being incorrectly addressed to a freed man) and did not use 

the term "Injun." Mark Twain scholar Alan Gribben said he hoped the edition would be more 

friendly for use in classrooms, rather than have the work banned outright from classroom reading 

lists due to its language. 

According to publisher Suzanne La Rosa "At NewSouth, we saw the value in an edition that 

would help the works find new readers. If the publication sparks good debate about how 

language impacts learning or about the nature of censorship or the way in which racial slurs 

exercise their baneful influence, then our mission in publishing this new edition of Twain's 

works will be more emphatically fulfilled."Another scholar, Thomas Wortham, criticized the 

changes, saying the new edition "doesn't challenge children to ask, 'Why would a child like Huck 

use such reprehensible language?'" 

Responses to this include the publishing of The Hipster Huckleberry Finn which is an edition 

with the word "nigger" is replaced with the word "hipster". The book's description includes this 

statement "Thanks to editor Richard Grayson, the adventures of Huckleberry Finn are now 

neither offensive nor uncool." 

 

 

 

 



Chapter - 3 

Moby-Dick 

 

Moby-Dick; or, The Whale (1851) is the sixth book by American writer Herman Melville. The 

work is an epic sea-story of Captain Ahab's voyage in pursuit of Moby Dick, a great white 

whale. It initially received mixed reviews and at Melville's death in 1891 was remembered, if at 

all, as a children's sea adventure, but now is considered one of the Great American Novels and a 

leading work of American Romanticism. 

The opening line, "Call me Ishmael," is one of the most recognizable opening lines in Western 

literature. Ishmael then narrates the voyage of the whale ship Pequod, commanded by Captain 

Ahab. Ahab has one purpose: revenge on Moby Dick, a ferocious, enigmatic white whale which 

on a previous voyage destroyed Ahab's ship and severed his leg at the knee. The detailed and 

realistic descriptions of whale hunting and the process of extracting whale oil, as well as life 

aboard ship among a culturally diverse crew, are mixed with exploration of class and social 

status, good and evil, and the existence of God. 

Melville uses a wide range of styles and literary devices ranging from lists and catalogs to 

Shakespearean stage directions, soliloquies, and asides. 

Plot 

The narrator, Ishmael, is an observant young man setting out from Manhattan Island who has 

experience in the merchant marine but has recently decided his next voyage will be on a whaling 

ship. On a cold, gloomy night in December, he arrives at the Spouter-Inn in New Bedford, 

Massachusetts, and agrees to share a bed with a then-absent stranger. When his bunk mate, a 

heavily tattooed Polynesian harpooner named Queequeg, returns very late and discovers Ishmael 

beneath his covers, both men are alarmed, but the two quickly become close friends and decide 

to sail together from Nantucket, Massachusetts, on a whaling voyage. 

In Nantucket, the pair sign on with the Pequod, a whaling ship that is soon to leave port. The 

ship’s captain, Ahab, is nowhere to be seen; nevertheless, they are told of him — a "grand, 



ungodly, godlike man," who has "been in colleges as well as 'mong the cannibals," according to 

one of the ship's owners. The two friends encounter a mysterious man named Elijah on the dock 

after they sign their papers and he hints at troubles to come with Ahab. The mystery grows on 

Christmas morning when Ishmael spots dark figures in the mist, apparently boarding the Pequod 

shortly before it sets sail that day. 

The ship’s officers direct the early voyage while Ahab stays in his cabin. The chief mate is 

Starbuck, a serious, sincere Quaker and fine leader; second mate is Stubb, happy-go-lucky and 

cheerful and always smoking his pipe; the third mate is Flask, short, stout, thoroughly reliable. 

Each mate is responsible for a whaling boat, and each whaling boat of the Pequod has its own 

pagan harpooneer assigned to it. Some time after sailing, Ahab finally appears on the quarter-

deck one morning, an imposing, frightening figure whose haunted visage sends shivers over the 

narrator. One of his legs is missing from the knee down and has been replaced by a prosthesis 

fashioned from a sperm whale's jawbone. 

He looked like a man cut away from the stake, when the fire has over runningly wasted all the 

limbs without consuming them, or taking away one particle from their compacted aged 

robustness... Threading its way out from among his grey hairs, and continuing right down one 

side of his tawny scorched face and neck, till it disappeared in his clothing, you saw a slender 

rod-like mark, lividly whitish. It resembled that perpendicular seam sometimes made in the 

straight, lofty trunk of a great tree, when the upper lightning tearingly darts down it, and without 

wrenching a single twig, peels and grooves out the bark from top to bottom ere running off into 

the soil, leaving the tree still greenly alive, but branded. 

—Moby-Dick, Ch. 28 

Soon gathering the crewmen together, with a rousing speech Ahab secures their support for his 

single, secret purpose for this voyage: hunting down and killing Moby Dick, an old, very large 

sperm whale, with a snow-white hump and mottled skin, that crippled Ahab on his last whaling 

voyage. Only Starbuck shows any sign of resistance to the charismatic but monomaniacal 

captain. The first mate argues repeatedly that the ship’s purpose should be to hunt whales for 

their oil, with luck returning home profitably, safely, and quickly, but not to seek out and kill 



Moby Dick in particular — and especially not for revenge. Eventually even Starbuck acquiesces 

to Ahab's will, though harboring misgivings. 

The mystery of the dark figures seen before the Pequod set sail is explained during the voyage's 

first lowering for whales. Ahab has secretly brought along his own boat crew, including a 

mysterious harpooneer named Fedallah (also referred to as 'the Parsee'), an inscrutable figure 

with a sinister influence over Ahab. Later, while watching one night over a captured whale 

carcass, Fedallah gives dark prophecies to Ahab regarding their twin deaths. 

The novel describes numerous "gams," social meetings of two ships on the open sea. Crews 

normally visit each other during a gam, captains on one vessel and chief mates on the other. Mail 

may be exchanged and the men talk of whale sightings or other news. For Ahab, however, there 

is but one relevant question to ask of another ship: “Hast thou seen the White Whale?” After 

meeting several other whaling ships, which have their own peculiar stories, the Pequod enters the 

Pacific Ocean. Queequeg becomes deathly ill and, fearing an ordinary burial at sea, requests that 

a coffin be built for him by the ship’s carpenter. Just as everyone has given up hope, Queequeg 

changes his mind, deciding to live after all, and recovers quickly. His coffin becomes his sea 

chest, and is later caulked and pitched to replace the Pequod's life buoy. 

Soon word is heard from other whalers of Moby Dick. The jolly Captain Boomer of the Samuel 

Ender by has lost an arm to the whale, and is stunned at Ahab's burning need for revenge. Next 

they meet the Rachel, which has seen Moby Dick very recently. As a result of the encounter, one 

of its boats is missing; the captain’s youngest son had been aboard. The Rachel's captain begs 

Ahab to aid in the search for the missing boat, but Ahab is resolute; the Pequod is very near the 

White Whale now and will not stop to help. Finally the Delight is met, even as its captain buries 

a sailor who had been killed by Moby Dick. Starbuck begs Ahab one final time to reconsider his 

thirst for vengeance, but to no avail. 

The next day, the Pequod meets Moby Dick. For two days, the Pequod's crew pursues the whale, 

which wreaks widespread destruction, including the disappearance of Fedallah. On the third day, 

Moby Dick rises to the surface, revealing Fedallah's corpse, held to the whale by a tangle of 

harpoon ropes. Even after the initial battle on the third day, it is clear that while Ahab is a 

vengeful whale-hunter, Moby Dick, while dangerous and fearless, is not motivated to hunt 



humans. As he swims away from the Pequod, Starbuck exhorts Ahab one last time to desist, 

observing that: 

"Moby Dick seeks thee not. It is thou, thou, that madly seekest him!". 

—Moby-Dick, Ch. 135 

Ahab ignores this voice of reason and continues with his ill-fated chase. As the three boats sail 

out to hunt him, Moby Dick damages two of them, forcing them to go back to the ship and 

leaving only Ahab's vessel intact. Ahab harpoons the whale, but the harpoon-line breaks. Moby 

Dick then rams the Pequod itself, which begins to sink. As Ahab harpoons the whale again, the 

unfolding harpoon-line catches him around his neck and he is dragged into the depths of the sea 

by the diving Moby Dick. The boat is caught up in the whirlpool of the sinking ship, which takes 

the crew on board to their deaths. Only Ishmael survives, clinging to Queequeg’s coffin-turned-

life buoy for an entire day and night before the Rachel rescues him. 

Characters 

The crew-members of the Pequod are carefully drawn stylizations of human types and habits; 

critics have often described the crew as a "self-enclosed universe". There are 30 crew members, 

and as there were thirty states in the union at the time, it has been suggested that, in its diversity, 

Melville meant the Pequod to be a metaphor for America. 

Ishmael 

Main article: Ishmael (Moby-Dick) 

Ishmael is both the narrator of and a character in the book, though his younger self is the 

character. The name has come to symbolize orphans, exiles, and social outcasts — in the opening 

paragraph of Moby-Dick, Ishmael tells the reader that he has turned to the sea out of a feeling of 

alienation from human society. In the last line of the book, Ishmael also refers to himself 

symbolically as an orphan, which maintains the Biblical connection and emphasises the 

representation of outcasts. In the Book of Genesis, Ishmael is the son of Abraham and his wife's 

maidservant, Hagar, whom his barren wife, Sarah, gives to her husband so he may have a son. 



When Sarah finally bears a son, Isaac, she decides Ishmael would not be a good influence on 

Isaac and therefore has Abraham exile Hagar and Ishmael into the desert (Genesis 21:10). 

Ishmael has a rich literary background (he has previously been a schoolteacher), which he brings 

to bear on his shipmates and events that occur while at sea. His assurance that "only I alone 

escaped to tell you" (tell thee) is the messenger's admonishment in Job 1: 15-17, 19. 

Elijah 

The character Elijah (named for the Biblical prophet Elijah, who is also referred to in the King 

James Bible as Elias), on learning that Ishmael and Queequeg have signed onto Ahab's ship, 

asks, "Anything down there about your souls?" When Ishmael reacts with surprise, Elijah 

continues: 

Oh, perhaps you hav'n't got any," he said quickly. "No matter though, I know many chaps that 

hav'n't got any — good luck to 'em; and they are all the better off for it. A soul's a sort of a fifth 

wheel to a wagon." 

—Moby-Dick, Ch. 19  

Later in the conversation, Elijah adds: 

Well, well, what's signed, is signed; and what's to be, will be; and then again, perhaps it wont be, 

after all. Any how, it's all fixed and arranged a'ready; and some sailors or other must go with 

him, I suppose; as well these as any other men, God pity 'em! Morning to ye, shipmates, 

morning; the ineffable heavens bless ye; I'm sorry I stopped ye. 

—Moby-Dick, Ch. 19  

Ahab 

Ahab is the tyrannical captain of the Pequod who is driven by a monomaniacal desire to kill 

Moby Dick, the whale that had maimed him off the coast ofJapan during a previous whaling 

voyage. Although he is a Quaker, he seeks revenge in defiance of his religion's well-known 

pacifism. Ahab's Biblical namesake is the evil idol-worshipping ruler in the Book of Kings, and 

this association prompts Ishmael to ask, after first hearing Ahab's name: 



When that wicked king was slain, the dogs, did they not lick his blood? 

—Moby-Dick , Chapter 16. "The Ship" 

When Ishmael remarks upon the ill associations of such a name, he is rebuked by one of Ahab's 

colleagues, who points out that "He did not name himself." 

Little information is provided about Ahab's life prior to meeting Moby Dick, although it is 

known that he was orphaned at a young age. When discussing the purpose of his quest with 

Starbuck, it is revealed that he first began whaling at eighteen and has continued in the trade for 

forty years making him 58 years of age and having spent less than three on land. He also 

mentions his "girl-wife", whom he married late in life, and their young son, but does not give 

their names. 

Ahab ultimately dooms the crew of the Pequod (save for Ishmael) to death by his obsession with 

Moby Dick. During the final chase, Ahab hurls his last harpoon while yelling his now-famous 

revenge line: 

…to the last I grapple with thee; from hell's heart I stab at thee; for hate's sake I spit my last 

breath at thee. 

—Moby-Dick, Chapter 135. "The Chase.—Third Day" 

The harpoon becomes lodged in Moby Dick's flesh and Ahab, caught around the neck by a loop 

in his own harpoon's rope and unable to free himself, is dragged down into the cold oblivion of 

the sea by the injured whale. The mechanics of Ahab's death are richly symbolic. He is killed by 

his own harpoon, a victim of his own twisted obsession and desire for revenge. The whale 

eventually destroys the whaleboats and crew, and sinks the Pequod. 

Ahab's motivation for hunting Moby Dick is explored in the following passage: 

The White Whale swam before him as the monomaniac incarnation of all those malicious 

agencies which some deep men feel eating in them, till they are left living on with half a heart 

and half a lung. That intangible malignity which has been from the beginning; to whose 

dominion even the modern Christians ascribe one-half of the worlds; which the ancient Ophites 

of the east reverenced in their statue devil;—Ahab did not fall down and worship it like them; 



but deliriously transferring its idea to the abhorred white whale, he pitted himself, all mutilated, 

against it. All that most maddens and torments; all that stirs up the lees of things; all truth with 

malice in it; all that cracks the sinews and cakes the brain; all the subtle demonisms of life and 

thought; all evil, to crazy Ahab, were visibly personified, and made practically assailable in 

Moby Dick. He piled upon the whale's white hump the sum of all the general rage and hate felt 

by his whole race from Adam down; and then, as if his chest had been a mortar, he burst his hot 

heart's shell upon it. 

—Moby-Dick, Chapter 41. "Moby Dick" 

Captain Boomer 

Captain of the Samuel Enderby of London, Ahab encounters him at sea. Boomer has not only 

seen Moby Dick recently, but lost his arm to him in a previous attack. Like Ahab, he has 

replaced the missing limb with a prosthesis made of sperm whale bone. Ahab immediately 

assumes he has found a kindred spirit in his thirst for vengeance, but Boomer is yet another 

representation of the duality to be found throughout the novel; in this instance, a sane and 

rational counterpart to Ahab. While Boomer also anthropomorphizes Moby Dick, describing the 

"boiling rage" the whale seemed to be in when Boomer attempted to capture him, he has easily 

come to terms with losing his arm, and harbors no ill-will against Moby Dick, advising Ahab 

"he's best left alone". TheEnderby's doctor provides solid reasoning for this attitude, informing 

the gathering: 

Do you know, gentlemen, that the digestive organs of the whale are so inscrutably constructed by 

Divine Providence, that it is quite impossible for him to completely digest even a man's arm? 

And he knows it too. So that what you take for the White Whale's malice is only his 

awkwardness. For he never means to swallow a single limb; he only thinks to terrify by feints.. 

—Moby-Dick, Ch. 100 

Boomer jokingly tells a long yarn about the loss of his arm; this attitude, coupled with a lack of 

urgency in telling where he sighted Moby Dick, infuriates Ahab, leading Boomer to query, "Is 

your captain crazy?" Ahab immediately quits the Enderby and is so hasty in his return to the 

Pequod that he cracks and splinters his whalebone leg, then further damages it in admonishing 



the helmsman. While appearing to be whole, the leg is badly damaged and cannot be trusted; it 

now serves as metaphor for its wearer. 

 

Moby Dick 

He is a giant, largely (but not completely) white, bull sperm whale and arguably the main 

antagonist of the novel. Melville describes him as having prominent white areas around his 

wrinkled forehead and dorsal fin, the rest of his body being of stripes and patches between white 

and gray. The animal's exact dimensions are never given but Melville claims in the novel that 

sperm whales can reach a length of ninety feet (larger than any officially recorded) and that 

Moby Dick is possibly the largest sperm whale that ever lived. Other notable physical traits are 

an unusual spout, a deformed jaw, three punctures in his right fluke and several harpoons 

imbedded in his side from unsuccessful hunts. Having a near legendary reputation among 

whalers, several fatal encounters have been attributed to him over a number of years, his attacks 

interpreted by some as being deliberate acts not of "an unintelligent agent." He bit off Ahab's leg, 

leaving Ahab to swear revenge. The cetacean also attacked the Rachel and killed the captain's 

son. At the end of the story he kills the entire crew of the Pequod, with the exception of Ishmael. 

The story does not tell whether he survives his own wounds after that. Although he is an integral 

part of the novel, Moby Dick appears in just three of the 135 chapters and the reader does not 

have access to his thoughts and motivations. Moby Dick is considered to be a symbol of a 

number of things, among them God, nature, fate, the ocean, and the very universe itself. 

The symbolism of the White Whale is deliberately enigmatic, and its inscrutability is a deliberate 

challenge to the reader. Ishmael describes the whale’s forehead as having wrinkles and scars on 

it that look like hieroglyphics, and recounts: 

If then, Sir William Jones, who read in thirty languages, could not read the simplest peasant’s 

face in its profounder and more subtle meanings, how may unlettered Ishmael hope to read the 

awful Chaldee of the Sperm Whale’s brow? I put that brow before you. Read it if you can. 

—Moby-Dick, Ch. 79 



All the reader can know is that the White Whale symbolizes many things to various characters in 

the novel. It is their personal interpretations of Moby-Dick, in addition to their individual 

ruminations on the gold doubloon Ahab has nailed to the mast to motivate his crew, that serve as 

a further clue to their own inner makeup. 

Mates 

The three mates of the Pequod are all from New England. Starbuck, the young chief mate of the 

Pequod, is a thoughtful and intellectual Quaker from Nantucket. He is married with a son. Such 

is his desire to return to them, that when nearly reaching the last leg of their quest for Moby 

Dick, he considers arresting or even killing Ahab with a loaded musket, and turning the ship 

back, straight for home. Starbuck is alone among the crew in objecting to Ahab's quest, declaring 

it madness to want revenge on an animal, which lacks reason; such a desire is blasphemous to his 

Quaker religion. Starbuck advocates continuing the more mundane pursuit of whales for their oil. 

But he lacks the support of the crew in his opposition to Ahab, and is unable to persuade them to 

turn back. Despite his misgivings, he feels himself bound by his obligations to obey the captain. 

Starbuck was an important Quaker family name on Nantucket Island, and there were several 

actual whalemen of this period named Starbuck, as evidenced by the name of Starbuck Island in 

the South Pacific whaling grounds. The multinational coffee chain Starbucks was named after 

Starbuck, not due to any affinity for coffee, but because the name "Pequod" was first rejected by 

one of the co-founders. 

Stubb, the second mate of the Pequod, is from Cape Cod, and always seems to have a pipe in his 

mouth and a smile on his face. "Good-humored, easy, and careless, he presided over his 

whaleboat as if the most deadly encounter were but a dinner, and his crew all invited guests." 

(Moby-Dick, Ch. 27) Although he is not an educated man, Stubb is remarkably articulate, and 

during whale hunts keeps up an imaginative patter reminiscent of that of some characters in 

Shakespeare. Scholarly portrayals range from that of an optimistic simpleton to a paragon of 

lived philosophic wisdom. 

Flask is the third mate of the Pequod. He is from Martha's Vineyard. 

Harpooneers 



The harpooneers of the Pequod are all non-Christians from various parts of the world. Each 

serves on a mate's boat. 

Queequeg hails from the fictional island of Rokovoko in the South Seas, inhabited by a cannibal 

tribe, and is the son of the chief of his tribe. Since leaving the island, he has become extremely 

skilled with the harpoon. He befriends Ishmael early in the novel, when they meet before leaving 

forNantucket. He is described as existing in a state between civilized and savage. Queequeg is 

the harpooneer on Starbuck's boat, where Ishmael is also an oarsman. Queequeg is best friends 

with Ishmael in the story. He is prominent early in the novel, but later fades in significance, as 

does Ishmael. 

Tashtego is described as a Gay Head (Wampanoag) Native American harpooneer. The 

personification of the hunter, he turns from hunting land animals to hunting whales. Tashtego is 

the harpooneer on Stubb's boat. 

Daggoo is a tall (6' 5") African harpooneer from a coastal village with a noble bearing and grace. 

He is the harpooneer on Flask's boat. 

Fedallah is the harpooneer on Ahab's boat. He is of Persian Zoroastrian ("Parsi") descent. He is 

described as having lived in China. At the time when the Pequod sets sail, Fedallah is hidden on 

board, and he later emerges with Ahab's boat's crew. Fedallah is referred to in the text as Ahab's 

"Dark Shadow". Ishmael calls him a "fire worshipper" and the crew speculates that he is a devil 

in man's disguise. He is the source of a variety of prophecies regarding Ahab and his hunt for 

Moby Dick. 

Other notable characters 

Pip (nicknamed "Pippin," but "Pip" for short) is a African-American youth said to be from 

Tolland County, Connecticut, although he is referred to as "Alabama Boy". He is "the most 

insignificant of the Pequod's crew". Because he is physically slight, he is made a ship-keeper, (a 

sailor who stays aboard the ship while its whaleboats go out). Ishmael contrasts him with the 

"dull and torpid in his intellects" — and paler and much older — steward Dough-Boy, describing 

Pip as "over tender-hearted" but "at bottom very bright, with that pleasant, genial, jolly 

brightness peculiar to his tribe". Ishmael goes so far as to chastise the reader: "Nor smile so, 



while I write that this little black was brilliant, for even blackness has its brilliancy; behold yon 

lustrous ebony, panelled in king's cabinets." 

The after-oarsman on Stubb's boat is injured, however, so Pip is temporarily reassigned to 

Stubb's whaleboat crew. The first time out, Pip jumps from the boat, causing Stubb and Tashtego 

to lose their already-harpooned whale. Tashtego and the rest of the crew are furious; Stubb 

chides him "officially" and "unofficially," even raising the specter of slavery: "a whale would 

sell for thirty times what you would, Pip, in Alabama." The next time a whale is sighted, Pip 

again jumps overboard and is left stranded in the "awful lonesomeness" of the sea while Stubb's 

and the others' boats are dragged along by their harpooned whales. By the time he is rescued, he 

has become (at least to the other sailors) "an idiot," "mad." Ishmael, however, thought Pip had a 

mystical experience: "So man's insanity is heaven's sense." Pip and his experience are crucial 

because they serve as foreshadowing, in Ishmael's words, "providing the sometimes madly merry 

and predestinated craft with a living and ever accompanying prophecy of whatever shattered 

sequel might prove her own." Pip's madness is full of poetry and eloquence; he is reminiscent of 

Tom in King Lear. Ahab later sympathizes with Pip and takes the young boy under his wing. 

Dough Boy is the pale, nervous steward of the ship. The Cook (Fleece), Blacksmith (Perth), and 

Carpenter of the ship are each highlighted in at least one chapter near the end of the book. 

Fleece, a very old, half-deaf African-American with bad knees, is presented in the chapter 

"Stubb's Supper" at some length in a dialogue where Stubb good-humoredly takes him to task 

over how to prepare a variety of dishes from the whale's carcass. Ahab calls on the Carpenter to 

fashion a new whalebone leg after the one he wears is damaged; later he has Perth forge a special 

harpoon that he carries into the final confrontation with Moby Dick. Perth is one of the few 

characters whose previous life is given in much detail: his life ashore has been ruined by 

alcoholism. 

The crew as a whole is international, having constituents from both the United States and rest of 

the world. Chapter 40, "Midnight, Forecastle," highlights, in its stage-play manner (in 

Shakespearean style), the striking variety in the sailors' origins. A partial list of the speakers 

includes sailors from the Isle of Man, France, Iceland, the Netherlands, the Azores, Sicily and 

Malta, China, Chile, Denmark, Portugal, India, England, Spain, and Ireland. 



Ships 

Main article: Pequod (Moby-Dick) 

The Pequod, the Jerobeam, the Rachel, and the Jungfrau are ships with Biblical names, with the 

last ship representing "the Five Foolish Virgins of Jesus's parable, who, going to meet the 

Bridegroom without oil in their lamps, tried to borrow from their five wise sisters. For Master 

Derick de Deer of the Jungfrau, or Virgin as Ishmael obligingly translates, eagerly boards the 

Pequodto obtain oil from Ahab for his empty lamp-feeder." 

Background 

Melville's whaling years 

Herman Melville sailed from Fairhaven Massachusetts in 1841 aboard on the Acushnet. 

After returning to land Melville wrote about his time whaling the mostly fictional "Moby Dick." 

Melville's sources 

Two actual events served as the genesis for Melville's tale. One was the sinking of the Nantucket 

ship Essex in 1820, after it was rammed by a large sperm whale 2,000 miles (3,200 km) from the 

western coast of South America. First mate Owen Chase, one of eight survivors, recorded the 

events in his 1821 Narrative of the Most Extraordinary and Distressing Shipwreck of the Whale-

Ship Essex. 

The other event was the alleged killing in the late 1830s of the albino sperm whale Mocha Dick, 

in the waters off the Chilean island of Mocha. Mocha Dick was rumored to have twenty or so 

harpoons in his back from other whalers, and appeared to attack ships with premeditated ferocity. 

One of his battles with a whaler served as subject for an article by explorer Jeremiah N. 

Reynolds in the May 1839 issue of The Knickerbocker or New-York Monthly Magazine. 

Melville was familiar with the article, which described: 

This renowned monster, who had come off victorious in a hundred fights with his pursuers, was 

an old bull whale, of prodigious size and strength. From the effect of age, or more probably from 

a freak of nature... a singular consequence had resulted - he was white as wool! 



Significantly, Reynolds writes a first-person narration that serves as a frame for the story of a 

whaling captain he meets. The captain resembles Ahab and suggests a similar symbolism and 

single-minded motivation in hunting this whale, in that when his crew first encounters Mocha 

Dick and cowers from him, the captain rallies them: 

As he drew near, with his long curved back looming occasionally above the surface of the 

billows, we perceived that it was white as the surf around him; and the men stared aghast at each 

other, as they uttered, in a suppressed tone, the terrible name of MOCHA DICK! 

"Mocha Dick or the d----l [devil],' said I, 'this boat never sheers off from any thing that wears the 

shape of a whale." 

Mocha Dick had over 100 encounters with whalers in the decades between 1810 and the 1830s. 

He was described as being gigantic and covered in barnacles. Although he was the most famous, 

Mocha Dick was not the only white whale in the sea, nor the only whale to attack hunters. 

While an accidental collision with a sperm whale at night accounted for sinking of the Union in 

1807, it was not until August 1851 that the whaler Ann Alexander, while hunting in the Pacific 

off the Galapagos Islands, became the second vessel since the Essex to be attacked, holed and 

sunk by a whale. Melville remarked: 

Ye Gods! What a commentator is this Ann Alexander whale. What he has to say is short & pithy 

& very much to the point. I wonder if my evil art has raised this monster. 

While Melville had already drawn on his different sailing experiences in his previous novels, 

such as Mardi, he had never focused specifically on whaling. The eighteen months he spent as an 

ordinary seaman aboard the whaler Acushnet in 1841-42, and one incident in particular, now 

served as inspiration. It was during a mid-ocean "gam" (rendezvous at sea between ships) that he 

met Chase's son William, who lent him his father's book. Melville later wrote: 

I questioned him concerning his father's adventure; . . . he went to his chest & handed me a 

complete copy . . . of the Narrative [of the Essex catastrophe]. This was the first printed account 

of it I had ever seen. The reading of this wondrous story on the landless sea, and so close to the 

very latitude of the shipwreck, had a surprising effect upon me. 



The book was out of print, and rare. Knowing that Melville was looking for it, his father-in-law, 

Lemuel Shaw, managed to find a copy and buy it for him. When Melville received it, he fell to it 

almost immediately, heavily annotating it 

Moby-Dick contains large sections—most of them narrated by Ishmael—that seemingly have 

nothing to do with the plot but describe aspects of the whaling business. Although there had been 

a successful earlier novel about Nantucket whalers, Miriam Coffin or The Whale-Fisherman 

(1835) by Joseph C. Hart, which is credited with influencing elements of Melville's work, most 

accounts of whaling tended to be sensational tales of bloody mutiny, and Melville believed that 

no book up to that time had portrayed the whaling industry in as fascinating or immediate a way 

as he had experienced it. Early Romantics also proposed that fiction was the exemplary way to 

describe and record history, so Melville wanted to craft something educational and definitive. 

 

Composition 

Nathaniel Hawthorne and his family had moved to a small red farmhouse near Lenox, 

Massachusetts, at the end of March 1850. He became friends with Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. 

and Melville beginning on August 5, 1850, when the authors met at a picnic hosted by a mutual 

friend. Melville had just read Hawthorne's short story collection Mosses from an Old Manse, and 

his unsigned review of the collection, titled "Hawthorne and His Mosses", was printed in the The 

Literary World on August 17 and 24. The essay is "so deeply related to Melville's imaginative 

and intellectual world while writing Moby-Dick," Bezanson finds, "as to be everybody's prime 

piece of contextual reading; it could be printed almost as a preface, as relevant to Moby-Dick as 

Whitman's Preface would be to his 1855 Leaves of Grass." Hawthorne is compared to 

Shakespeare and Dante, and it is "impossible to miss Melville's self-projection" in the repeats of 

the word "genius, the more than twenty-five references to Shakespeare, and in the insistence that 

"Shakespeare's unapproachability" is nonsens for an American. 

The earliest surviving mention of the composition of the then unnamed work is the final 

paragraph of the letter Melville wrote to Richard Henry Dana, Jr. on May 1, 1850: 



About the "whaling voyage"--I am half way in the work, & am very glad that your suggestion so 

jumps with mine. It will be a strange sort of book, tho', I fear; blubber is blubber you know; tho' 

you may get oil out of it, the poetry runs as hard as sap from a frozen maple tree;--& to cook the 

thing up, one must needs throw in a little fancy, which from the nature of the thing, must be 

ungainly as the gambols of the whales themselves. Yet I mean to give the truth of the thing, spite 

of this. 

Less than two months later, in a letter of June 27, Melville reported to Richard Bentley, his 

English publisher: 

My Dear Sir,--In the latter part of the coming autumn I shall have ready a new work; and I write 

you now to propose its publication in England. The book is a romance of adventure, founded 

upon certain wild legends in the Southern Sperm Whale Fisheries, and illustrated by the author's 

own personal experience, of two years & more, as a harpooneer. 

The most intense work on the book was done during the winter of 1850-1851, when Melville had 

changed the noise of New York City for a farm in Pittsfield. During these months, he wrote 

several letters to Hawthorne which show that "Melville's moods are cyclical, from letter to letter 

(and even within one letter)." A letter from June 1851 summarizes Melville's career in three 

sentences: "What I feel most moved to write, that is banned,--it will not pay. Yet, altogether, 

write the other way I cannot. So the product is a final hash, and all my books are botches." This 

is still the same stubbornness of the Melville who stood by Mardi and talked about his other, 

more commercial books with contempt. The letter contains a revealing passage of how Melville 

experienced his development from his 25th year: "Three weeks have scarcely passed, at any time 

between then and now, that I have not unfolded within myself. But I feel that I am now come to 

the inmost leaf of the bulb, and that shortly the flower must fall to the mould." Bezanson's 

analysis of the evidence implies the conclusion that Melville's imagination unfolded in a way 

that he did not anticipate in the spring of 1850, an unfolding that led his book to evolve and 

expand along the lines of its original conception rather than departing from it. 

The book would be finished a year later than announced (the author's role of harpooner was not 

accurate either), giving room for scholars to develop a theory about the work's course of 

completion which holds that Melville's original conception was a straight narrative of a whaling 



voyage, only changed into the book it became after he met Hawthorne. The theory has been 

harpooned in two ways by Bezanson: he disagrees with both the underlying assumption about 

Melville's intellectual development before 1850 and the way scholars have been evaluating the 

evidence. "The implication here," Bezanson argues, "is that Melville was not ready for the kind 

of book Moby-Dick became, that he despaired of picking up where he had left off with Mardi, 

that the critics, or financial need, or self-doubt, or a combination of these for six months had him 

tied down. But the profile that emerges from reading the documents, beginning with the almost 

rudely bold letter he wrote to John Murray on 25 March 1848, a virtual declaration of literary 

independence, takes quite another shape." Melville's letters of this period show him denouncing 

his last two straight narratives, Redburn and White-Jacket, as two books written just for the 

money, and he firmly stood by Mardi as the kind of book he believed in. His language is already 

"richly steeped in seventeenth century mannerisms," which are characteristic of the style of 

Moby-Dick. 

The Dana letter quoted above is the major source for arguing that Melville started out writing 

another kind of book than it became, but the language of the letter contains many ambiguities. 

The usual assumption, Bezanson argues, "is that Dana's 'suggestion' would obviously be that 

Melville do for whaling what he had done for life on a man-of-war in White-Jacket." But J. Ross 

Browne had already accomplished that, said Melville in his 1847 review. In addition, Dana had 

experienced how incomparable Melville was in dramatic story telling when he met him in 

Boston, so perhaps "his 'suggestion' was that Melville do a book that captured that gift." And the 

long sentence in the middle of the above quotation simply acknowledges that Melville is 

struggling with the problem, not of choosing between fact and fancy but of how to interrelate 

them. The most positive statements are that it wille be a strange sort of a book and that Melville 

means to give the truth of the thing, but what thing exactly is not clear. 

Melville's four "quite wonderful" letters from November 1848 to April 1849 to Evert A. 

Duyckinck are evidence of the "immense leap of his ambitions" since the writing of Mardi. The 

second letter, dated February 24, 1849, dates the beginning of the development of the 

Shakespearean style of Moby-Dick: Melville, just having acquired a Shakespeare edition, 

describes his discovery of Shakespeare "as if he had never heard of him before. 



           It is an edition in glorious great type, every letter whereof is a soldier, & the top of every 

"t" like a musket barrel. Dolt & ass that I am I have lived more than 29 years, & until a few days 

ago, never made close acquaintance with the divine William. Ah, he's full of sermons-on-the-

mount, and gentle, aye, almost as Jesus. I take such men to be inspired. I fancy that this moment 

Shakespeare in heaven ranks with Gabriel Raphael and Michael. And if another Messiah ever 

comes twill be in Shakespeare's person. --I am mad to think how minute a cause has prevented 

me hitherto from reading Shakespeare. But until now, every copy that was come-atable to me, 

happened to be in a vile small print unendurable to my eyes which are tender as young sparrows. 

But chancing to fall in with this glorious edition. I now exult over it, page after page. 

Less than two weeks later, on March 3, Melville wrote again on Shakespeare, already with a hint 

of self-projection[a] when he described the superior writing circumstances Shakespeare would 

have experienced in present-day America as opposed to Elizabethan England. 

          I would to God Shakspeare had lived later, & promenaded in Broadway. Not that I might 

have had the pleasure of leaving my card for him at the Astor, or made merry with him over a 

bowl of the fine Duyckinck punch; but that the muzzle which all men wore on their souls in the 

Elizabethan day, might not have intercepted Shakspere's full articulations. For I hold it a verity, 

that even Shakspeare, was not a frank man to the uttermost. And, indeed, who in this intolerant 

Universe is, or can be? But the Declaration of Independence makes a difference. 

Publication history 

Melville first proposed the English publication, in his letter from June 27, 1850 to Richard 

Bentley. Usually, Tanselle explains, "proof sheets of the American edition were sent to the 

English publisher and...American publication was held up until after the work had been set in 

type and published in England. Given the uncertain legal status of the English copyright for an 

American work, this procedure was generally regarded as providing the strongest claims for such 

a copyright". Eventually the new book was finished almost a year later than Melville had 

announced, and the lack of income from the delayed book forced him to borrow money, as the 

Harpers had denied him an advance. 

Probably to save time in advance of finding an American publisher, Melville arranged for the 

typesetting and plating of his book: the Harper publishing contract signed on September 12 



mentions "the stereotype plates now in the possession of R. Craighead." Robert Craighead, who 

had printed Typee before, had a shop in New York. There would be less delay in publishing once 

an agreement was reached, plus proceedings for the English publication could move forward. 

In June he found himself in New York, in a "third-story room, and work and slave on my 'Whale' 

while it is driving through the press", as he wrote to Hawthorne. By the end of the month he was 

back in Pittsfield, now writing to Hawthorne that "'The Whale' is only half through the press; for, 

wearied with the long delay of printers" Melville came back to the grass to "end the book 

reclining on it, if I may." Three weeks later, the typsesetting was almost done, as he announced 

in a letter to Bentley from July 20: "I am now passing thro' the press, the closing sheets of my 

new work." Melville was simultaneously working on his manuscript and proofreading what had 

been set. After the returning of his corrected proof the type would be plated, so that the text of 

earlier parts of the book was already fixed when he was revising the later parts, and Melville 

must have "felt restricted in the kinds of revisions that were feasible." Tanselle suggests that the 

following quotation from Melville's next book, Pierre, or the Ambiguities (1852) reflects the 

experience of finishing Moby-Dick. 

         At length, domestic matters--rent and bread--had come to such a pass with him, that 

whether or no, the first pages must go to the printer; and thus was added still another tribulation; 

because the printed pages now dictated to the following manuscript, and said to all subsequent 

thoughts and inventions of Pierre--Thus and thus; so and so; else an ill match. Therefore, was his 

book already limited, bound over, and committed to imperfection, even before it had come to any 

confirmed form or conclusion at all. Oh, who shall reveal the horrors of poverty in authorship 

that is high? 

On July 3, 1851, Bentley wrote to Melville, offering him ₤150 and "half profits", which offer 

Melville accepted in a letter dated July 20, after which Bentley drew up a contract on August 13. 

The term half profits meant the author "was to receive half the profits that remained after 

deducting all the expenses of production and advertising". Melville signed and returned the 

contract in early September, and then went to New York to hand the proof sheets, this set made 

from the finished plates, over to his brother Allan, who sent them to London on September 10. 



Melville had had these proofs in his possession for over a month, and could devote all his time to 

carefully correct and revise them as extensively as he saw fit, because the book would have to be 

set anew anyway. At this time he had not yet settled with an American publisher, so "there was 

not the usual urgency about getting the sheets abroad so that English publication could precede 

American." He had every reason to correct them carefully, if the following passage from Pierre is 

an accurate description of his correction of the summer in New York. 

         As every evening, after his day's writing was done, the proofs of the beginning of his work 

came home for correction. Isabel would read them to him. They were replete with errors; but 

preoccupied by the thronging, and undiluted, pure imaginings of things, he became impatient of 

such minute, gnat-like torments; he randomly corrected the worst, and let the rest go; jeering 

with himself at the rich harvest thus furnished to the entomological critics 

The text of the already plated American edition would be expensive to change, so that the 

English reading would be the revised one in case of differences between the two editions. The 

English edition differs from the American in over 700 wordings, in addition to thousands of 

instances of punctuation and spelling. The most obvious revision is the addition in Chapter 87, 

"The Grand Armada", of a footnote on the word "gally", which is no part of the American 

edition. 

Bentley received the proof sheets, with Melville's corrections and revisions marked on them, on 

September 24,[c] Bentley received the proof sheets with Melville's corrections and revisions 

marked on them, and published it less than for weeks later. 

Last-minute change of title 

After Melville had given the proof sheets for Bentley to his brother Allan, he continued to make 

alterations, even a very important one: he changed the title. Probably late in September, Allan 

sent Bentley two pages of proof accompanied by a letter of which only an undated draft survives: 

          Since sending proofs of my brothers new work by the Asia on the 10th he has determined 

upon a new title & dedication--Enclosed you have proof of both--It is thought here that the new 

title will be a better selling title--It is to be hoped that this letter may reach New Burlington 

Street before it is too late to adopt these new pages. 



         Moby-Dick is a legitimate title for the book, being the name given to a particular whale 

who if I may so express myself is the hero of the volume 

Changing the title was no problem for the American edition, since the running heads throughout 

the book only showed the titles of the chapters, and the title page itself could only be printed 

after a publisher was found, whose name would also appear on the title page. The October issue 

of Harper's New Monthly Magazine printed chapter 54, "The Town-Ho's Story", with a footnote 

saying: "From The Whale. The title of a new work by Mr. Melville, in the press of Harper and 

Brothers, and now publishing in London by Mr. Bentley." Evidently copy for the issue was still 

alterable on September 14, since the death of James Fenimore Cooper was announced. The only 

one surviving leaf of proof, "a 'trial' page bearing the title 'The Whale' and the Harper imprint," 

and this shows that some point after the publishing agreement the original title still stood. 

The English edition was in three volumes, each having a title page, and each having the title 

printed on the first page of the text as well. Changing the title pages was possible, but printing of 

the text may already have begun or even been finished when Allan's letter arrived. When it did 

arrive, no sooner than in early October, Bentley had already announced The Whale in both the 

Athenaem and the Spectator of October 4 and 11. Probably to accommodate Melville, Bentley 

inserted a half-title page in the first volume only, which reads "The Whale; or, Moby Dick." 

On October 18, the English edition, The Whale, was published; the London Morning Herald for 

October 20 printed the earliest known review. Only 500 copies were printed: the figure for both 

Mardiand White-Jacket had been 1,000 and that for Redburn 750. Bentley's experience in the 

slow sales of Melville's previous books had convinced him that a smaller number was more 

realistic. 

On November 14, the American edition, Moby-Dick, was published, and the same day reviewed 

in both the Albany Argus and the Morning Courier and New-York Enquirer. On November 19, 

Washington received the copy deposited for copyright purposes. The first printing of 2,915 

copies was almost the same as the first of Mardi, but the first printing of Melville's other three 

Harper books had been a thousand copies more 

American vs. English edition 



At numerous points the editions differ from each other, the title being only the most obvious 

difference. The English multi-volume edition necessitated a change in the dedication to 

Hawthorne: "this book is" was adjusted to "these volumes are." The table of contents in the 

English edition generally follows the actual chapter titles in the American edition, and therefore 

must have been drawn from the proof sheets, probably by a clerk of Bentley's. Nineteen titles in 

the American table of contents differ from the titles above the chapters themselves. This list was 

probably drawn up by Melville himself: the titles of chapters describing encounters of the 

Pequod with other ships had—apparently to stress the parallelisms between these chapters—been 

standardized to "The Pequod meets the...", with the exception of the already published 'The 

Town-Ho's Story'. For no apparent reason, the "Etymology" and "Extracts" had been moved to 

the back of the edition, probably reflecting Bentley's own judgment "that they were somehow 

inappropiate for the opening pages of a novel." An epigraph from Paradise Lost, included in the 

second of the two quotations from that work in the American edition, appears on the title page of 

each of the three English volumes. 

The final difference concerning the material not already plated is the presence of the "Epilogue," 

which accounts Ishmael's miraculous survival, in the American edition, and its absence in the 

English. Obviously the epilogue was not an afterthought too late for inclusion in the English 

edition, for it is referred to in "The Castaway": "in the sequel of the narrative, it will then be seen 

what like abandonment befell myself." Why the "Epilogue" is missing, is unknown. Expurgation 

seems an unlikely explanation, as there seems to be nothing objectionable in it. Most likely it 

was somehow lost while the preliminaries were moved to the back. In case it should have been 

misplaced in Bentley's office, it would not be so easy for anyone to recognize what book it was 

part of as it had no page number or running title, as the other pages did. The only paragraph it 

consists of does not refer to whaling nor does it feature the name Ishmael, though Ahab's name is 

mentioned once. 

British reviewers read a book with a first-person narrator who apparently did not survive to tell 

the tale. The reviewer of the Spectator objected that "nothing should be introduced into a novel 

which it is physically impossible for the writer to have known: thus, he must not describe the 

conversation of miners in a pit if they all perish. Two papers, the Dublin University Magazine 

and the Literary Gazette, asked "how does it happen that the author is alive to tell the story?" 



respectively how the writer, "who appears to have been drowned with the rest, communicated his 

notes for publication to Mr. Bentley is not explained. 

Melville's corrections and revisions to the English edition 

The largest of Melville's revisions is the addition to the English edition of a 139-word footnote 

on the word "gally." The edition also contains six short phrases and some sixty single words 

lacking in the American edition. In addition to this, there are about thirty-five changes that 

produce genuine improvements, as opposed to mere corrections: "Melville may not have made 

every one of the changes in this category, but it seems certain that he was responsible for the 

great majority of them." The most convincing example appears near the end of chapter 135, 

where Tashtego, in the mast of the sinking Pequod his head already under water, hammers a bird 

to the mast and then freezes in his "death-grasp." The insertion of an "r", missing in the 

American edition, restores the opposition with the "ungraspable phantom of life" in the opening 

chapter, "Loomings." 

Censorship of the English edition 

Bentley placed the proof sheets in the hands of one or more revisers to purge the book of any 

material that might give offense. These expurgations fall into four categories, ranked according 

to the apparent priorities of the censor: 

1. Sacrilegious passages, more than 1200 words. For example in chapter 28, "Ahab," Ahab 

stands with "a crucifixion" in his face" and this was revised to "an apparently eternal anguish." 

2. Sexual matters, including the sex life of whales and even Ishmael's worried anticipation 

of the nature of Queequeg's underwear. 

3. Remarks "belittling royalty or implying a criticism of the British." This meant the 

exclusion of the complete chapter 25, a "Postscript" on the use of sperm oil at coronations. 

"Think of that, ye loyal Britons!" the chapter ends, "we whalemen supply your kings and queens 

with coronation stuff!" 



4. Perceived grammatical or stylistic anomalies were treated with "a highly conservative 

interpretation of rules of 'correctness'." A large number of the variants in wording here make so 

little difference that it is hard to see why they were made. 

These expurgations also meant that any corrections or revisions Melville may have marked upon 

these passages are now lost. 

Critical reception 

Melville's expectations 

In a letter to Nathaniel Hawthorne written within days of Moby-Dick's American publication, 

Melville made a number of revealing comments: 

... for not one man in five cycles, who is wise, will expect appreciative recognition from his 

fellows, or any one of them. Appreciation! Recognition! Is Jove appreciated? Why, ever since 

Adam, who has got to the meaning of his great allegory—the world? Then we pigmies must be 

content to have our paper allegories but ill comprehended. I say your appreciation is my glorious 

gratuity. 

A sense of unspeakable security is in me this moment, on account of your understanding the 

book. I have written a wicked book, and feel spotless as the lamb. Ineffable sociabilities are in 

me. I would sit down and dine with you and all the gods in old Rome's Pantheon. It is a strange 

feeling—no hopefulness is in it, no despair. Content—that is it; and irresponsibility; but without 

licentious inclination. I speak now of my profoundest sense of being, not of an incidental feeling. 

You did not care a penny for the book. But, now and then as you read, you understood the 

pervading thought that impelled the book—and that you praised. Was it not so? You were 

archangel enough to despise the imperfect body, and embrace the soul. 

Contemporary 

Melville was regarded as a very successful author after the acclaim received by his popular 

earlier works of Typee and Omoo. He considered Moby-Dick to be his magnum opus, but he was 

shocked and bewildered at the scathing reviews it received. Instead of bringing him the literary 

acclaim which he sought, this masterwork started a slide toward literary obscurity in his lifetime. 



This was partially because the book was first published in England, and the American literary 

establishment took note of what the English critics said, especially when these critics were 

attached to the more prestigious journals. Many critics praised it for its unique style, interesting 

characters, and poetic language, but others agreed with a critic with the highly regarded London 

Athenaeum, who described it as: 

[A]n ill-compounded mixture of romance and matter-of-fact. The idea of a connected and 

collected story has obviously visited and abandoned its writer again and again in the course of 

composition. The style of his tale is in places disfigured by mad (rather than bad) English; and its 

catastrophe is hastily, weakly, and obscurely managed. 

One problem was that publisher Peter Bentley botched the English edition, most significantly in 

omitting the epilogue. For this reason, many of the critics faulted the book, what little they could 

grasp of it, on purely formal grounds, e.g., how the tale could have been told if no one survived 

to tell it. The generally bad reviews from across the ocean made American readers skittish about 

picking up the tome. Still, a handful of American critics saw much more in it than most of their 

U.S. and English colleagues. Hawthorne said of the book: 

What a book Melville has written! It gives me an idea of much greater power than his preceding 

ones. 

Another problem was that by the time the book was published, whaling and maritime 

adventuring were no longer the main focus of the American public. The Gold Rush had shifted 

their interest to the West, and the lengthy novel, with its long factual passages dealing with the 

brutal technology of the whaling industry, seemed far less relevant to the author's American 

audience. 

Underground 

Within a year after Melville's death, Moby-Dick, along with Typee, Omoo, and Mardi, was 

reprinted by Harper & Brothers, giving it a chance to be rediscovered. However, only New 

York's literary underground seemed to take much interest, just enough to keep Melville's name 

circulating for the next 25 years in the capital of American publishing. During this time, a few 

critics were willing to devote time, space, and a modicum of praise to Melville and his works, or 



at least those that could still be fairly easily obtained or remembered. Other works, especially the 

poetry, went largely forgotten. 

Then came World War I and its consequences, particularly the shaking or destruction of faith in 

so many aspects of Western civilization, all of which caused people concerned with culture and 

its potential redemptive value to experiment with new aesthetic techniques. The stage was set for 

Melville's legacy to find its place. 

The Melville Revival 

With the burgeoning of Modernist aesthetics (see Modernism and American modernism) and the 

war that tore everything apart still so fresh in memory, Moby-Dick began to seem increasingly 

relevant. Many of Melville's techniques echo those of Modernism: kaleidoscopic, hybrid in genre 

and tone, monumentally ambitious in trying to unite so many disparate elements and loose ends. 

In 1917, American author Carl Van Doren became the first of this period to proselytize about 

Melville's value. 

In the 1920s, British literary critics began to take notice. In his idiosyncratic but landmark 

Studies in Classic American Literature, novelist, poet, and short story writer D. H. Lawrence 

directed Americans' attention to the great originality and value of many American authors, 

among them Melville. Perhaps most surprising is that Lawrence saw Moby-Dick as a work of the 

first order despite his using the original English edition. 

In his 1921 study, The American Novel, Carl Van Doren returned to Melville with much more 

depth. He called Moby-Dick a pinnacle of American Romanticism. 

Post-revival 

The next great wave of Moby-Dick appraisal came with the publication of F. O. Matthiessen's 

American Renaissance: Art and Expression in the Age of Emerson and Whitman. Published in 

1941, the book proposed that Emerson, Whitman, Thoreau, Hawthorne, and Melville were the 

most prominent figures of a flowering of conflicted (and mostly pre-Civil War) literature 

important for its promulgation of democracy and the exploration of its possibilities, successes, 



and failures. Matthiessen's book came out shortly before the entry of the U.S. into World War II, 

critic Nick Selby argues that 

… Moby-Dick was now read as a text that reflected the power struggles of a world concerned to 

uphold democracy, and of a country seeking an identity for itself within that world. 

Adaptations 

Main article: Adaptations of Moby-Dick 

The novel has been adapted a number of times in various media including the stage, radio, TV, 

comics and graphic novels and movies. The most famous of these was the John Huston film of 

1956 produced from a screenplay by author Ray Bradbury. These plays have varied from a the 

stage version called Moby Dick! The Musical to a 2010 film adaptation of the same name. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter - 4 

Walt Whitman 

Walter "Walt" Whitman was an American poet, essayist and journalist. A humanist, he was a 

part of the transition between transcendentalism and realism, incorporating both views in his 

works. Whitman is among the most influential poets in the American canon, often called the 

father of free verse. His work was very controversial in its time, particularly his poetry collection 

Leaves of Grass, which was described as obscene for its overt sexuality. 

Born on Long Island, Whitman worked as a journalist, a teacher, a government clerk, and—in 

addition to publishing his poetry—was a volunteer nurse during the American Civil War. Early 

in his career, he also produced a temperance novel, Franklin Evans (1842). Whitman's major 

work, Leaves of Grass, was first published in 1855 with his own money. The work was an 

attempt at reaching out to the common person with an American epic. He continued expanding 

and revising it until his death in 1892. After a stroke towards the end of his life, he moved to 

Camden, New Jersey, where his health further declined. He died at age 72 and his funeral 

became a public spectacle. 

Whitman's sexuality is often discussed alongside his poetry. Though biographers continue to 

debate his sexuality, he is usually described as either homosexual or bisexual in his feelings and 

attractions. However, there is disagreement among biographers as to whether Whitman had 

actual sexual experiences with men. 

Whitman was concerned with politics throughout his life. He supported the Wilmot Proviso and 

opposed the extension of slavery generally. His poetry presented an egalitarian view of the races, 

though his attitude in life reflected many of the racial prejudices common to nineteenth-century 

America and his opposition to slavery was not necessarily based on belief in the equality of races 

per se. At one point he called for the abolition of slavery, but later he saw the abolitionist 

movement as a threat to democracy. 

 

 



Life and work 

Early life 

Walter Whitman was born on May 31, 1819, in West Hills, Town of Huntington, Long Island, to 

parents with interests in Quaker thought, Walter and Louisa Van Velsor Whitman. The second of 

nine children, he was immediately nicknamed "Walt" to distinguish him from his father. Walter 

Whitman, Sr. named three of his seven sons after American leaders: Andrew Jackson, George 

Washington, and Thomas Jefferson. The oldest was named Jesse and another boy died unnamed 

at the age of six months. The couple's sixth son, the youngest, was named Edward. At age four, 

Whitman moved with his family from West Hills to Brooklyn, living in a series of homes, in part 

due to bad investments. Whitman looked back on his childhood as generally restless and 

unhappy, given his family's difficult economic status. One happy moment that he later recalled 

was when he was lifted in the air and kissed on the cheek by the Marquis de Lafayette during a 

celebration in Brooklyn on July 4, 1825. 

At age eleven Whitman concluded formal schooling. He then sought employment for further 

income for his family; he was an office boy for two lawyers and later was an apprentice and 

printer's devil for the weekly Long Island newspaper the Patriot, edited by Samuel E. Clements. 

There, Whitman learned about the printing press and typesetting. He may have written 

"sentimental bits" of filler material for occasional issues. Clements aroused controversy when he 

and two friends attempted to dig up the corpse of Elias Hicks to create a plaster mold of his head. 

Clements left the Patriot shortly afterward, possibly as a result of the controversy. 

Early career 

The following summer Whitman worked for another printer, Erastus Worthington, in Brooklyn. 

His family moved back to West Hills in the spring, but Whitman remained and took a job at the 

shop of Alden Spooner, editor of the leading Whig weekly newspaper the Long-Island Star. 

While at the Star, Whitman became a regular patron of the local library, joined a town debating 

society, began attending theater performances, and anonymously published some of his earliest 

poetry in the New York Mirror. At age 16 in May 1835, Whitman left the Star and Brooklyn. He 

moved to New York City to work as a compositor though, in later years, Whitman could not 

remember where. He attempted to find further work but had difficulty, in part due to a severe fire 



in the printing and publishing district, and in part due to a general collapse in the economy 

leading up to the Panic of 1837. In May 1836, he rejoined his family, now living in Hempstead, 

Long Island. Whitman taught intermittently at various schools until the spring of 1838, though he 

was not satisfied as a teacher. 

After his teaching attempts, Whitman went back to Huntington, New York to found his own 

newspaper, the Long Islander. Whitman served as publisher, editor, pressman, and distributor 

and even provided home delivery. After ten months, he sold the publication to E. O. Crowell, 

whose first issue appeared on July 12, 1839. No copies of the Long-Islander published under 

Whitman survive. By the summer of 1839, he found a job as a typesetter in Jamaica, Queens 

with the Long Island Democrat, edited by James J. Brenton. He left shortly thereafter, and made 

another attempt at teaching from the winter of 1840 to the spring of 1841. One story, possibly 

apocryphal, tells of Whitman's being chased away from a teaching job in Southold, New York in 

1840. After a local preacher called him a "Sodomite", Whitman was allegedly tarred and 

feathered. Biographer Justin Kaplan notes that the story is likely untrue, because Whitman 

regularly vacationed in the town thereafter. Biographer Jerome Loving calls the incident a 

"myth". During this time, Whitman published a series of ten editorials, called "Sun-Down 

Papers—From the Desk of a Schoolmaster", in three newspapers between the winter of 1840 and 

July 1841. In these essays, he adopted a constructed persona, a technique he would employ 

throughout his career. 

Whitman moved to New York City in May, initially working a low-level job at the New World, 

working under Park Benjamin, Sr. and Rufus Wilmot Griswold. He continued working for short 

periods of time for various newspapers; in 1842 he was editor of the Aurora and from 1846 to 

1848 he was editor of the Brooklyn Eagle. He also contributed freelance fiction and poetry 

throughout the 1840s. Whitman lost his position at the Brooklyn Eagle in 1848 after siding with 

the free-soil "Barnburner" wing of the Democratic party against the newspaper's owner, Isaac 

Van Anden, who belonged to the conservative, or "Hunker", wing of the party. Whitman was a 

delegate to the 1848 founding convention of the Free Soil Party. 

 

Leaves of Grass 



Main article: Leaves of Grass 

Whitman claimed that after years of competing for "the usual rewards", he determined to become 

a poet. He first experimented with a variety of popular literary genres which appealed to the 

cultural tastes of the period. As early as 1850, he began writing what would become Leaves of 

Grass, a collection of poetry which he would continue editing and revising until his death. 

Whitman intended to write a distinctly American epic and used free verse with a cadence based 

on the Bible. At the end of June 1855, Whitman surprised his brothers with the already-printed 

first edition of Leaves of Grass. George "didn't think it worth reading" 

Whitman paid for the publication of the first edition of Leaves of Grass himself and had it 

printed at a local print shop during their breaks from commercial jobs. A total of 795 copies were 

printed. No name is given as author; instead, facing the title page was an engraved portrait done 

by Samuel Hollyer, but 500 lines into the body of the text he calls himself "Walt Whitman, an 

American, one of the roughs, a kosmos, disorderly, fleshly, and sensual, no sentimentalist, no 

stander above men or women or apart from them, no more modest than immodest". The 

inaugural volume of poetry was preceded by a prose preface of 827 lines. The succeeding 

untitled twelve poems totaled 2315 lines—1336 lines belonging to the first untitled poem, later 

called "Song of Myself". The book received its strongest praise from Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

who wrote a flattering five-page letter to Whitman and spoke highly of the book to friends. The 

first edition of Leaves of Grass was widely distributed and stirred up significant interest, in part 

due to Emerson's approval, but was occasionally criticized for the seemingly "obscene" nature of 

the poetry. Geologist John Peter Lesley wrote to Emerson, calling the book "trashy, profane & 

obscene" and the author "a pretentious ass". On July 11, 1855, a few days after Leaves of Grass 

was published, Whitman's father died at the age of 65. 

In the months following the first edition of Leaves of Grass, critical responses began focusing 

more on the potentially offensive sexual themes. Though the second edition was already printed 

and bound, the publisher almost did not release it. In the end, the edition went to retail, with 20 

additional poems, in August 1856. Leaves of Grass was revised and re-released in 1860 again in 

1867, and several more times throughout the remainder of Whitman's life. Several well-known 

writers admired the work enough to visit Whitman, including Bronson Alcott and Henry David 

Thoreau. 



During the first publications of Leaves of Grass, Whitman had financial difficulties and was 

forced to work as a journalist again, specifically with Brooklyn's Daily Times starting in May 

1857. As an editor, he oversaw the paper's contents, contributed book reviews, and wrote 

editorials. He left the job in 1859, though it is unclear if he was fired or chose to leave.  

Whitman, who typically kept detailed notebooks and journals, left very little information about 

himself in the late 1850s. 

Civil War years 

As the American Civil War was beginning, Whitman published his poem "Beat! Beat! Drums!" 

as a patriotic rally call for the North. Whitman's brother George had joined the Union army and 

began sending Whitman several vividly detailed letters of the battle front. On December 16, 

1862, a listing of fallen and wounded soldiers in the New York Tribune included "First 

Lieutenant G. W. Whitmore", which Whitman worried was a reference to his brother George. He 

made his way south immediately to find him, though his wallet was stolen on the way. "Walking 

all day and night, unable to ride, trying to get information, trying to get access to big people", 

Whitman later wrote, he eventually found George alive, with only a superficial wound on his 

cheek. Whitman, profoundly affected by seeing the wounded soldiers and the heaps of their 

amputated limbs, left for Washington on December 28, 1862 with the intention of never 

returning to New York. 

In Washington, D.C., Whitman's friend Charley Eldridge helped him obtain part-time work in 

the army paymaster's office, leaving time for Whitman to volunteer as a nurse in the army 

hospitals. He would write of this experience in "The Great Army of the Sick", published in a 

New York newspaper in 1863 and, 12 years later, in a book called Memoranda During the War. 

He then contacted Emerson, this time to ask for help in obtaining a government post. Another 

friend, John Trowbridge, passed on a letter of recommendation from Emerson to Salmon P. 

Chase, Secretary of the Treasury, hoping he would grant Whitman a position in that department. 

Chase, however, did not want to hire the author of such a disreputable book as Leaves of Grass. 

The Whitman family had a difficult end to 1864. On September 30, 1864, Whitman's brother 

George was captured by Confederates in Virginia, and another brother, Andrew Jackson, died of 

tuberculosis compounded by alcoholism on December 3. That month, Whitman committed his 



brother Jesse to the Kings County Lunatic Asylum. Whitman's spirits were raised, however, 

when he finally got a better-paying government post as a low-grade clerk in the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs in the Department of the Interior, thanks to his friend William Douglas O'Connor. 

O'Connor, a poet, daguerreotypist and an editor at the Saturday Evening Post, had written to 

William Tod Otto, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, on Whitman's behalf. Whitman began the 

new appointment on January 24, 1865, with a yearly salary of $1,200. A month later, on 

February 24, 1865, George was released from capture and granted a furlough because of his poor 

health. By May 1, Whitman received a promotion to a slightly higher clerkship and published 

Drum-Taps. 

Effective June 30, 1865, however, Whitman was fired from his job. His dismissal came from the 

new Secretary of the Interior, former Iowa Senator James Harlan. Though Harlan dismissed 

several clerks who "were seldom at their respective desks", he may have fired Whitman on moral 

grounds after finding an 1860 edition of Leaves of Grass. O'Connor protested until J. Hubley 

Ashton had Whitman transferred to the Attorney General's office on July 1. O'Connor, though, 

was still upset and vindicated Whitman by publishing a biased and exaggerated biographical 

study, The Good Gray Poet, in January 1866. The fifty-cent pamphlet defended Whitman as a 

wholesome patriot, established the poet's nickname and increased his popularity. Also aiding in 

his popularity was the publication of "O Captain! My Captain!", a relatively conventional poem 

on the death of Abraham Lincoln, the only poem to appear in anthologies during Whitman's 

lifetime. 

Part of Whitman's role at the Attorney General's office was interviewing former Confederate 

soldiers for Presidential pardons. "There are real characters among them", he later wrote, "and 

you know I have a fancy for anything out of the ordinary." In August 1866, he took a month off 

in order to prepare a new edition of Leaves of Grass which would not be published until 1867 

after difficulty in finding a publisher. He hoped it would be its last edition. In February 1868 

Poems of Walt Whitman was published in England thanks to the influence of William Michael 

Rossetti, with minor changes that Whitman reluctantly approved. The edition became popular in 

England, especially with endorsements from the highly respected writer Anne Gilchrist. Another 

edition of Leaves of Grass was issued in 1871, the same year it was mistakenly reported that its 

author died in a railroad accident. As Whitman's international fame increased, he remained at the 



attorney general's office until January 1872. He spent much of 1872 caring for his mother who 

was now nearly eighty and struggling with arthritis. He also traveled and was invited to 

Dartmouth College to give the commencement address on June 26, 1872 

Health decline and death 

After suffering a paralytic stroke in early 1873, Whitman was induced to move from Washington 

to the home of his brother—George Washington Whitman, an engineer—at 431 Stevens Street in 

Camden, New Jersey. His mother, having fallen ill, was also there and died that same year in 

May. Both events were difficult for Whitman and left him depressed. He remained at his 

brother's home until buying his own in 1884. However, before purchasing his home, he spent the 

greatest period of his residence in Camden at his brother's home in Stevens Street. While in 

residence there he was very productive, publishing three versions of Leaves of Grass among 

other works. He was also last fully physically active in this house, receiving both Oscar Wilde 

and Thomas Eakins. His other brother, Edward, an "invalid" since birth, lived in the house. 

When his brother and sister-in-law were forced to move for business reasons, he bought his own 

house at 328 Mickle Street (now 330 Mickle Street). First taken care of by tenants, he was 

completely bedridden for most of his time in Mickle Street. During this time, he began 

socializing with Mary Oakes Davis—the widow of a sea captain. She was a neighbor, boarding 

with a family in Bridge Avenue just a few blocks from Mickle Street. She moved in with 

Whitman on February 24, 1885, to serve as his housekeeper in exchange for free rent. She 

brought with her a cat, a dog, two turtledoves, a canary, and other assorted animals. During this 

time, Whitman produced further editions of Leaves of Grass in 1876, 1881, and 1889. 

While in Southern New Jersey Whitman spent a good portion of his time in the then quite 

pastoral community of Laurel Springs between 1876 and 1884, converting one of the Stafford 

Farm buildings to his summer home. The restored summer home has been preserved as museum 

by the local historical society. Part of his Leaves of Grass was written here, and in his Specimen 

Days he wrote of the spring, creek and lake. To him, Laurel Lake was "the prettiest lake in: 

either America or Europe." 

As the end of 1891 approached, he prepared a final edition of Leaves of Grass, a version that has 

been nicknamed the "Deathbed Edition." He wrote, "L. of G. at last complete—after 33 y'rs of 



hackling at it, all times & moods of my life, fair weather & foul, all parts of the land, and peace 

& war, young & old." Preparing for death, Whitman commissioned a granite mausoleum shaped 

like a house for $4,000 and visited it often during construction. In the last week of his life, he 

was too weak to lift a knife or fork and wrote: "I suffer all the time: I have no relief, no escape: it 

is monotony—monotony—monotony—in pain." 

Whitman died on March 26, 1892. An autopsy revealed his lungs had diminished to one-eighth 

their normal breathing capacity, a result of bronchial pneumonia, and that an egg-sized abscess 

on his chest had eroded one of his ribs. The cause of death was officially listed as "pleurisy of 

the left side, consumption of the right lung, general miliary tuberculosis and parenchymatous 

nephritis." A public viewing of his body was held at his Camden home; over one thousand 

people visited in three hours. Whitman's oak coffin was barely visible because of all the flowers 

and wreaths left for him. Four days after his death, he was buried in his tomb at Harleigh 

Cemetery in Camden . Another public ceremony was held at the cemetery, with friends giving 

speeches, live music, and refreshments. Whitman's friend, the orator Robert Ingersoll, delivered 

the eulogy. Later, the remains of Whitman's parents and two of his brothers and their families 

were moved to the mausoleum. 

Writing 

Whitman's work breaks the boundaries of poetic form and is generally prose-like. He also used 

unusual images and symbols in his poetry, including rotting leaves, tufts of straw, and debris. He 

also openly wrote about death and sexuality, including prostitution. He is often labeled as the 

father of free verse, though he did not invent it. 

Poetic theory 

Whitman wrote in the preface to the 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass, "The proof of a poet is that 

his country absorbs him as affectionately as he has absorbed it." He believed there was a vital, 

symbiotic relationship between the poet and society. This connection was emphasized especially 

in "Song of Myself" by using an all-powerful first-person narration. As an American epic, it 

deviated from the historic use of an elevated hero and instead assumed the identity of the 

common people. Leaves of Grass also responded to the impact that recent urbanization in the 

United States had on the masses. 



Lifestyle and beliefs 

Alcohol 

Whitman was a vocal proponent of temperance and in his youth rarely drank alcohol. He once 

claimed he did not taste "strong liquor" until he was thirty and occasionally argued for 

prohibition. One of his earliest long fiction works, the novel Franklin Evans; or, The Inebriate, 

first published November 23, 1842, is a temperance novel. Whitman wrote the novel at the 

height of popularity of the Washingtonian movement though the movement itself was plagued 

with contradictions, as was Franklin Evans. Years later Whitman claimed he was embarrassed by 

the book and called it a "damned rot". He dismissed it by saying he wrote the novel in three days 

solely for money while he was under the influence of alcohol himself. Even so, he wrote other 

pieces recommending temperance, including The Madman and a short story "Reuben's Last 

Wish". Later in life he was more liberal with alcohol, enjoying local wines and champagne. 

Religion 

Whitman was deeply influenced by deism. He denied any one faith was more important than 

another, and embraced all religions equally. In "Song of Myself", he gave an inventory of major 

religions and indicated he respected and accepted all of them—a sentiment he further 

emphasized in his poem "With Antecedents", affirming: "I adopt each theory, myth, god, and 

demi-god, / I see that the old accounts, bibles, genealogies, are true, without exception". In 1874, 

he was invited to write a poem about the Spiritualism movement, to which he responded, "It 

seems to me nearly altogether a poor, cheap, crude humbug." Whitman was a religious skeptic: 

though he accepted all churches, he believed in none. God, to Whitman, was both immanent and 

transcendent and the human soul was immortal and in a state of progressive development 

 

Sexuality 

Whitman's sexuality is generally assumed to be homosexual or bisexual based on his poetry, 

though that has been at times disputed. His poetry depicts love and sexuality in a more earthy, 

individualistic way common in American culture before the medicalization of sexuality in the 

late 19th century. Though Leaves of Grass was often labeled pornographic or obscene, only one 



critic remarked on its author's presumed sexual activity: in a November 1855 review, Rufus 

Wilmot Griswold suggested Whitman was guilty of "that horrible sin not to be mentioned among 

Christians". Whitman had intense friendships with many men and boys throughout his life. Some 

biographers have claimed that he may not have actually engaged in sexual relationships with 

males, while others cite letters, journal entries and other sources which they claim as proof of the 

sexual nature of some of his relationships. 

Peter Doyle may be the most likely candidate for the love of Whitman's life, according to 

biographer David S. Reynolds. Doyle was a bus conductor whom Whitman met around 1866, 

and the two were inseparable for several years. Interviewed in 1895, Doyle said: "We were 

familiar at once—I put my hand on his knee—we understood. He did not get out at the end of the 

trip—in fact went all the way back with me." In his notebooks, Whitman disguised Doyle's 

initials using the code "16.4" (P.D. being the 16th and 4th letters of the alphabet). A more direct 

second-hand account comes from Oscar Wilde. Wilde met Whitman in America in 1882 and 

wrote to the homosexual rights activist George Cecil Ives that there was "no doubt" about the 

great American poet's sexual orientation—"I have the kiss of Walt Whitman still on my lips", he 

boasted. The only explicit description of Whitman's sexual activities is secondhand. In 1924 

Edward Carpenter, then an old man, described an erotic encounter he had had in his youth with 

Whitman to Gavin Arthur, who recorded it in detail in his journal. Late in his life, when 

Whitman was asked outright if his "Calamus" poems were homosexual, he chose not to respond 

Another possible lover was Bill Duckett. As a young teenage boy he lived in on the same street 

in Camden and moved in with Whitman, living with him a number of years and serving him in 

various roles. Duckett was fifteen when Whitman bought his house at 328 Mickle Street. Since at 

least 1880, Duckett and his grandmother, Lydia Watson, were boarders subletting space from 

another family at 334 Mickle Street. Due to this close proximity it is obvious that Duckett and 

Whitman met as neighbors. Their relationship was close, with the youth sharing Whitman's 

money when he had it. Whitman described their friendship as "thick". Though some biographers 

describe him as a boarder, others identify him as a lover. Their photograph [pictured] is 

described as "modeled on the conventions of a marriage portrait", part of a series of portraits of 

the poet with his young male friends, and encrypting male-male desire. Yet another intense 

relationship with a young man was the one with Harry Stafford, with whose family he stayed 



when at Timber Creek, and whom he first met when the young man was 18, in 1876. Whitman 

gave young Stafford a ring, which was returned and given back over the course of a stormy 

relationship lasting a number of years. Of that ring Stafford wrote to Whitman, "You know when 

you put it on there was but one thing to part it from me, and that was death." 

There is also some evidence that Whitman may have had sexual relationships with women. He 

had a romantic friendship with a New York actress named Ellen Grey in the spring of 1862, but 

it is not known if it was also sexual. He still had a photo of her decades later when he moved to 

Camden and referred to her as "an old sweetheart of mine". In a letter dated August 21, 1890 he 

claimed, "I have had six children—two are dead". This claim has never been corroborated. 

Toward the end of his life, he often told stories of previous girlfriends and sweethearts and 

denied an allegation from the New York Herald that he had "never had a love affair". As 

Whitman biographer Jerome Loving wrote, "the discussion of Whitman's sexual orientation will 

probably continue in spite of whatever evidence emerges." 

Shakespeare authorship 

Whitman was an adherent of the Shakespeare authorship question, refusing to believe in the 

historic attribution of the works to William Shakespeare of Stratford-upon-Avon. Whitman 

comments in his November Boughs (1888) regarding Shakespeare's historical plays: 

Conceiv'd out of the fullest heat and pulse of European feudalism—personifying in unparalleled 

ways the medieval aristocracy, its towering spirit of ruthless and gigantic caste, with its own 

peculiar air and arrogance (no mere imitation)—only one of the "wolfish earls" so plenteous in 

the plays themselves, or some born descendant and knower, might seem to be the true author of 

those amazing works—works in some respects greater than anything else in recorded literature 

 

Slavery 

Whitman opposed the extension of slavery in the United States and supported the Wilmot 

Proviso. At first he was opposed to abolitionism, believing the movement did more harm than 

good. In 1846, he wrote that the abolitionists had, in fact, slowed the advancement of their cause 

by their "ultraism and officiousness". His main concern was that their methods disrupted the 



democratic process, as did the refusal of the Southern states to put the interests of the nation as a 

whole above their own. In 1856, in his unpublished The Eighteenth Presidency, addressing the 

men of the South, he wrote "you are either to abolish slavery or it will abolish you". Whitman 

also subscribed to the widespread opinion that even free African-Americans should not vote and 

was concerned at the increasing number of African-Americans in the legislature. 

Legacy and influence 

Walt Whitman has been claimed as America's first "poet of democracy", a title meant to reflect 

his ability to write in a singularly American character. A British friend of Walt Whitman, Mary 

Smith Whitall Costelloe, wrote: "You cannot really understand America without Walt Whitman, 

without Leaves of Grass... He has expressed that civilization, 'up to date,' as he would say, and 

no student of the philosophy of history can do without him." Modernist poet Ezra Pound called 

Whitman "America's poet... He is America." Andrew Carnegie called him "the great poet of 

America so far ".Whitman considered himself a messiah-like figure in poetry. Others agreed: one 

of his admirers, William Sloane Kennedy, speculated that "people will be celebrating the birth of 

Walt Whitman as they are now the birth of Christ". 

The literary critic, Harold Bloom wrote, as the introduction for the 150th anniversary of Leaves 

of Grass: 

If you are American, then Walt Whitman is your imaginative father and mother, even if, like 

myself, you have never composed a line of verse. You can nominate a fair number of literary 

works as candidates for the secular Scripture of the United States. They might include Melville's 

Moby-Dick, Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, and Emerson's two series of Essays and 

The Conduct of Life. None of those, not even Emerson's, are as central as the first edition of 

Leaves of Grass. 

Whitman's vagabond lifestyle was adopted by the Beat movement and its leaders such as Allen 

Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac in the 1950s and 1960s as well as anti-war poets like Adrienne Rich 

and Gary Snyder. Lawrence Ferlinghetti numbered himself among Whitman's "wild children", 

and the title of his 1961 collection Starting from San Francisco is a deliberate reference to 

Whitman's Starting from Paumanok. Whitman also influenced Bram Stoker, author of Dracula, 

and was the model for the character of Dracula. Stoker said in his notes that Dracula represented 



the quintessential male which, to Stoker, was Whitman, with whom he corresponded until 

Whitman's death. Other admirers included the Eagle Street College, an informal group 

established in 1885 at the home of James William Wallace in Eagle Street, Bolton, to read and 

discuss the poetry of Whitman. The group subsequently became known as the Bolton Whitman 

Fellowship or Whitmanites. Its members held an annual 'Whitman Day' celebration around the 

poet's birthday. 

Whitman's poetry has been set to music by a large number of composers; indeed it has been 

suggested his poetry has been set to music more than any other American poet except for Emily 

Dickinson and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Those who have set his poems to music have 

included Kurt Weill, Ralph Vaughan Williams, Frederick Delius, Paul Hindemith, Karl Amadeus 

Hartmann, Benjamin Britten, Leonard Bernstein, Ned Rorem, Ronald Corp, George Crumb, 

Roger Sessions and John Adams. 

Whitman is a 2009 inductee of the New Jersey Hall of Fame. The Walt Whitman Bridge crosses 

the Delaware River near his home in Camden. 
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Chapter - 5 

Emily Dickinson 

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson (December 10, 1830 – May 15, 1886) was an American poet. Born 

in Amherst, Massachusetts, to a successful family with strong community ties, she lived a mostly 

introverted and reclusive life. After she studied at the Amherst Academy for seven years in her 

youth, she spent a short time at Mount Holyoke Female Seminary before returning to her 

family's house in Amherst. Thought of as an eccentric by the locals, she became known for her 

penchant for white clothing and her reluctance to greet guests or, later in life, even leave her 

room. Most of her friendships were therefore carried out by correspondence. 

While Dickinson was a prolific private poet, fewer than a dozen of her nearly eighteen hundred 

poems were published during her lifetime. The work that was published during her lifetime was 

usually altered significantly by the publishers to fit the conventional poetic rules of the time. 

Dickinson's poems are unique for the era in which she wrote; they contain short lines, typically 

lack titles, and often use slant rhyme as well as unconventional capitalization and punctuation. 

Many of her poems deal with themes of death and immortality, two recurring topics in letters to 

her friends. 

Although most of her acquaintances were probably aware of Dickinson's writing, it was not until 

after her death in 1886—when Lavinia, Dickinson's younger sister, discovered her cache of 

poems—that the breadth of Dickinson's work became apparent. Her first collection of poetry was 

published in 1890 by personal acquaintances Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Mabel Loomis 

Todd, both of whom heavily edited the content. A complete and mostly unaltered collection of 

her poetry became available for the first time in 1955 when The Poems of Emily Dickinson was 

published by scholar Thomas H. Johnson. Despite some unfavorable reviews and some 

skepticism during the late 19th and early 20th century as to Dickinson's literary prowess, she is 

now almost universally considered to be one of the most important American poets 

 

 



Life 

Family and early childhood 

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson was born at the family's homestead in Amherst, Massachusetts, on 

December 10, 1830, into a prominent, but not wealthy, family. Two hundred years earlier, her 

patrilineal ancestors had arrived in the New World—in the Puritan Great Migration—where they 

prospered. Emily Dickinson's paternal grandfather, Samuel Dickinson, had almost single-

handedly founded Amherst College. In 1813, he built the homestead, a large mansion on the 

town's Main Street, that became the focus of Dickinson family life for the better part of a 

century. Samuel Dickinson's eldest son, Edward, was treasurer of Amherst College for nearly 

forty years, served numerous terms as a State Legislator, and represented the Hampshire district 

in the United States Congress. On May 6, 1828, he married Emily Norcross from Monson. They 

had three children: 

• William Austin (1829–1895), known as Austin, Aust or Awe 

• Emily Elizabeth 

• Lavinia Norcross (1833–1899), known as Lavinia or Vinnie 

By all accounts, young Emily was a well-behaved girl. On an extended visit to Monson when she 

was two, Emily's Aunt Lavinia described Emily as "perfectly well & contented—She is a very 

good child & but little trouble." Emily's aunt also noted the girl's affinity for music and her 

particular talent for the piano, which she called "the moosic". 

Dickinson attended primary school in a two-story building on Pleasant Street. Her education was 

"ambitiously classical for a Victorian girl". Her father wanted his children well-educated and he 

followed their progress even while away on business. When Emily was seven, he wrote home, 

reminding his children to "keep school, and learn, so as to tell me, when I come home, how 

many new things you have learned". While Emily consistently described her father in a warm 

manner, her correspondence suggests that her mother was regularly cold and aloof. In a letter to a 

confidante, Emily wrote she "always ran Home to Awe [Austin] when a child, if anything befell 

me. He was an awful Mother, but I liked him better than none." 



On September 7, 1840, Dickinson and her sister Lavinia started together at Amherst Academy, a 

former boys' school that had opened to female students just two years earlier. At about the same 

time, her father purchased a house on North Pleasant Street. Emily's brother Austin later 

described this large new home as the "mansion" over which he and Emily presided as "lord and 

lady" while their parents were absent. The house overlooked Amherst's burial ground, described 

by one local minister as treeless and "forbidding" 

Teenage years 

Dickinson spent seven years at the Academy, taking classes in English and classical literature, 

Latin, botany, geology, history, "mental philosophy," and arithmetic. Daniel Taggart Fiske, the 

school's principal at the time, would later recall that Dickinson was "very bright" and "an 

excellent scholar, of exemplary deportment, faithful in all school duties". Although she had a few 

terms off due to illness—the longest of which was in 1845–1846, when she was enrolled for only 

eleven weeks—she enjoyed her strenuous studies, writing to a friend that the Academy was "a 

very fine school". 

Dickinson was troubled from a young age by the "deepening menace" of death, especially the 

deaths of those who were close to her. When Sophia Holland, her second cousin and a close 

friend, grew ill from typhus and died in April 1844, Emily was traumatized. Recalling the 

incident two years later, Emily wrote that "it seemed to me I should die too if  I could not be 

permitted to watch over her or even look at her face." She became so melancholic that her 

parents sent her to stay with family in Boston to recover. With her health and spirits restored, she 

soon returned to Amherst Academy to continue her studies. During this period, she first met 

people who were to become lifelong friends and correspondents, such as Abiah Root, Abby 

Wood, Jane Humphrey, and Susan Huntington Gilbert (who later married Emily's brother 

Austin). 

In 1845, a religious revival took place in Amherst, resulting in 46 confessions of faith among 

Dickinson's peers. Dickinson wrote to a friend the following year: "I never enjoyed such perfect 

peace and happiness as the short time in which I felt I had found my savior." She went on to say 

that it was her "greatest pleasure to commune alone with the great God & to feel that he would 

listen to my prayers." The experience did not last: Dickinson never made a formal declaration of 



faith and attended services regularly for only a few years. After her church-going ended, about 

1852, she wrote a poem opening: "Some keep the Sabbath going to Church – / I keep it, staying 

at Home". 

During the last year of her stay at the Academy, Emily became friendly with Leonard Humphrey, 

its popular new young principal. After finishing her final term at the Academy on August 10, 

1847, Dickinson began attending Mary Lyon's Mount Holyoke Female Seminary (which later 

became Mount Holyoke College) in South Hadley, about ten miles (16 km) from Amherst. She 

was at the seminary for only ten months. Although she liked the girls at Holyoke, Dickinson 

made no lasting friendships there. The explanations for her brief stay at Holyoke differ 

considerably: either she was in poor health, her father wanted to have her at home, she rebelled 

against the evangelical fervor present at the school, she disliked the discipline-minded teachers, 

or she was simply homesick. Whatever the specific reason for leaving Holyoke, her brother 

Austin appeared on March 25, 1848, to "bring [her] home at all events". Back in Amherst, 

Dickinson occupied her time with household activities. She took up baking for the family and 

enjoyed attending local events and activities in the budding college town. 

Early influences and writing 

When she was eighteen, Dickinson's family befriended a young attorney by the name of 

Benjamin Franklin Newton. According to a letter written by Dickinson after Newton's death, he 

had been "with my Father two years, before going to Worcester – in pursuing his studies, and 

was much in our family." Although their relationship was probably not romantic, Newton was a 

formative influence and would become the second in a series of older men (after Humphrey) that 

Dickinson referred to, variously, as her tutor, preceptor or master. 

Newton likely introduced her to the writings of William Wordsworth, and his gift to her of Ralph 

Waldo Emerson's first book of collected poems had a liberating effect. She wrote later that he, 

"whose name my Father's Law Student taught me, has touched the secret Spring". Newton held 

her in high regard, believing in and recognizing her as a poet. When he was dying of 

tuberculosis, he wrote to her, saying that he would like to live until she achieved the greatness he 

foresaw. Biographers believe that Dickinson's statement of 1862—"When a little Girl, I had a 



friend, who taught me Immortality – but venturing too near, himself – he never returned"—refers 

to Newton. 

Dickinson was familiar not only with the Bible but also with contemporary popular literature. 

She was probably influenced by Lydia Maria Child's Letters from New York, another gift from 

Newton (after reading it, she gushed "This then is a book! And there are more of them!"). Her 

brother smuggled a copy of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's Kavanagh into the house for her 

(because her father might disapprove) and a friend lent her Charlotte Brontë's Jane Eyre in late 

1849. Jane Eyre's influence cannot be measured, but when Dickinson acquired her first and only 

dog, a Newfoundland, she named him "Carlo" after the character St. John Rivers' dog. William 

Shakespeare was also a potent influence in her life. Referring to his plays, she wrote to one 

friend "Why clasp any hand but this?" and to another, "Why is any other book needed?" 

Adulthood and seclusion 

In early 1850 Dickinson wrote that "Amherst is alive with fun this winter ... Oh, a very great 

town this is!" Her high spirits soon turned to melancholy after another death. The Amherst 

Academy principal, Leonard Humphrey, died suddenly of "brain congestion" at age 25. Two 

years after his death, she revealed to her friend Abiah Root the extent of her depression: 

"... some of my friends are gone, and some of my friends are sleeping – sleeping the churchyard 

sleep – the hour of evening is sad – it was once my study hour – my master has gone to rest, and 

the open leaf of the book, and the scholar at school alone, make the tears come, and I cannot 

brush them away; I would not if I could, for they are the only tribute I can pay the departed 

Humphrey". 

During the 1850s, Emily's strongest and most affectionate relationship was with Susan Gilbert. 

Emily eventually sent her over three hundred letters, more than to any other correspondent, over 

the course of their friendship. Sue was supportive of the poet, playing the role of "most beloved 

friend, influence, muse, and adviser" whose editorial suggestions Dickinson sometimes followed, 

Susan played a primary role in Emily's creative processes." Sue married Austin in 1856 after a 

four-year courtship, though their marriage was not a happy one. Edward Dickinson built a house 

for himself and Sue called the Evergreens, which stood on the west side of the Homestead. There 

is controversy over how to view Emily's friendship with Sue; according to a point of view first 



promoted by Mabel Loomis Todd, Austin's longtime mistress, Emily's missives typically dealt 

with demands for Sue's affection and the fear of unrequited admiration. Todd believed that 

because Sue was often aloof and disagreeable, Emily was continually hurt by what was mostly a 

tempestuous friendship. However, the notion of a "cruel" Sue—as promoted by her romantic 

rival—has been questioned, most especially by Sue and Austin's surviving children, with whom 

Emily was close. 

Until 1855, Dickinson had not strayed far from Amherst. That spring, accompanied by her 

mother and sister, she took one of her longest and farthest trips away from home. First, they 

spent three weeks in Washington, where her father was representing Massachusetts in Congress. 

Then they went to Philadelphia for two weeks to visit family. In Philadelphia, she met Charles 

Wadsworth, a famous minister of the Arch Street Presbyterian Church, with whom she forged a 

strong friendship which lasted until his death in 1882. Despite seeing him only twice after 1855 

(he moved to San Franciscoin 1862), she variously referred to him as "my Philadelphia", "my 

Clergyman", "my dearest earthly friend" and "my Shepherd from 'Little Girl'hood". 

From the mid-1850s, Emily's mother became effectively bedridden with various chronic illnesses 

until her death in 1882. Writing to a friend in summer 1858, Emily said that she would visit if 

she could leave "home, or mother. I do not go out at all, lest father will come and miss me, or 

miss some little act, which I might forget, should I run away – Mother is much as usual. I Know 

not what to hope of her". As her mother continued to decline, Dickinson's domestic 

responsibilities weighed more heavily upon her and she confined herself within the Homestead. 

Forty years later, Lavinia stated that because their mother was chronically ill, one of the 

daughters had to remain always with her. Emily took this role as her own, and "finding the life 

with her books and nature so congenial, continued to live it". 

Withdrawing more and more from the outside world, Emily began in the summer of 1858 what 

would be her lasting legacy. Reviewing poems she had written previously, she began making 

clean copies of her work, assembling carefully pieced-together manuscript books. The forty 

fascicles she created from 1858 through 1865 eventually held nearly eight hundred poems. No 

one was aware of the existence of these books until after her death. 



In the late 1850s, the Dickinsons befriended Samuel Bowles, the owner and editor-in-chief of the 

Springfield Republican, and his wife, Mary. They visited the Dickinsons regularly for years to 

come. During this time Emily sent him over three dozen letters and nearly fifty poems. Their 

friendship brought out some of her most intense writing and Bowles published a few of her 

poems in his journal. It was from 1858 to 1861 that Dickinson is believed to have written a trio 

of letters that have been called "The Master Letters". These three letters, drafted to an unknown 

man simply referred to as "Master", continue to be the subject of speculation and contention 

amongst scholars. 

The first half of the 1860s, after she had largely withdrawn from social life, proved to be 

Dickinson's most productive writing period. Modern scholars and researchers are divided as to 

the cause for Dickinson's withdrawal and extreme seclusion. While she was diagnosed as having 

"nervous prostration" by a physician during her lifetime, some today believe she may have 

suffered from illnesses as various as agoraphobia and epilepsy. 

Is "my Verse ... alive?" 

In April 1862, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a literary critic, radical abolitionist, and ex-

minister, wrote a lead piece for The Atlantic Monthly entitled, "Letter to a Young Contributor". 

Higginson's essay, in which he urged aspiring writers to "charge your style with life", contained 

practical advice for those wishing to break into print. Dickinson's decision to contact Higginson 

suggests that by 1862 she was contemplating publication and that it may have become 

increasingly difficult to write poetry without an audience. Seeking literary guidance that no one 

close to her could provide, Dickinson sent him a letter which read in full: 

Mr Higginson, 

Are you too deeply occupied to say if my Verse is alive? 

The Mind is so near itself – it cannot see, distinctly – and I have none to ask – 

Should you think it breathed – and had you the leisure to tell me, I should feel quick gratitude – 

If I make the mistake – that you dared to tell me – would give me sincerer honor – toward you – 

I enclose my name – asking you, if you please – Sir – to tell me what is true? 



That you will not betray me – it is needless to ask – since Honor is it's [sic] own pawn – 

This highly nuanced and largely theatrical letter was unsigned, but she had included her name on 

a card and enclosed it in an envelope, along with four of her poems. He praised her work but 

suggested that she delay publishing until she had written longer, being unaware that she had 

already appeared in print. She assured him that publishing was as foreign to her "as Firmament to 

Fin", but also proposed that "If fame belonged to me, I could not escape her". Dickinson 

delighted in dramatic self-characterization and mystery in her letters to Higginson. She said of 

herself, "I am small, like the wren, and my hair is bold, like the chestnut bur, and my eyes like 

the sherry in the glass that the guest leaves." She stressed her solitary nature, stating that her only 

real companions were the hills, the sundown, and her dog, Carlo. She also mentioned that 

whereas her mother did not "care for Thought", her father bought her books, but begged her "not 

to read them – because he fears they joggle the Mind". 

Dickinson valued his advice, going from calling him "Mr. Higginson" to "Dear friend" as well as 

signing her letters, "Your Gnome" and "Your Scholar". His interest in her work certainly 

provided great moral support; many years later, Dickinson told Higginson that he had saved her 

life in 1862. They corresponded until her death, but her difficulty in expressing her literary needs 

and a reluctance to enter into a cooperative exchange left Higginson nonplussed; he did not press 

her to publish in subsequent correspondence. Dickinson's own ambivalence on the matter 

militated against the likelihood of publication. Literary critic Edmund Wilson, in his review of 

Civil War literature, surmised that "with encouragement, she would certainly have published". 

The woman in white 

In direct opposition to the immense productivity that she displayed in the early 1860s, Dickinson 

wrote fewer poems in 1866. Beset with personal loss as well as loss of domestic help, Dickinson 

may have been too overcome to keep up her previous level of writing. Carlo died during this 

time after providing sixteen years of companionship; Dickinson never owned another dog. 

Although the household servant of nine years, Margaret O Brien, had married and left the 

Homestead that same year, it was not until 1869 that her family brought in a permanent 

household servant, Margaret Maher, to replace the old one. Emily once again was responsible for 

chores, including the baking, at which she excelled. 



Around this time, Dickinson's behavior began to change. She did not leave the Homestead unless 

it was absolutely necessary and as early as 1867, she began to talk to visitors from the other side 

of a door rather than speaking to them face to face. She acquired local notoriety; she was rarely 

seen, and when she was, she was usually clothed in white. Dickinson's one surviving article of 

clothing is a white cotton dress, possibly sewn circa 1878–1882. Few of the locals who 

exchanged messages with Dickinson during her last fifteen years ever saw her in person. Austin 

and his family began to protect Emily's privacy, deciding that she was not to be a subject of 

discussion with outsiders. Despite her physical seclusion, however, Dickinson was socially 

active and expressive through what makes up two-thirds of her surviving notes and letters. When 

visitors came to either the Homestead or the Evergreens, she would often leave or send over 

small gifts of poems or flowers. Dickinson also had a good rapport with the children in her life. 

Mattie Dickinson, the second child of Austin and Sue, later said that "Aunt Emily stood for 

indulgence." MacGregor (Mac) Jenkins, the son of family friends who later wrote a short article 

in 1891 called "A Child's Recollection of Emily Dickinson", thought of her as always offering 

support to the neighborhood children. 

When Higginson urged her to come to Boston in 1868 so that they could formally meet for the 

first time, she declined, writing: "Could it please your convenience to come so far as Amherst I 

should be very glad, but I do not cross my Father's ground to any House or town". It was not 

until he came to Amherst in 1870 that they met. Later he referred to her, in the most detailed and 

vivid physical account of her on record, as "a little plain woman with two smooth bands of 

reddish hair ... in a very plain & exquisitely clean white pique & a blue net worsted shawl." He 

also felt that he never was "with any one who drained my nerve power so much. Without 

touching her, she drew from me. I am glad not to live near her." 

Posies and poesies 

Scholar Judith Farr notes that Dickinson, during her lifetime, "was known more widely as a 

gardener, perhaps, than as a poet". Dickinson studied botany from the age of nine and, along 

with her sister, tended the garden at Homestead. During her lifetime, she assembled a collection 

of pressed plants in a sixty-six page leather-bound herbarium. It contained 424 pressed flower 

specimens that she collected, classified, and labeled using the Linnaean system. The Homestead 

garden was well-known and admired locally in its time. It has not survived, and Dickinson kept 



no garden notebooks or plant lists, but a clear impression can be formed from the letters and 

recollections of friends and family. Her niece, Martha Dickinson Bianchi, remembered "carpets 

of lily-of-the-valley and pansies, platoons of sweet peas, hyacinths, enough in May to give all the 

bees of summer dyspepsia. There were ribbons of peony hedges and drifts of daffodils in season, 

marigolds to distraction—-a butterfly utopia". In particular, Dickinson cultivated scented exotic 

flowers, writing that she "could inhabit the Spice Isles merely by crossing the dining room to the 

conservatory, where the plants hang in baskets". Dickinson would often send her friends bunches 

of flowers with verses attached, but "they valued the posy more than the poetry". 

Later life 

On June 16, 1874, while in Boston, Edward Dickinson suffered a stroke and died. When the 

simple funeral was held in the Homestead's entrance hall, Emily stayed in her room with the door 

cracked open. Neither did she attend the memorial service on June 28. She wrote to Higginson 

that her father's "Heart was pure and terrible and I think no other like it exists." A year later, on 

June 15, 1875, Emily's mother also suffered a stroke, which produced a partial lateral paralysis 

and impaired memory. Lamenting her mother's increasing physical as well as mental demands, 

Emily wrote that "Home is so far from Home". 

Though the great Waters sleep, 

That they are still the Deep, 

We cannot doubt – 

No vacillating God 

Ignited this Abode 

To put it out – 

Emily Dickinson, c. 1884 

 

Otis Phillips Lord, an elderly judge on the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court from Salem, in 

1872 or 1873 became an acquaintance of Dickinson's. After the death of Lord's wife in 1877, his 



friendship with Dickinson probably became a late-life romance, though as their letters were 

destroyed, this is surmised. Dickinson found a kindred soul in Lord, especially in terms of shared 

literary interests; the few letters which survived contain multiple quotations of Shakespeare's 

work, including the plays Othello, Antony and Cleopatra, Hamlet and King Lear. In 1880 he 

gave her Cowden Clarke's Complete Concordance to Shakespeare (1877). Dickinson wrote that 

"While others go to Church, I go to mine, for are you not my Church, and have we not a Hymn 

that no one knows but us?" She referred to him as "My lovely Salem" and they wrote to each 

other religiously every Sunday. Dickinson looked forward to this day greatly; a surviving 

fragment of a letter written by her states that "Tuesday is a deeply depressed Day". 

After being critically ill for several years, Judge Lord died in March 1884. Dickinson referred to 

him as "our latest Lost". Two years before this, on April 1, 1882, Dickinson's "Shepherd from 

'Little Girl'hood", Charles Wadsworth, also had died after a long illness. 

Decline and death 

Although she continued to write in her last years, Dickinson stopped editing and organizing her 

poems. She also exacted a promise from her sister Lavinia to burn her papers. Lavinia, who also 

never married, remained at the Homestead until her own death in 1899. 

The 1880s were a difficult time for the remaining Dickinsons. Irreconcilably alienated from his 

wife, Austin fell in love in 1882 with Mabel Loomis Todd, an Amherst College faculty wife who 

had recently moved to the area. Todd never met Dickinson but was intrigued by her, referring to 

her as "a lady whom the people call the Myth". Austin distanced himself from his family as his 

affair continued and his wife became sick with grief. Dickinson's mother died on November 14, 

1882. Five weeks later, Dickinson wrote "We were never intimate ... while she was our Mother – 

but Mines in the same Ground meet by tunneling and when she became our Child, the Affection 

came." The next year, Austin and Sue's third and youngest child, Gilbert—Emily's favorite—

died of typhoid fever. 

As death succeeded death, Dickinson found her world upended. In the fall of 1884, she wrote 

that "The Dyings have been too deep for me, and before I could raise my Heart from one, 

another has come." That summer she had seen "a great darkness coming" and fainted while 

baking in the kitchen. She remained unconscious late into the night and weeks of ill health 



followed. On November 30, 1885, her feebleness and other symptoms were so worrying that 

Austin canceled a trip to Boston. She was confined to her bed for a few months, but managed to 

send a final burst of letters in the spring. What is thought to be her last letter was sent to her 

cousins, Louise and Frances Norcross, and simply read: "Little Cousins, Called Back. Emily". 

On May 15, 1886, after several days of worsening symptoms, Emily Dickinson died at the age of 

55. Austin wrote in his diary that "the day was awful ... she ceased to breathe that terrible 

breathing just before the [afternoon] whistle sounded for six." Dickinson's chief physician gave 

the cause of death as Bright's disease and its duration as two and a half years. 

Dickinson was buried, laid in a white coffin with vanilla-scented heliotrope, a Lady's Slipper 

orchid, and a "knot of blue field violets" placed about it. The funeral service, held in the 

Homestead's library, was simple and short; Higginson, who had met her only twice, read "No 

Coward Soul Is Mine", a poem by Emily Brontë that had been a favorite of Dickinson's. At 

Dickinson's request, her "coffin [was] not driven but carried through fields of buttercups" for 

burial in the family plot at West Cemetery on Triangle Street. 

Publication 

Despite Dickinson's prolific writing, fewer than a dozen of her poems were published during her 

lifetime. After her younger sister Lavinia discovered the collection of nearly eighteen hundred 

poems, Dickinson's first volume was published four years after her death. Until the 1955 

publication of Dickinson's Complete Poems by Thomas H. Johnson, her poems were 

considerably edited and altered from their manuscript versions. Since 1890 Dickinson has 

remained continuously in print. 

Contemporary 

A few of Dickinson's poems appeared in Samuel Bowles' Springfield Republican between 1858 

and 1868. They were published anonymously and heavily edited, with conventionalized 

punctuation and formal titles. The first poem, "Nobody knows this little rose", may have been 

published without Dickinson's permission. The Republican also published "A narrow Fellow in 

the Grass" as "The Snake"; "Safe in their Alabaster Chambers –" as "The Sleeping"; and 

"Blazing in the Gold and quenching in Purple" as "Sunset". The poem "I taste a liquor never 



brewed –" is an example of the edited versions; the last two lines in the first stanza were 

completely rewritten for the sake of conventional rhyme. 

Original wording 

I taste a liquor never brewed – 

From Tankards scooped in Pearl – 

Not all the Frankfort Berries 

Yield such an Alcohol! 

Republican version 

I taste a liquor never brewed – 

From Tankards scooped in Pearl – 

Not Frankfort Berries yield the sense 

Such a delirious whirl! 

 

In 1864, several poems were altered and published in Drum Beat, to raise funds for medical care 

for Union soldiers in the war. Another appeared in April 1864 in the Brooklyn Daily Union. 

In the 1870s, Higginson showed Dickinson's poems to Helen Hunt Jackson, who had 

coincidentally been at the Academy with Dickinson when they were girls. Jackson was deeply 

involved in the publishing world, and managed to convince Dickinson to publish her poem 

"Success is counted sweetest" anonymously in a volume called A Masque of Poets. The poem, 

however, was altered to agree with contemporary taste. It was the last poem published during 

Dickinson's lifetime. 

Posthumous 

After Dickinson's death, Lavinia Dickinson kept her promise and burned most of the poet's 

correspondence. Significantly though, Dickinson had left no instructions about the forty 



notebooks and loose sheets gathered in a locked chest. Lavinia recognized the poems' worth and 

became obsessed with seeing them published. She turned first to her brother's wife and then to 

Mabel Loomis Todd, her brother's mistress, for assistance. A feud ensued, with the manuscripts 

divided between the Todd and Dickinson houses, preventing complete publication of Dickinson's 

poetry for more than half a century. 

The first volume of Dickinson's Poems, edited jointly by Mabel Loomis Todd and T. W. 

Higginson, appeared in November 1890. Although Todd claimed that only essential changes 

were made, the poems were extensively edited to match punctuation and capitalization to late 

19th-century standards, with occasional rewordings to reduce Dickinson's obliquity. The first 

115-poem volume was a critical and financial success, going through eleven printings in two 

years. Poems: Second Series followed in 1891, running to five editions by 1893; a third series 

appeared in 1896. One reviewer, in 1892, wrote: "The world will not rest satisfied till every scrap 

of her writings, letters as well as literature, has been published". 

Nearly a dozen new editions of Dickinson's poetry, whether containing previously unpublished 

or newly edited poems, were published between 1914 and 1945. Martha Dickinson Bianchi, the 

daughter of Susan and Edward Dickinson, published collections of her aunt's poetry based on the 

manuscripts held by her family, whereas Mabel Loomis Todd's daughter, Millicent Todd 

Bingham, published collections based on the manuscripts held by her mother. These competing 

editions of Dickinson's poetry, often differing in order and structure, ensured that the poet's work 

was in the public's eye. 

The first scholarly publication came in 1955 with a complete new three-volume set edited by 

Thomas H. Johnson. Forming the basis of later Dickinson scholarship, Johnson's variorum 

brought all of Dickinson's known poems together for the first time. Johnson's goal was to present 

the poems very nearly as Dickinson had left them in her manuscripts. They were untitled, only 

numbered in an approximate chronological sequence, strewn with dashes and irregularly 

capitalized, and often extremely elliptical in their language. Three years later, Johnson edited and 

published, along with Theodora Ward, a complete collection of Dickinson's letters, also 

presented in three volumes. 



In 1981, The Manuscript Books of Emily Dickinson was published. Using the physical evidence 

of the original papers, the poems were intended to be published in their original order for the first 

time. Editor Ralph W. Franklin relied on smudge marks, needle punctures and other clues to 

reassemble the poet's packets. Since then, many critics have argued for thematic unity in these 

small collections, believing the ordering of the poems to be more than chronological or 

convenient. 

Dickinson biographer Alfred Habegger wrote in his 2001 work My Wars Are Laid Away in 

Books: The Life of Emily Dickinson that "The consequences of the poet's failure to disseminate 

her work in a faithful and orderly manner are still very much with us". 

Poetry 

See: Emily Dickinson at Wikisource for complete poetic works 

Dickinson's poems generally fall into three distinct periods, the works in each period having 

certain general characters in common. 

• Pre-1861. These are often conventional and sentimental in nature. Thomas H. Johnson, 

who later published The Poems of Emily Dickinson, was able to date only five of Dickinson's 

poems before 1858.[136] Two of these are mock valentines done in an ornate and humorous 

style, and two others are conventional lyrics, one of which is about missing her brother Austin. 

The fifth poem, which begins "I have a Bird in spring", conveys her grief over the feared loss of 

friendship and was sent to her friend Sue Gilbert. 

• 1861–1865. This was her most creative period—these poems are more vigorous and 

emotional. Johnson estimated that she composed 86 poems in 1861, 366 in 1862, 141 in 1863, 

and 174 in 1864. He also believed that this is when she fully developed her themes of life and 

death. 

• Post-1866. It is estimated that two-thirds of the entire body of her poetry was written 

before this year. 

 

Structure and syntax 



The extensive use of dashes and unconventional capitalization in Dickinson's manuscripts, and 

the idiosyncratic vocabulary and imagery, combine to create a body of work that is "far more 

various in its styles and forms than is commonly supposed". Dickinson avoids pentameter, opting 

more generally for trimeter, tetrameter and, less often, dimeter. Sometimes her use of these 

meters is regular, but oftentimes it is irregular. The regular form that she most often employs is 

the ballad stanza, a traditional form that is divided into quatrains, using tetrameter for the first 

and third lines and trimeter for the second and fourth, while rhyming the second and fourth lines 

(ABCB). Though Dickinson often uses perfect rhymes for lines two and four, she also makes 

frequent use of slant rhyme. In some of her poems, she varies the meter from the traditional 

ballad stanza by using trimeter for lines one, two and four, while only using tetrameter for line 

three. 

Since many of her poems were written in traditional ballad stanzas with ABCB rhyme schemes, 

some of these poems can be sung to fit the melodies of popular folk songs and hymns that also 

use the common meter, employing alternating lines of iambic tetrameter and iambic trimeter. 

Familiar examples of such songs are "O Little Town of Bethlehem" and "Amazing Grace'". 

Dickinson scholar and poet Anthony Hecht finds resonances in Dickinson's poetry not only with 

hymns and song-forms but also with psalms and riddles, citing the following example: "Who is 

the East? / The Yellow Man / Who may be Purple if he can / That carries the Sun. / Who is the 

West? / The Purple Man / Who may be Yellow if He can / That lets Him out again." 

Late 20th-century scholars are "deeply interested" by Dickinson's highly individual use of 

punctuation and lineation (line lengths and line breaks). Following the publication of one of the 

few poems that appeared in her lifetime – "A narrow Fellow in the Grass", published as "The 

Snake" in the Republican – Dickinson complained that the edited punctuation (an added comma 

and a full stop substitution for the original dash) altered the meaning of the entire poem 

Original wording 

A narrow Fellow in the Grass 

Occasionally rides – 

You may have met Him – did you not 



His notice sudden is – 

Republican version 

A narrow Fellow in the Grass 

Occasionally rides – 

You may have met Him – did you not, 

His notice sudden is. 

As Farr points out, "snakes instantly notice you"; Dickinson's version captures the "breathless 

immediacy" of the encounter; and The Republican's punctuation renders "her lines more 

commonplace". With the increasingly close focus on Dickinson's structures and syntax has come 

a growing appreciation that they are "aesthetically based". Although Johnson's landmark 1955 

edition of poems was relatively unaltered from the original, later scholars critiqued it for 

deviating from the style and layout of Dickinson's manuscripts. Meaningful distinctions, these 

scholars assert, can be drawn from varying lengths and angles of dash, and differing 

arrangements of text on the page. Several volumes have attempted to render Dickinson's 

handwritten dashes using many typographic symbols of varying length and angle. R. W. 

Franklin's 1998 variorum edition of the poems provided alternate wordings to those chosen by 

Johnson, in a more limited editorial intervention. Franklin also used typeset dashes of varying 

length to approximate the manuscripts' dashes more closely. 

Major themes 

Dickinson left no formal statement of her aesthetic intentions and, because of the variety of her 

themes, her work does not fit conveniently into any one genre. She has been regarded, alongside 

Emerson (whose poems Dickinson admired), as a Transcendentalist. However, Farr disagrees 

with this analysis, saying that Dickinson's "relentlessly measuring mind ... deflates the airy 

elevation of the Transcendental". Apart from the major themes discussed below, Dickinson's 

poetry frequently uses humor, puns, irony and satire. 

Flowers and gardens 



Farr notes that Dickinson's "poems and letters almost wholly concern flowers" and that allusions 

to gardens often refer to an "imaginative realm ... wherein flowers [are] often emblems for 

actions and emotions". She associates some flowers, like gentians and anemones, with youth and 

humility; others with prudence and insight. Her poems were often sent to friends with 

accompanying letters and nosegays. Farr notes that one of Dickinson's earlier poems, written 

about 1859, appears to "conflate her poetry itself with the posies": "My nosegays are for 

Captives – / Dim – long expectant eyes – / Fingers denied the plucking, / Patient till Paradise – / 

To such, if they sh'd whisper / Of morning and the moor – / They bear no other errand, / And I, 

no other prayer". 

The Master poems 

Dickinson left a large number of poems addressed to "Signor", "Sir" and "Master", who is 

characterized as Dickinson's "lover for all eternity". These confessional poems are often "searing 

in their self-inquiry" and "harrowing to the reader" and typically take their metaphors from texts 

and paintings of Dickinson's day.[146] The Dickinson family themselves believed these poems 

were addressed to actual individuals but this view is frequently rejected by scholars. Farr, for 

example, contends that the Master is an unattainable composite figure, "human, with specific 

characteristics, but godlike" and speculates that Master may be a "kind of Christian muse". 

Morbidity 

Dickinson's poems reflect her "early and lifelong fascination" with illness, dying and death. 

Perhaps surprisingly for a New England spinster, her poems allude to death by many methods: 

"crucifixion, drowning, hanging, suffocation, freezing, premature burial, shooting, stabbing and 

guillotinage". She reserved her sharpest insights into the "death blow aimed by God" and the 

"funeral in the brain", often reinforced by images of thirst and starvation. Dickinson scholar 

Vivian Pollak considers these references an autobiographical reflection of Dickinson's "thirsting-

starving persona", an outward expression of her needy self-image as small, thin and frail. 

Dickinson's most psychologically complex poems explore the theme that the loss of hunger for 

life causes the death of self and place this at "the interface of murder and suicide". 

Gospel poems 



Throughout her life, Dickinson wrote poems reflecting a preoccupation with the teachings of 

Jesus Christ and, indeed, many are addressed to him. She stresses the Gospels' contemporary 

pertinence and recreates them, often with "wit and American colloquial language". Scholar 

Dorothy Oberhaus finds that the "salient feature uniting Christian poets ... is their reverential 

attention to the life of Jesus Christ" and contends that Dickinson's deep structures place her in the 

"poetic tradition of Christian devotion" alongside Hopkins, Eliot and Auden. In a Nativity poem, 

Dickinson combines lightness and wit to revisit an ancient theme: "The Savior must have been / 

A docile Gentleman – / To come so far so cold a Day / For little Fellowmen / The Road to 

Bethlehem / Since He and I were Boys / Was leveled, but for that twould be / A rugged billion 

Miles –". 

The Undiscovered Continent 

Academic Suzanne Juhasz considers that Dickinson saw the mind and spirit as tangible visitable 

places and that for much of her life she lived within them. Often, this intensely private place is 

referred to as the "undiscovered continent" and the "landscape of the spirit" and embellished with 

nature imagery. At other times, the imagery is darker and forbidding—castles or prisons, 

complete with corridors and rooms—to create a dwelling place of "oneself" where one resides 

with one's other selves. An example that brings together many of these ideas is: "Me from 

Myself – to banish – / Had I Art – / Impregnable my Fortress / Unto All Heart – / But since 

myself—assault Me – / How have I peace / Except by subjugating / Consciousness. / And since 

We're mutual Monarch / How this be / Except by Abdication – / Me – of Me?". 

Reception 

The surge of posthumous publication gave Dickinson's poetry its first public exposure. Backed 

by Higginson and with a favorable notice from William Dean Howells, an editor of Harper's 

Magazine, the poetry received mixed reviews after it was first published in 1890. Higginson 

himself stated in his preface to the first edition of Dickinson's published work that the poetry's 

quality "is that of extraordinary grasp and insight", albeit "without the proper control and 

chastening" that the experience of publishing during her lifetime might have conferred. His 

judgment that her opus was "incomplete and unsatisfactory" would be echoed in the essays of the 

New Critics in the 1930s. 



Maurice Thompson, who was literary editor of The Independent for twelve years, noted in 1891 

that her poetry had "a strange mixture of rare individuality and originality". Some critics hailed 

Dickinson's effort, but disapproved of her unusual non-traditional style. Andrew Lang, a British 

writer, dismissed Dickinson's work, stating that "if poetry is to exist at all, it really must have 

form and grammar, and must rhyme when it professes to rhyme. The wisdom of the ages and the 

nature of man insist on so much". Thomas Bailey Aldrich, a poet and novelist, equally dismissed 

Dickinson's poetic technique in The Atlantic Monthly in January 1892: "It is plain that Miss 

Dickinson possessed an extremely unconventional and grotesque fancy. She was deeply tinged 

by the mysticism of Blake, and strongly influenced by the mannerism of Emerson ... But the 

incoherence and formlessness of her — versicles are fatal ... an eccentric, dreamy, half-educated 

recluse in an out-of-the-way New England village (or anywhere else) cannot with impunity set at 

defiance the laws of gravitation and grammar". 

Critical attention to Dickinson's poetry was meager from 1897 to the early 1920s. By the start of 

the 20th century, interest in her poetry became broader in scope and some critics began to 

consider Dickinson as essentially modern. Rather than seeing Dickinson's poetic styling as a 

result of lack of knowledge or skill, modern critics believed the irregularities were consciously 

artistic. In a 1915 essay, Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant called the poet's inspiration "daring" and 

named her "one of the rarest flowers the sterner New England land ever bore". With the growing 

popularity of modernist poetry in the 1920s, Dickinson's failure to conform to 19th-century 

poetic form was no longer surprising nor distasteful to new generations of readers. Dickinson 

was suddenly referred to by various critics as a great woman poet, and a cult following began to 

form. 

In the 1930s, a number of the New Critics – among them R. P. Blackmur, Allen Tate, Cleanth 

Brooks and Yvor Winters – appraised the significance of Dickinson's poetry. As critic Roland 

Hagenbüchle pointed out, their "affirmative and prohibitive tenets turned out to be of special 

relevance to Dickinson scholarship". Blackmur, in an attempt to focus and clarify the major 

claims for and against the poet's greatness, wrote in a landmark 1937 critical essay: "... she was a 

private poet who wrote as indefatigably as some women cook or knit. Her gift for words and the 

cultural predicament of her time drove her to poetry instead of antimacassars... She came... at the 

right time for one kind of poetry: the poetry of sophisticated, eccentric vision." 



The second wave of feminism created greater cultural sympathy for her as a female poet. In the 

first collection of critical essays on Dickinson from a feminist perspective, she is heralded as the 

greatest woman poet in the English language. Biographers and theorists of the past tended to 

separate Dickinson's roles as a woman and a poet. For example, George Whicher wrote in his 

1952 book This Was a Poet: A Critical Biography of Emily Dickinson, "Perhaps as a poet 

[Dickinson] could find the fulfillment she had missed as a woman." Feminist criticism, on the 

other hand, declares that there is a necessary and powerful conjunction between Dickinson being 

a woman and a poet. Adrienne Rich theorized in Vesuvius at Home: The Power of Emily 

Dickinson (1976) that Dickinson's identity as a woman poet brought her power: "[she] chose her 

seclusion, knowing she was exceptional and knowing what she needed...She carefully selected 

her society and controlled the disposal of her time...neither eccentric nor quaint; she was 

determined to survive, to use her powers, to practice necessary economics." 

Some scholars question the poet's sexuality, theorizing that the numerous letters and poems that 

were dedicated to Susan Gilbert Dickinson indicate a lesbian romance, and speculating about 

how this may have influenced her poetry.[164] Critics such as John Cody, Lillian Faderman, 

Vivian R. Pollak, Paula Bennett, Judith Farr, Ellen Louise Hart, and Martha Nell Smith have 

argued that Susan was the central erotic relationship in Dickinson's life. 

Legacy 

In the early 20th century, Dickinson's legacy was promoted in particular by Martha Dickinson 

Bianchi and Millicent Todd Bingham. Bianchi, who had inherited The Evergreens as well as the 

copyright for her aunt's poetry from her parents, published works such as Emily Dickinson Face 

to Face and Letters of Emily Dickinson, which stoked public curiosity about her aunt. Her books 

perpetrated the myths surrounding her aunt, while combining family tradition, personal 

recollections, and pieces of correspondence. In comparison, Millicent Todd Bingham's works 

provided a more distant and realistic perspective of the poet. 

Emily Dickinson is now considered a powerful and persistent figure in American culture. 

Although much of the early reception concentrated on Dickinson's eccentric and secluded nature, 

she has become widely acknowledged as an innovative, pre-modernist poet. As early as 1891, 

William Dean Howells wrote that "If nothing else had come out of our life but this strange 



poetry, we should feel that in the work of Emily Dickinson, America, or New England rather, 

had made a distinctive addition to the literature of the world, and could not be left out of any 

record of it." Twentieth-century critic Harold Bloom has placed her alongside Walt Whitman, 

Wallace Stevens, Robert Frost, T. S. Eliot, and Hart Crane as a major American poet, and among 

the thirty greatest Western Writers of all time. 

Dickinson is taught in American literature and poetry classes in the United States from middle 

school to college. Her poetry is frequently anthologized and has been used as texts for art songs 

by composers such as Aaron Copland, Nick Peros, John Adams and Michael Tilson Thomas. 

Several schools have been established in her name; for example, two Emily Dickinson 

Elementary Schools exist in Bozeman, Montana, and Redmond, Washington. A few literary 

journals—including The Emily Dickinson Journal, the official publication of the Emily 

Dickinson International Society—have been founded to examine her work. An 8-cent 

commemorative stamp in honor of Dickinson was issued by the United States Postal Service on 

August 28, 1971 as the second stamp in the "American Poet" series. A one-woman play entitled 

The Belle of Amherst first appeared on Broadway in 1976, winning several awards; it was later 

adapted for television. 

Dickinson's herbarium, which is now held in the Houghton Library at Harvard University, was 

published in 2006 as Emily Dickinson's Herbarium by Harvard University Press. The original 

work was compiled by Dickinson during her years at Amherst Academy, and consists of 424 

pressed specimens of plants arranged on 66 pages of a bound album. A digital facsimile of the 

herbarium is available online. The town of Amherst Jones Library's Special Collections 

department has an Emily Dickinson Collection consisting of approximately seven thousand 

items, including original manuscript poems and letters, family correspondence, scholarly articles 

and books, newspaper clippings, theses, plays, photographs and contemporary artwork and 

prints. The Archives and Special Collections at Amherst College has substantial holdings of 

Dickinson's manuscripts and letters as well as a lock of Dickinson's hair and the original of the 

only positively identified image of the poet. In 1965, in recognition of Dickinson's growing 

stature as a poet, the Homestead was purchased by Amherst College. It opened to the public for 

tours, and also served as a faculty residence for many years. The Emily Dickinson Museum was 



created in 2003 when ownership of the Evergreens, which had been occupied by Dickinson 

family heirs until 1988, was transferred to the college 

Modern influence and inspiration 

Emily Dickinson's life and works have been the source of inspiration particularly to feminist 

orientated artists of a variety of mediums. A few notable examples are as follows: 

• The cello rock band Rasputina drew inspiration from Dickinson for their 2010 album 

Sister Kinderhook. The songs Sweet Sister Temperance and My Porcelain Life are based 

specifically on the life of Dickinson. Dickinson has also played a role of inspiration for 

Rasputina's front woman Melora Creager for a number of years. 

• Jane Campion's film the Piano and novel (co-authored by Kate Pullinger) were inspired 

by the poetry of Emily Dickinson as well as the novels by the Bronte Sisters. The soundtrack to 

the film, written and composed by Michael Nyman contained songs with titles directly extracted 

from Dickinson's poetry such as Big My Secret and most famously the Heart Asks Pleasure First. 

The former being one of Nyman's most notable works to date and a signature piece of his 

repertoire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter - 5 

Emily Dickinson 

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson (December 10, 1830 – May 15, 1886) was an American poet. Born 

in Amherst, Massachusetts, to a successful family with strong community ties, she lived a mostly 

introverted and reclusive life. After she studied at the Amherst Academy for seven years in her 

youth, she spent a short time at Mount Holyoke Female Seminary before returning to her 

family's house in Amherst. Thought of as an eccentric by the locals, she became known for her 

penchant for white clothing and her reluctance to greet guests or, later in life, even leave her 

room. Most of her friendships were therefore carried out by correspondence. 

While Dickinson was a prolific private poet, fewer than a dozen of her nearly eighteen hundred 

poems were published during her lifetime. The work that was published during her lifetime was 

usually altered significantly by the publishers to fit the conventional poetic rules of the time. 

Dickinson's poems are unique for the era in which she wrote; they contain short lines, typically 

lack titles, and often use slant rhyme as well as unconventional capitalization and punctuation. 

Many of her poems deal with themes of death and immortality, two recurring topics in letters to 

her friends. 

Although most of her acquaintances were probably aware of Dickinson's writing, it was not until 

after her death in 1886—when Lavinia, Dickinson's younger sister, discovered her cache of 

poems—that the breadth of Dickinson's work became apparent. Her first collection of poetry was 

published in 1890 by personal acquaintances Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Mabel Loomis 

Todd, both of whom heavily edited the content. A complete and mostly unaltered collection of 

her poetry became available for the first time in 1955 when The Poems of Emily Dickinson was 

published by scholar Thomas H. Johnson. Despite some unfavorable reviews and some 

skepticism during the late 19th and early 20th century as to Dickinson's literary prowess, she is 

now almost universally considered to be one of the most important American poets 

 

 



Life 

Family and early childhood 

Emily Elizabeth Dickinson was born at the family's homestead in Amherst, Massachusetts, on 

December 10, 1830, into a prominent, but not wealthy, family. Two hundred years earlier, her 

patrilineal ancestors had arrived in the New World—in the Puritan Great Migration—where they 

prospered. Emily Dickinson's paternal grandfather, Samuel Dickinson, had almost single-

handedly founded Amherst College. In 1813, he built the homestead, a large mansion on the 

town's Main Street, that became the focus of Dickinson family life for the better part of a 

century. Samuel Dickinson's eldest son, Edward, was treasurer of Amherst College for nearly 

forty years, served numerous terms as a State Legislator, and represented the Hampshire district 

in the United States Congress. On May 6, 1828, he married Emily Norcross from Monson. They 

had three children: 

• William Austin (1829–1895), known as Austin, Aust or Awe 

• Emily Elizabeth 

• Lavinia Norcross (1833–1899), known as Lavinia or Vinnie 

By all accounts, young Emily was a well-behaved girl. On an extended visit to Monson when she 

was two, Emily's Aunt Lavinia described Emily as "perfectly well & contented—She is a very 

good child & but little trouble." Emily's aunt also noted the girl's affinity for music and her 

particular talent for the piano, which she called "the moosic". 

Dickinson attended primary school in a two-story building on Pleasant Street. Her education was 

"ambitiously classical for a Victorian girl". Her father wanted his children well-educated and he 

followed their progress even while away on business. When Emily was seven, he wrote home, 

reminding his children to "keep school, and learn, so as to tell me, when I come home, how 

many new things you have learned". While Emily consistently described her father in a warm 

manner, her correspondence suggests that her mother was regularly cold and aloof. In a letter to a 

confidante, Emily wrote she "always ran Home to Awe [Austin] when a child, if anything befell 

me. He was an awful Mother, but I liked him better than none." 



On September 7, 1840, Dickinson and her sister Lavinia started together at Amherst Academy, a 

former boys' school that had opened to female students just two years earlier. At about the same 

time, her father purchased a house on North Pleasant Street. Emily's brother Austin later 

described this large new home as the "mansion" over which he and Emily presided as "lord and 

lady" while their parents were absent. The house overlooked Amherst's burial ground, described 

by one local minister as treeless and "forbidding" 

Teenage years 

Dickinson spent seven years at the Academy, taking classes in English and classical literature, 

Latin, botany, geology, history, "mental philosophy," and arithmetic. Daniel Taggart Fiske, the 

school's principal at the time, would later recall that Dickinson was "very bright" and "an 

excellent scholar, of exemplary deportment, faithful in all school duties". Although she had a few 

terms off due to illness—the longest of which was in 1845–1846, when she was enrolled for only 

eleven weeks—she enjoyed her strenuous studies, writing to a friend that the Academy was "a 

very fine school". 

Dickinson was troubled from a young age by the "deepening menace" of death, especially the 

deaths of those who were close to her. When Sophia Holland, her second cousin and a close 

friend, grew ill from typhus and died in April 1844, Emily was traumatized. Recalling the 

incident two years later, Emily wrote that "it seemed to me I should die too if  I could not be 

permitted to watch over her or even look at her face." She became so melancholic that her 

parents sent her to stay with family in Boston to recover. With her health and spirits restored, she 

soon returned to Amherst Academy to continue her studies. During this period, she first met 

people who were to become lifelong friends and correspondents, such as Abiah Root, Abby 

Wood, Jane Humphrey, and Susan Huntington Gilbert (who later married Emily's brother 

Austin). 

In 1845, a religious revival took place in Amherst, resulting in 46 confessions of faith among 

Dickinson's peers. Dickinson wrote to a friend the following year: "I never enjoyed such perfect 

peace and happiness as the short time in which I felt I had found my savior." She went on to say 

that it was her "greatest pleasure to commune alone with the great God & to feel that he would 

listen to my prayers." The experience did not last: Dickinson never made a formal declaration of 



faith and attended services regularly for only a few years. After her church-going ended, about 

1852, she wrote a poem opening: "Some keep the Sabbath going to Church – / I keep it, staying 

at Home". 

During the last year of her stay at the Academy, Emily became friendly with Leonard Humphrey, 

its popular new young principal. After finishing her final term at the Academy on August 10, 

1847, Dickinson began attending Mary Lyon's Mount Holyoke Female Seminary (which later 

became Mount Holyoke College) in South Hadley, about ten miles (16 km) from Amherst. She 

was at the seminary for only ten months. Although she liked the girls at Holyoke, Dickinson 

made no lasting friendships there. The explanations for her brief stay at Holyoke differ 

considerably: either she was in poor health, her father wanted to have her at home, she rebelled 

against the evangelical fervor present at the school, she disliked the discipline-minded teachers, 

or she was simply homesick. Whatever the specific reason for leaving Holyoke, her brother 

Austin appeared on March 25, 1848, to "bring [her] home at all events". Back in Amherst, 

Dickinson occupied her time with household activities. She took up baking for the family and 

enjoyed attending local events and activities in the budding college town. 

Early influences and writing 

When she was eighteen, Dickinson's family befriended a young attorney by the name of 

Benjamin Franklin Newton. According to a letter written by Dickinson after Newton's death, he 

had been "with my Father two years, before going to Worcester – in pursuing his studies, and 

was much in our family." Although their relationship was probably not romantic, Newton was a 

formative influence and would become the second in a series of older men (after Humphrey) that 

Dickinson referred to, variously, as her tutor, preceptor or master. 

Newton likely introduced her to the writings of William Wordsworth, and his gift to her of Ralph 

Waldo Emerson's first book of collected poems had a liberating effect. She wrote later that he, 

"whose name my Father's Law Student taught me, has touched the secret Spring". Newton held 

her in high regard, believing in and recognizing her as a poet. When he was dying of 

tuberculosis, he wrote to her, saying that he would like to live until she achieved the greatness he 

foresaw. Biographers believe that Dickinson's statement of 1862—"When a little Girl, I had a 



friend, who taught me Immortality – but venturing too near, himself – he never returned"—refers 

to Newton. 

Dickinson was familiar not only with the Bible but also with contemporary popular literature. 

She was probably influenced by Lydia Maria Child's Letters from New York, another gift from 

Newton (after reading it, she gushed "This then is a book! And there are more of them!"). Her 

brother smuggled a copy of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's Kavanagh into the house for her 

(because her father might disapprove) and a friend lent her Charlotte Brontë's Jane Eyre in late 

1849. Jane Eyre's influence cannot be measured, but when Dickinson acquired her first and only 

dog, a Newfoundland, she named him "Carlo" after the character St. John Rivers' dog. William 

Shakespeare was also a potent influence in her life. Referring to his plays, she wrote to one 

friend "Why clasp any hand but this?" and to another, "Why is any other book needed?" 

Adulthood and seclusion 

In early 1850 Dickinson wrote that "Amherst is alive with fun this winter ... Oh, a very great 

town this is!" Her high spirits soon turned to melancholy after another death. The Amherst 

Academy principal, Leonard Humphrey, died suddenly of "brain congestion" at age 25. Two 

years after his death, she revealed to her friend Abiah Root the extent of her depression: 

"... some of my friends are gone, and some of my friends are sleeping – sleeping the churchyard 

sleep – the hour of evening is sad – it was once my study hour – my master has gone to rest, and 

the open leaf of the book, and the scholar at school alone, make the tears come, and I cannot 

brush them away; I would not if I could, for they are the only tribute I can pay the departed 

Humphrey". 

During the 1850s, Emily's strongest and most affectionate relationship was with Susan Gilbert. 

Emily eventually sent her over three hundred letters, more than to any other correspondent, over 

the course of their friendship. Sue was supportive of the poet, playing the role of "most beloved 

friend, influence, muse, and adviser" whose editorial suggestions Dickinson sometimes followed, 

Susan played a primary role in Emily's creative processes." Sue married Austin in 1856 after a 

four-year courtship, though their marriage was not a happy one. Edward Dickinson built a house 

for himself and Sue called the Evergreens, which stood on the west side of the Homestead. There 

is controversy over how to view Emily's friendship with Sue; according to a point of view first 



promoted by Mabel Loomis Todd, Austin's longtime mistress, Emily's missives typically dealt 

with demands for Sue's affection and the fear of unrequited admiration. Todd believed that 

because Sue was often aloof and disagreeable, Emily was continually hurt by what was mostly a 

tempestuous friendship. However, the notion of a "cruel" Sue—as promoted by her romantic 

rival—has been questioned, most especially by Sue and Austin's surviving children, with whom 

Emily was close. 

Until 1855, Dickinson had not strayed far from Amherst. That spring, accompanied by her 

mother and sister, she took one of her longest and farthest trips away from home. First, they 

spent three weeks in Washington, where her father was representing Massachusetts in Congress. 

Then they went to Philadelphia for two weeks to visit family. In Philadelphia, she met Charles 

Wadsworth, a famous minister of the Arch Street Presbyterian Church, with whom she forged a 

strong friendship which lasted until his death in 1882. Despite seeing him only twice after 1855 

(he moved to San Franciscoin 1862), she variously referred to him as "my Philadelphia", "my 

Clergyman", "my dearest earthly friend" and "my Shepherd from 'Little Girl'hood". 

From the mid-1850s, Emily's mother became effectively bedridden with various chronic illnesses 

until her death in 1882. Writing to a friend in summer 1858, Emily said that she would visit if 

she could leave "home, or mother. I do not go out at all, lest father will come and miss me, or 

miss some little act, which I might forget, should I run away – Mother is much as usual. I Know 

not what to hope of her". As her mother continued to decline, Dickinson's domestic 

responsibilities weighed more heavily upon her and she confined herself within the Homestead. 

Forty years later, Lavinia stated that because their mother was chronically ill, one of the 

daughters had to remain always with her. Emily took this role as her own, and "finding the life 

with her books and nature so congenial, continued to live it". 

Withdrawing more and more from the outside world, Emily began in the summer of 1858 what 

would be her lasting legacy. Reviewing poems she had written previously, she began making 

clean copies of her work, assembling carefully pieced-together manuscript books. The forty 

fascicles she created from 1858 through 1865 eventually held nearly eight hundred poems. No 

one was aware of the existence of these books until after her death. 



In the late 1850s, the Dickinsons befriended Samuel Bowles, the owner and editor-in-chief of the 

Springfield Republican, and his wife, Mary. They visited the Dickinsons regularly for years to 

come. During this time Emily sent him over three dozen letters and nearly fifty poems. Their 

friendship brought out some of her most intense writing and Bowles published a few of her 

poems in his journal. It was from 1858 to 1861 that Dickinson is believed to have written a trio 

of letters that have been called "The Master Letters". These three letters, drafted to an unknown 

man simply referred to as "Master", continue to be the subject of speculation and contention 

amongst scholars. 

The first half of the 1860s, after she had largely withdrawn from social life, proved to be 

Dickinson's most productive writing period. Modern scholars and researchers are divided as to 

the cause for Dickinson's withdrawal and extreme seclusion. While she was diagnosed as having 

"nervous prostration" by a physician during her lifetime, some today believe she may have 

suffered from illnesses as various as agoraphobia and epilepsy. 

Is "my Verse ... alive?" 

In April 1862, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a literary critic, radical abolitionist, and ex-

minister, wrote a lead piece for The Atlantic Monthly entitled, "Letter to a Young Contributor". 

Higginson's essay, in which he urged aspiring writers to "charge your style with life", contained 

practical advice for those wishing to break into print. Dickinson's decision to contact Higginson 

suggests that by 1862 she was contemplating publication and that it may have become 

increasingly difficult to write poetry without an audience. Seeking literary guidance that no one 

close to her could provide, Dickinson sent him a letter which read in full: 

Mr Higginson, 

Are you too deeply occupied to say if my Verse is alive? 

The Mind is so near itself – it cannot see, distinctly – and I have none to ask – 

Should you think it breathed – and had you the leisure to tell me, I should feel quick gratitude – 

If I make the mistake – that you dared to tell me – would give me sincerer honor – toward you – 

I enclose my name – asking you, if you please – Sir – to tell me what is true? 



That you will not betray me – it is needless to ask – since Honor is it's [sic] own pawn – 

This highly nuanced and largely theatrical letter was unsigned, but she had included her name on 

a card and enclosed it in an envelope, along with four of her poems. He praised her work but 

suggested that she delay publishing until she had written longer, being unaware that she had 

already appeared in print. She assured him that publishing was as foreign to her "as Firmament to 

Fin", but also proposed that "If fame belonged to me, I could not escape her". Dickinson 

delighted in dramatic self-characterization and mystery in her letters to Higginson. She said of 

herself, "I am small, like the wren, and my hair is bold, like the chestnut bur, and my eyes like 

the sherry in the glass that the guest leaves." She stressed her solitary nature, stating that her only 

real companions were the hills, the sundown, and her dog, Carlo. She also mentioned that 

whereas her mother did not "care for Thought", her father bought her books, but begged her "not 

to read them – because he fears they joggle the Mind". 

Dickinson valued his advice, going from calling him "Mr. Higginson" to "Dear friend" as well as 

signing her letters, "Your Gnome" and "Your Scholar". His interest in her work certainly 

provided great moral support; many years later, Dickinson told Higginson that he had saved her 

life in 1862. They corresponded until her death, but her difficulty in expressing her literary needs 

and a reluctance to enter into a cooperative exchange left Higginson nonplussed; he did not press 

her to publish in subsequent correspondence. Dickinson's own ambivalence on the matter 

militated against the likelihood of publication. Literary critic Edmund Wilson, in his review of 

Civil War literature, surmised that "with encouragement, she would certainly have published". 

The woman in white 

In direct opposition to the immense productivity that she displayed in the early 1860s, Dickinson 

wrote fewer poems in 1866. Beset with personal loss as well as loss of domestic help, Dickinson 

may have been too overcome to keep up her previous level of writing. Carlo died during this 

time after providing sixteen years of companionship; Dickinson never owned another dog. 

Although the household servant of nine years, Margaret O Brien, had married and left the 

Homestead that same year, it was not until 1869 that her family brought in a permanent 

household servant, Margaret Maher, to replace the old one. Emily once again was responsible for 

chores, including the baking, at which she excelled. 



Around this time, Dickinson's behavior began to change. She did not leave the Homestead unless 

it was absolutely necessary and as early as 1867, she began to talk to visitors from the other side 

of a door rather than speaking to them face to face. She acquired local notoriety; she was rarely 

seen, and when she was, she was usually clothed in white. Dickinson's one surviving article of 

clothing is a white cotton dress, possibly sewn circa 1878–1882. Few of the locals who 

exchanged messages with Dickinson during her last fifteen years ever saw her in person. Austin 

and his family began to protect Emily's privacy, deciding that she was not to be a subject of 

discussion with outsiders. Despite her physical seclusion, however, Dickinson was socially 

active and expressive through what makes up two-thirds of her surviving notes and letters. When 

visitors came to either the Homestead or the Evergreens, she would often leave or send over 

small gifts of poems or flowers. Dickinson also had a good rapport with the children in her life. 

Mattie Dickinson, the second child of Austin and Sue, later said that "Aunt Emily stood for 

indulgence." MacGregor (Mac) Jenkins, the son of family friends who later wrote a short article 

in 1891 called "A Child's Recollection of Emily Dickinson", thought of her as always offering 

support to the neighborhood children. 

When Higginson urged her to come to Boston in 1868 so that they could formally meet for the 

first time, she declined, writing: "Could it please your convenience to come so far as Amherst I 

should be very glad, but I do not cross my Father's ground to any House or town". It was not 

until he came to Amherst in 1870 that they met. Later he referred to her, in the most detailed and 

vivid physical account of her on record, as "a little plain woman with two smooth bands of 

reddish hair ... in a very plain & exquisitely clean white pique & a blue net worsted shawl." He 

also felt that he never was "with any one who drained my nerve power so much. Without 

touching her, she drew from me. I am glad not to live near her." 

Posies and poesies 

Scholar Judith Farr notes that Dickinson, during her lifetime, "was known more widely as a 

gardener, perhaps, than as a poet". Dickinson studied botany from the age of nine and, along 

with her sister, tended the garden at Homestead. During her lifetime, she assembled a collection 

of pressed plants in a sixty-six page leather-bound herbarium. It contained 424 pressed flower 

specimens that she collected, classified, and labeled using the Linnaean system. The Homestead 

garden was well-known and admired locally in its time. It has not survived, and Dickinson kept 



no garden notebooks or plant lists, but a clear impression can be formed from the letters and 

recollections of friends and family. Her niece, Martha Dickinson Bianchi, remembered "carpets 

of lily-of-the-valley and pansies, platoons of sweet peas, hyacinths, enough in May to give all the 

bees of summer dyspepsia. There were ribbons of peony hedges and drifts of daffodils in season, 

marigolds to distraction—-a butterfly utopia". In particular, Dickinson cultivated scented exotic 

flowers, writing that she "could inhabit the Spice Isles merely by crossing the dining room to the 

conservatory, where the plants hang in baskets". Dickinson would often send her friends bunches 

of flowers with verses attached, but "they valued the posy more than the poetry". 

Later life 

On June 16, 1874, while in Boston, Edward Dickinson suffered a stroke and died. When the 

simple funeral was held in the Homestead's entrance hall, Emily stayed in her room with the door 

cracked open. Neither did she attend the memorial service on June 28. She wrote to Higginson 

that her father's "Heart was pure and terrible and I think no other like it exists." A year later, on 

June 15, 1875, Emily's mother also suffered a stroke, which produced a partial lateral paralysis 

and impaired memory. Lamenting her mother's increasing physical as well as mental demands, 

Emily wrote that "Home is so far from Home". 

Though the great Waters sleep, 

That they are still the Deep, 

We cannot doubt – 

No vacillating God 

Ignited this Abode 

To put it out – 

Emily Dickinson, c. 1884 

 

Otis Phillips Lord, an elderly judge on the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court from Salem, in 

1872 or 1873 became an acquaintance of Dickinson's. After the death of Lord's wife in 1877, his 



friendship with Dickinson probably became a late-life romance, though as their letters were 

destroyed, this is surmised. Dickinson found a kindred soul in Lord, especially in terms of shared 

literary interests; the few letters which survived contain multiple quotations of Shakespeare's 

work, including the plays Othello, Antony and Cleopatra, Hamlet and King Lear. In 1880 he 

gave her Cowden Clarke's Complete Concordance to Shakespeare (1877). Dickinson wrote that 

"While others go to Church, I go to mine, for are you not my Church, and have we not a Hymn 

that no one knows but us?" She referred to him as "My lovely Salem" and they wrote to each 

other religiously every Sunday. Dickinson looked forward to this day greatly; a surviving 

fragment of a letter written by her states that "Tuesday is a deeply depressed Day". 

After being critically ill for several years, Judge Lord died in March 1884. Dickinson referred to 

him as "our latest Lost". Two years before this, on April 1, 1882, Dickinson's "Shepherd from 

'Little Girl'hood", Charles Wadsworth, also had died after a long illness. 

Decline and death 

Although she continued to write in her last years, Dickinson stopped editing and organizing her 

poems. She also exacted a promise from her sister Lavinia to burn her papers. Lavinia, who also 

never married, remained at the Homestead until her own death in 1899. 

The 1880s were a difficult time for the remaining Dickinsons. Irreconcilably alienated from his 

wife, Austin fell in love in 1882 with Mabel Loomis Todd, an Amherst College faculty wife who 

had recently moved to the area. Todd never met Dickinson but was intrigued by her, referring to 

her as "a lady whom the people call the Myth". Austin distanced himself from his family as his 

affair continued and his wife became sick with grief. Dickinson's mother died on November 14, 

1882. Five weeks later, Dickinson wrote "We were never intimate ... while she was our Mother – 

but Mines in the same Ground meet by tunneling and when she became our Child, the Affection 

came." The next year, Austin and Sue's third and youngest child, Gilbert—Emily's favorite—

died of typhoid fever. 

As death succeeded death, Dickinson found her world upended. In the fall of 1884, she wrote 

that "The Dyings have been too deep for me, and before I could raise my Heart from one, 

another has come." That summer she had seen "a great darkness coming" and fainted while 

baking in the kitchen. She remained unconscious late into the night and weeks of ill health 



followed. On November 30, 1885, her feebleness and other symptoms were so worrying that 

Austin canceled a trip to Boston. She was confined to her bed for a few months, but managed to 

send a final burst of letters in the spring. What is thought to be her last letter was sent to her 

cousins, Louise and Frances Norcross, and simply read: "Little Cousins, Called Back. Emily". 

On May 15, 1886, after several days of worsening symptoms, Emily Dickinson died at the age of 

55. Austin wrote in his diary that "the day was awful ... she ceased to breathe that terrible 

breathing just before the [afternoon] whistle sounded for six." Dickinson's chief physician gave 

the cause of death as Bright's disease and its duration as two and a half years. 

Dickinson was buried, laid in a white coffin with vanilla-scented heliotrope, a Lady's Slipper 

orchid, and a "knot of blue field violets" placed about it. The funeral service, held in the 

Homestead's library, was simple and short; Higginson, who had met her only twice, read "No 

Coward Soul Is Mine", a poem by Emily Brontë that had been a favorite of Dickinson's. At 

Dickinson's request, her "coffin [was] not driven but carried through fields of buttercups" for 

burial in the family plot at West Cemetery on Triangle Street. 

Publication 

Despite Dickinson's prolific writing, fewer than a dozen of her poems were published during her 

lifetime. After her younger sister Lavinia discovered the collection of nearly eighteen hundred 

poems, Dickinson's first volume was published four years after her death. Until the 1955 

publication of Dickinson's Complete Poems by Thomas H. Johnson, her poems were 

considerably edited and altered from their manuscript versions. Since 1890 Dickinson has 

remained continuously in print. 

Contemporary 

A few of Dickinson's poems appeared in Samuel Bowles' Springfield Republican between 1858 

and 1868. They were published anonymously and heavily edited, with conventionalized 

punctuation and formal titles. The first poem, "Nobody knows this little rose", may have been 

published without Dickinson's permission. The Republican also published "A narrow Fellow in 

the Grass" as "The Snake"; "Safe in their Alabaster Chambers –" as "The Sleeping"; and 

"Blazing in the Gold and quenching in Purple" as "Sunset". The poem "I taste a liquor never 



brewed –" is an example of the edited versions; the last two lines in the first stanza were 

completely rewritten for the sake of conventional rhyme. 

Original wording 

I taste a liquor never brewed – 

From Tankards scooped in Pearl – 

Not all the Frankfort Berries 

Yield such an Alcohol! 

Republican version 

I taste a liquor never brewed – 

From Tankards scooped in Pearl – 

Not Frankfort Berries yield the sense 

Such a delirious whirl! 

 

In 1864, several poems were altered and published in Drum Beat, to raise funds for medical care 

for Union soldiers in the war. Another appeared in April 1864 in the Brooklyn Daily Union. 

In the 1870s, Higginson showed Dickinson's poems to Helen Hunt Jackson, who had 

coincidentally been at the Academy with Dickinson when they were girls. Jackson was deeply 

involved in the publishing world, and managed to convince Dickinson to publish her poem 

"Success is counted sweetest" anonymously in a volume called A Masque of Poets. The poem, 

however, was altered to agree with contemporary taste. It was the last poem published during 

Dickinson's lifetime. 

Posthumous 

After Dickinson's death, Lavinia Dickinson kept her promise and burned most of the poet's 

correspondence. Significantly though, Dickinson had left no instructions about the forty 



notebooks and loose sheets gathered in a locked chest. Lavinia recognized the poems' worth and 

became obsessed with seeing them published. She turned first to her brother's wife and then to 

Mabel Loomis Todd, her brother's mistress, for assistance. A feud ensued, with the manuscripts 

divided between the Todd and Dickinson houses, preventing complete publication of Dickinson's 

poetry for more than half a century. 

The first volume of Dickinson's Poems, edited jointly by Mabel Loomis Todd and T. W. 

Higginson, appeared in November 1890. Although Todd claimed that only essential changes 

were made, the poems were extensively edited to match punctuation and capitalization to late 

19th-century standards, with occasional rewordings to reduce Dickinson's obliquity. The first 

115-poem volume was a critical and financial success, going through eleven printings in two 

years. Poems: Second Series followed in 1891, running to five editions by 1893; a third series 

appeared in 1896. One reviewer, in 1892, wrote: "The world will not rest satisfied till every scrap 

of her writings, letters as well as literature, has been published". 

Nearly a dozen new editions of Dickinson's poetry, whether containing previously unpublished 

or newly edited poems, were published between 1914 and 1945. Martha Dickinson Bianchi, the 

daughter of Susan and Edward Dickinson, published collections of her aunt's poetry based on the 

manuscripts held by her family, whereas Mabel Loomis Todd's daughter, Millicent Todd 

Bingham, published collections based on the manuscripts held by her mother. These competing 

editions of Dickinson's poetry, often differing in order and structure, ensured that the poet's work 

was in the public's eye. 

The first scholarly publication came in 1955 with a complete new three-volume set edited by 

Thomas H. Johnson. Forming the basis of later Dickinson scholarship, Johnson's variorum 

brought all of Dickinson's known poems together for the first time. Johnson's goal was to present 

the poems very nearly as Dickinson had left them in her manuscripts. They were untitled, only 

numbered in an approximate chronological sequence, strewn with dashes and irregularly 

capitalized, and often extremely elliptical in their language. Three years later, Johnson edited and 

published, along with Theodora Ward, a complete collection of Dickinson's letters, also 

presented in three volumes. 



In 1981, The Manuscript Books of Emily Dickinson was published. Using the physical evidence 

of the original papers, the poems were intended to be published in their original order for the first 

time. Editor Ralph W. Franklin relied on smudge marks, needle punctures and other clues to 

reassemble the poet's packets. Since then, many critics have argued for thematic unity in these 

small collections, believing the ordering of the poems to be more than chronological or 

convenient. 

Dickinson biographer Alfred Habegger wrote in his 2001 work My Wars Are Laid Away in 

Books: The Life of Emily Dickinson that "The consequences of the poet's failure to disseminate 

her work in a faithful and orderly manner are still very much with us". 

Poetry 

See: Emily Dickinson at Wikisource for complete poetic works 

Dickinson's poems generally fall into three distinct periods, the works in each period having 

certain general characters in common. 

• Pre-1861. These are often conventional and sentimental in nature. Thomas H. Johnson, 

who later published The Poems of Emily Dickinson, was able to date only five of Dickinson's 

poems before 1858.[136] Two of these are mock valentines done in an ornate and humorous 

style, and two others are conventional lyrics, one of which is about missing her brother Austin. 

The fifth poem, which begins "I have a Bird in spring", conveys her grief over the feared loss of 

friendship and was sent to her friend Sue Gilbert. 

• 1861–1865. This was her most creative period—these poems are more vigorous and 

emotional. Johnson estimated that she composed 86 poems in 1861, 366 in 1862, 141 in 1863, 

and 174 in 1864. He also believed that this is when she fully developed her themes of life and 

death. 

• Post-1866. It is estimated that two-thirds of the entire body of her poetry was written 

before this year. 

 

Structure and syntax 



The extensive use of dashes and unconventional capitalization in Dickinson's manuscripts, and 

the idiosyncratic vocabulary and imagery, combine to create a body of work that is "far more 

various in its styles and forms than is commonly supposed". Dickinson avoids pentameter, opting 

more generally for trimeter, tetrameter and, less often, dimeter. Sometimes her use of these 

meters is regular, but oftentimes it is irregular. The regular form that she most often employs is 

the ballad stanza, a traditional form that is divided into quatrains, using tetrameter for the first 

and third lines and trimeter for the second and fourth, while rhyming the second and fourth lines 

(ABCB). Though Dickinson often uses perfect rhymes for lines two and four, she also makes 

frequent use of slant rhyme. In some of her poems, she varies the meter from the traditional 

ballad stanza by using trimeter for lines one, two and four, while only using tetrameter for line 

three. 

Since many of her poems were written in traditional ballad stanzas with ABCB rhyme schemes, 

some of these poems can be sung to fit the melodies of popular folk songs and hymns that also 

use the common meter, employing alternating lines of iambic tetrameter and iambic trimeter. 

Familiar examples of such songs are "O Little Town of Bethlehem" and "Amazing Grace'". 

Dickinson scholar and poet Anthony Hecht finds resonances in Dickinson's poetry not only with 

hymns and song-forms but also with psalms and riddles, citing the following example: "Who is 

the East? / The Yellow Man / Who may be Purple if he can / That carries the Sun. / Who is the 

West? / The Purple Man / Who may be Yellow if He can / That lets Him out again." 

Late 20th-century scholars are "deeply interested" by Dickinson's highly individual use of 

punctuation and lineation (line lengths and line breaks). Following the publication of one of the 

few poems that appeared in her lifetime – "A narrow Fellow in the Grass", published as "The 

Snake" in the Republican – Dickinson complained that the edited punctuation (an added comma 

and a full stop substitution for the original dash) altered the meaning of the entire poem 

Original wording 

A narrow Fellow in the Grass 

Occasionally rides – 

You may have met Him – did you not 



His notice sudden is – 

Republican version 

A narrow Fellow in the Grass 

Occasionally rides – 

You may have met Him – did you not, 

His notice sudden is. 

As Farr points out, "snakes instantly notice you"; Dickinson's version captures the "breathless 

immediacy" of the encounter; and The Republican's punctuation renders "her lines more 

commonplace". With the increasingly close focus on Dickinson's structures and syntax has come 

a growing appreciation that they are "aesthetically based". Although Johnson's landmark 1955 

edition of poems was relatively unaltered from the original, later scholars critiqued it for 

deviating from the style and layout of Dickinson's manuscripts. Meaningful distinctions, these 

scholars assert, can be drawn from varying lengths and angles of dash, and differing 

arrangements of text on the page. Several volumes have attempted to render Dickinson's 

handwritten dashes using many typographic symbols of varying length and angle. R. W. 

Franklin's 1998 variorum edition of the poems provided alternate wordings to those chosen by 

Johnson, in a more limited editorial intervention. Franklin also used typeset dashes of varying 

length to approximate the manuscripts' dashes more closely. 

Major themes 

Dickinson left no formal statement of her aesthetic intentions and, because of the variety of her 

themes, her work does not fit conveniently into any one genre. She has been regarded, alongside 

Emerson (whose poems Dickinson admired), as a Transcendentalist. However, Farr disagrees 

with this analysis, saying that Dickinson's "relentlessly measuring mind ... deflates the airy 

elevation of the Transcendental". Apart from the major themes discussed below, Dickinson's 

poetry frequently uses humor, puns, irony and satire. 

Flowers and gardens 



Farr notes that Dickinson's "poems and letters almost wholly concern flowers" and that allusions 

to gardens often refer to an "imaginative realm ... wherein flowers [are] often emblems for 

actions and emotions". She associates some flowers, like gentians and anemones, with youth and 

humility; others with prudence and insight. Her poems were often sent to friends with 

accompanying letters and nosegays. Farr notes that one of Dickinson's earlier poems, written 

about 1859, appears to "conflate her poetry itself with the posies": "My nosegays are for 

Captives – / Dim – long expectant eyes – / Fingers denied the plucking, / Patient till Paradise – / 

To such, if they sh'd whisper / Of morning and the moor – / They bear no other errand, / And I, 

no other prayer". 

The Master poems 

Dickinson left a large number of poems addressed to "Signor", "Sir" and "Master", who is 

characterized as Dickinson's "lover for all eternity". These confessional poems are often "searing 

in their self-inquiry" and "harrowing to the reader" and typically take their metaphors from texts 

and paintings of Dickinson's day.[146] The Dickinson family themselves believed these poems 

were addressed to actual individuals but this view is frequently rejected by scholars. Farr, for 

example, contends that the Master is an unattainable composite figure, "human, with specific 

characteristics, but godlike" and speculates that Master may be a "kind of Christian muse". 

Morbidity 

Dickinson's poems reflect her "early and lifelong fascination" with illness, dying and death. 

Perhaps surprisingly for a New England spinster, her poems allude to death by many methods: 

"crucifixion, drowning, hanging, suffocation, freezing, premature burial, shooting, stabbing and 

guillotinage". She reserved her sharpest insights into the "death blow aimed by God" and the 

"funeral in the brain", often reinforced by images of thirst and starvation. Dickinson scholar 

Vivian Pollak considers these references an autobiographical reflection of Dickinson's "thirsting-

starving persona", an outward expression of her needy self-image as small, thin and frail. 

Dickinson's most psychologically complex poems explore the theme that the loss of hunger for 

life causes the death of self and place this at "the interface of murder and suicide". 

Gospel poems 



Throughout her life, Dickinson wrote poems reflecting a preoccupation with the teachings of 

Jesus Christ and, indeed, many are addressed to him. She stresses the Gospels' contemporary 

pertinence and recreates them, often with "wit and American colloquial language". Scholar 

Dorothy Oberhaus finds that the "salient feature uniting Christian poets ... is their reverential 

attention to the life of Jesus Christ" and contends that Dickinson's deep structures place her in the 

"poetic tradition of Christian devotion" alongside Hopkins, Eliot and Auden. In a Nativity poem, 

Dickinson combines lightness and wit to revisit an ancient theme: "The Savior must have been / 

A docile Gentleman – / To come so far so cold a Day / For little Fellowmen / The Road to 

Bethlehem / Since He and I were Boys / Was leveled, but for that twould be / A rugged billion 

Miles –". 

The Undiscovered Continent 

Academic Suzanne Juhasz considers that Dickinson saw the mind and spirit as tangible visitable 

places and that for much of her life she lived within them. Often, this intensely private place is 

referred to as the "undiscovered continent" and the "landscape of the spirit" and embellished with 

nature imagery. At other times, the imagery is darker and forbidding—castles or prisons, 

complete with corridors and rooms—to create a dwelling place of "oneself" where one resides 

with one's other selves. An example that brings together many of these ideas is: "Me from 

Myself – to banish – / Had I Art – / Impregnable my Fortress / Unto All Heart – / But since 

myself—assault Me – / How have I peace / Except by subjugating / Consciousness. / And since 

We're mutual Monarch / How this be / Except by Abdication – / Me – of Me?". 

Reception 

The surge of posthumous publication gave Dickinson's poetry its first public exposure. Backed 

by Higginson and with a favorable notice from William Dean Howells, an editor of Harper's 

Magazine, the poetry received mixed reviews after it was first published in 1890. Higginson 

himself stated in his preface to the first edition of Dickinson's published work that the poetry's 

quality "is that of extraordinary grasp and insight", albeit "without the proper control and 

chastening" that the experience of publishing during her lifetime might have conferred. His 

judgment that her opus was "incomplete and unsatisfactory" would be echoed in the essays of the 

New Critics in the 1930s. 



Maurice Thompson, who was literary editor of The Independent for twelve years, noted in 1891 

that her poetry had "a strange mixture of rare individuality and originality". Some critics hailed 

Dickinson's effort, but disapproved of her unusual non-traditional style. Andrew Lang, a British 

writer, dismissed Dickinson's work, stating that "if poetry is to exist at all, it really must have 

form and grammar, and must rhyme when it professes to rhyme. The wisdom of the ages and the 

nature of man insist on so much". Thomas Bailey Aldrich, a poet and novelist, equally dismissed 

Dickinson's poetic technique in The Atlantic Monthly in January 1892: "It is plain that Miss 

Dickinson possessed an extremely unconventional and grotesque fancy. She was deeply tinged 

by the mysticism of Blake, and strongly influenced by the mannerism of Emerson ... But the 

incoherence and formlessness of her — versicles are fatal ... an eccentric, dreamy, half-educated 

recluse in an out-of-the-way New England village (or anywhere else) cannot with impunity set at 

defiance the laws of gravitation and grammar". 

Critical attention to Dickinson's poetry was meager from 1897 to the early 1920s. By the start of 

the 20th century, interest in her poetry became broader in scope and some critics began to 

consider Dickinson as essentially modern. Rather than seeing Dickinson's poetic styling as a 

result of lack of knowledge or skill, modern critics believed the irregularities were consciously 

artistic. In a 1915 essay, Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant called the poet's inspiration "daring" and 

named her "one of the rarest flowers the sterner New England land ever bore". With the growing 

popularity of modernist poetry in the 1920s, Dickinson's failure to conform to 19th-century 

poetic form was no longer surprising nor distasteful to new generations of readers. Dickinson 

was suddenly referred to by various critics as a great woman poet, and a cult following began to 

form. 

In the 1930s, a number of the New Critics – among them R. P. Blackmur, Allen Tate, Cleanth 

Brooks and Yvor Winters – appraised the significance of Dickinson's poetry. As critic Roland 

Hagenbüchle pointed out, their "affirmative and prohibitive tenets turned out to be of special 

relevance to Dickinson scholarship". Blackmur, in an attempt to focus and clarify the major 

claims for and against the poet's greatness, wrote in a landmark 1937 critical essay: "... she was a 

private poet who wrote as indefatigably as some women cook or knit. Her gift for words and the 

cultural predicament of her time drove her to poetry instead of antimacassars... She came... at the 

right time for one kind of poetry: the poetry of sophisticated, eccentric vision." 



The second wave of feminism created greater cultural sympathy for her as a female poet. In the 

first collection of critical essays on Dickinson from a feminist perspective, she is heralded as the 

greatest woman poet in the English language. Biographers and theorists of the past tended to 

separate Dickinson's roles as a woman and a poet. For example, George Whicher wrote in his 

1952 book This Was a Poet: A Critical Biography of Emily Dickinson, "Perhaps as a poet 

[Dickinson] could find the fulfillment she had missed as a woman." Feminist criticism, on the 

other hand, declares that there is a necessary and powerful conjunction between Dickinson being 

a woman and a poet. Adrienne Rich theorized in Vesuvius at Home: The Power of Emily 

Dickinson (1976) that Dickinson's identity as a woman poet brought her power: "[she] chose her 

seclusion, knowing she was exceptional and knowing what she needed...She carefully selected 

her society and controlled the disposal of her time...neither eccentric nor quaint; she was 

determined to survive, to use her powers, to practice necessary economics." 

Some scholars question the poet's sexuality, theorizing that the numerous letters and poems that 

were dedicated to Susan Gilbert Dickinson indicate a lesbian romance, and speculating about 

how this may have influenced her poetry.[164] Critics such as John Cody, Lillian Faderman, 

Vivian R. Pollak, Paula Bennett, Judith Farr, Ellen Louise Hart, and Martha Nell Smith have 

argued that Susan was the central erotic relationship in Dickinson's life. 

Legacy 

In the early 20th century, Dickinson's legacy was promoted in particular by Martha Dickinson 

Bianchi and Millicent Todd Bingham. Bianchi, who had inherited The Evergreens as well as the 

copyright for her aunt's poetry from her parents, published works such as Emily Dickinson Face 

to Face and Letters of Emily Dickinson, which stoked public curiosity about her aunt. Her books 

perpetrated the myths surrounding her aunt, while combining family tradition, personal 

recollections, and pieces of correspondence. In comparison, Millicent Todd Bingham's works 

provided a more distant and realistic perspective of the poet. 

Emily Dickinson is now considered a powerful and persistent figure in American culture. 

Although much of the early reception concentrated on Dickinson's eccentric and secluded nature, 

she has become widely acknowledged as an innovative, pre-modernist poet. As early as 1891, 

William Dean Howells wrote that "If nothing else had come out of our life but this strange 



poetry, we should feel that in the work of Emily Dickinson, America, or New England rather, 

had made a distinctive addition to the literature of the world, and could not be left out of any 

record of it." Twentieth-century critic Harold Bloom has placed her alongside Walt Whitman, 

Wallace Stevens, Robert Frost, T. S. Eliot, and Hart Crane as a major American poet, and among 

the thirty greatest Western Writers of all time. 

Dickinson is taught in American literature and poetry classes in the United States from middle 

school to college. Her poetry is frequently anthologized and has been used as texts for art songs 

by composers such as Aaron Copland, Nick Peros, John Adams and Michael Tilson Thomas. 

Several schools have been established in her name; for example, two Emily Dickinson 

Elementary Schools exist in Bozeman, Montana, and Redmond, Washington. A few literary 

journals—including The Emily Dickinson Journal, the official publication of the Emily 

Dickinson International Society—have been founded to examine her work. An 8-cent 

commemorative stamp in honor of Dickinson was issued by the United States Postal Service on 

August 28, 1971 as the second stamp in the "American Poet" series. A one-woman play entitled 

The Belle of Amherst first appeared on Broadway in 1976, winning several awards; it was later 

adapted for television. 

Dickinson's herbarium, which is now held in the Houghton Library at Harvard University, was 

published in 2006 as Emily Dickinson's Herbarium by Harvard University Press. The original 

work was compiled by Dickinson during her years at Amherst Academy, and consists of 424 

pressed specimens of plants arranged on 66 pages of a bound album. A digital facsimile of the 

herbarium is available online. The town of Amherst Jones Library's Special Collections 

department has an Emily Dickinson Collection consisting of approximately seven thousand 

items, including original manuscript poems and letters, family correspondence, scholarly articles 

and books, newspaper clippings, theses, plays, photographs and contemporary artwork and 

prints. The Archives and Special Collections at Amherst College has substantial holdings of 

Dickinson's manuscripts and letters as well as a lock of Dickinson's hair and the original of the 

only positively identified image of the poet. In 1965, in recognition of Dickinson's growing 

stature as a poet, the Homestead was purchased by Amherst College. It opened to the public for 

tours, and also served as a faculty residence for many years. The Emily Dickinson Museum was 



created in 2003 when ownership of the Evergreens, which had been occupied by Dickinson 

family heirs until 1988, was transferred to the college 

Modern influence and inspiration 

Emily Dickinson's life and works have been the source of inspiration particularly to feminist 

orientated artists of a variety of mediums. A few notable examples are as follows: 

• The cello rock band Rasputina drew inspiration from Dickinson for their 2010 album 

Sister Kinderhook. The songs Sweet Sister Temperance and My Porcelain Life are based 

specifically on the life of Dickinson. Dickinson has also played a role of inspiration for 

Rasputina's front woman Melora Creager for a number of years. 

• Jane Campion's film the Piano and novel (co-authored by Kate Pullinger) were inspired 

by the poetry of Emily Dickinson as well as the novels by the Bronte Sisters. The soundtrack to 

the film, written and composed by Michael Nyman contained songs with titles directly extracted 

from Dickinson's poetry such as Big My Secret and most famously the Heart Asks Pleasure First. 

The former being one of Nyman's most notable works to date and a signature piece of his 

repertoire. 

 

Chapter - 7 

Wallace Stevens 

Wallace Stevens (October 2, 1879 – August 2, 1955) was an American Modernist poet. He was 

born in Reading, Pennsylvania, educated at Harvard and then New York Law School, and he 

spent most of his life working as an executive for an insurance company in Hartford, 

Connecticut. He won the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry for his Collected Poems in 1955. 

Some of his best-known poems include "Anecdote of the Jar", "Disillusionment of Ten 

O'Clock", "The Emperor of Ice-Cream", "The Idea of Order at Key West", "Sunday Morning", 

"The Snow Man", and "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird." 

Life and career 



Education and marriage 

The son of a prosperous lawyer, Stevens attended Harvard as a non-degree special student, after 

which he moved to New York City and briefly worked as a journalist. He then attended New 

York Law School, graduating in 1903. On a trip back to Reading in 1904 Stevens met Elsie 

Viola Kachel (1886–1963, aka Elsie Moll), a young woman who had worked as a saleswoman, 

milliner, and stenographer. After a long courtship, he married her in 1909 over the objections of 

his parents, who considered her lower-class. As The New York Times reported in an article in 

2009, "Nobody from his family attended the wedding, and Stevens never again visited or spoke 

to his parents during his father’s lifetime."  A daughter, Holly, was born in 1924. She later edited 

her father's letters and a collection of his poems. 

In 1913, the Stevenses rented a New York City apartment from sculptor Adolph A. Weinman, 

who made a bust of Elsie. Her striking profile was later used on Weinman's 1916-1945 Mercury 

dime design and possibly for the head of the Walking Liberty Half Dollar. In later years Elsie 

Stevens began to exhibit symptoms of mental illness and the marriage suffered as a result, but 

the Stevenses remained married. 

 

Career 

After working for several New York law firms from 1904 to 1907, he was hired on January 13, 

1908, as a lawyer for the American Bonding Company. By 1914 he had become the vice-

president of the New York office of the Equitable Surety Company of St. Louis, Missouri. 

When this job was abolished as a result of mergers in 1916, he joined the home office of 

Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company and left New York City to live in Hartford, where he 

would remain the rest of his life. By 1934, he had been named vice-president of the company. 

After he won the Pulitzer Prize in 1955, he was offered a faculty position at Harvard but declined 

since it would have required him to give up his vice-presidency of The Hartford. 

Travel 



From 1922 to 1940, Stevens made numerous visits to Key West, Florida, where he generally 

lodged at the Casa Marina, a hotel on the Atlantic Ocean. He first visited in January 1922, while 

on a business trip. "The place is a paradise," he wrote to Elsie, "midsummer weather, the sky 

brilliantly clear and intensely blue, the sea blue and green beyond what you have ever seen." The 

influence of Key West upon Stevens's poetry is evident in many of the poems published in his 

first two collections, Harmonium and Ideas of Order. In February 1935, Stevens encountered the 

poet Robert Frost at the Casa Marina. The two men argued, and Frost reported that Stevens had 

been drunk and acted inappropriately. The following year, Stevens allegedly assaulted Ernest 

Hemingway at a party at the Waddell Avenue home of a mutual acquaintance in Key West. 

Stevens broke his hand, apparently from hitting Hemingway's jaw, and was repeatedly knocked 

to the street by Hemingway. Stevens later apologized. In 1940, Stevens made his final trip to 

Key West. Frost was at the Casa Marina again, and again the two men argued. 

Death 

Stevens may have been baptized a Catholic in April 1955 by Fr. Arthur Hanley, chaplain of St. 

Francis Hospital in Hartford, Connecticut, where Stevens spent his last days suffering from 

stomach cancer. This purported deathbed conversion is disputed, particularly by Stevens's 

daughter, Holly. There is no official record of Stevens' "baptism." After a brief release from the 

hospital, Stevens was readmitted and died on August 2, 1955, at the age of 75. He is buried in 

Hartford's Cedar Hill Cemetery. 

Political views 

Stevens was politically conservative and described by the critic William York Tindall as a 

Republican in the mold of Robert Taft. 

Poetry 

Stevens is a rare example of a poet whose main output came at a fairly advanced age. His first 

major publication (four poems from a sequence entitled "Phases" in the November 1914 edition 

of Poetry Magazine) was written at the age of thirty-five, although as an undergraduate at 

Harvard, Stevens had written poetry and exchanged sonnets with George Santayana, with whom 

he was close through much of his life. Many of his canonical works were written well after he 



turned fifty. According to the literary critic Harold Bloom, who called Stevens the "best and 

most representative" American poet of the time, no Western writer since Sophocles has had such 

a late flowering of artistic genius. Helen Vendler  notes that there are three distinguishable 

moods present in Stevens' long poems: ecstasy, apathy, and reluctance between ecstasy and 

apathy. She also notes that his poetry was highly influenced by the paintings of Paul Klee and 

Paul Cézanne: 

Stevens saw in the paintings of both Paul Klee--who was his favorite painter--and Cézanne the 

kind of work he wanted to do himself as a Modernist poet. Klee had imagined symbols. Klee is 

not a directly realistic painter and is full of whimsical and fanciful and imaginative and 

humorous projections of reality in his paintings. The paintings are often enigmatic or full of 

riddles, and Stevens liked that as well. What Stevens liked in Cézanne was the reduction, you 

might say, of the world to a few monumental objects. 

Stevens's first book of poetry, a volume of rococo inventiveness titled Harmonium, was 

published in 1923. He produced two more major books of poetry during the 1920s and 1930s and 

three more in the 1940s. He received the annual National Book Award for Poetry twice, in 1951 

for The Auroras of Autumn and in 1955 for Collected Poems. 

Imagination and reality 

Stevens, whose work was meditative and philosophical, is very much a poet of ideas. “The poem 

must resist the intelligence / Almost successfully,” he wrote. Concerning the relation between 

consciousness and the world, in Stevens's work "imagination" is not equivalent to consciousness 

nor is "reality" equivalent to the world as it exists outside our minds. Reality is the product of the 

imagination as it shapes the world. Because it is constantly changing as we attempt to find 

imaginatively satisfying ways to perceive the world, reality is an activity, not a static object. We 

approach reality with a piecemeal understanding, putting together parts of the world in an 

attempt to make it seem coherent. To make sense of the world is to construct a worldview 

through an active exercise of the imagination. This is no dry, philosophical activity, but a 

passionate engagement in finding order and meaning. Thus Stevens would write in The Idea of 

Order at Key West, 

Oh! Blessed rage for order, pale Ramon, 



The maker's rage to order words of the sea, 

Words of the fragrant portals, dimly-starred, 

And of ourselves and of our origins, 

In ghostlier demarcations, keener sounds. 

In his book Opus Posthumous, Stevens writes, “After one has abandoned a belief in God, poetry 

is that essence which takes its place as life’s redemption."  But as the poet attempts to find a 

fiction to replace the lost gods, he immediately encounters a problem: a direct knowledge of 

reality is not possible. 

Stevens suggests that we live in the tension between the shapes we take as the world acts upon us 

and the ideas of order that our imagination imposes upon the world. The world influences us in 

our most normal activities: "The dress of a woman of Lhassa, / In its place, / Is an invisible 

element of that place / Made visible." Likewise, were we to place a jar on a hill in Tennessee, we 

would impose an order onto the landscape. 

As Stevens says in his essay "Imagination as Value", “The truth seems to be that we live in 

concepts of the imagination before the reason has established them." The imagination is the 

mechanism by which we unconsciously conceptualize the normal patterns of life, while reason is 

the way we consciously conceptualize these patterns. 

Supreme fiction 

The imagination loses vitality as it ceases to adhere to what is real. When it adheres to the unreal 

and intensifies what is unreal, while its first effect may be extraordinary, that effect is the 

maximum effect that it will ever have. 

Throughout his poetic career, Stevens was concerned with the question of what to think about the 

world now that our old notions of religion no longer suffice. His solution might be summarized 

by the notion of a “Supreme Fiction,” an idea that would serve as a fictive replacement for the 

idea of God, known to be fictive but willfully believed. In this example from the satirical "A 

High-Toned Old Christian Woman," Stevens plays with the notions of immediately accessible, 

but ultimately unsatisfying, notions of reality: 



Poetry is the supreme Fiction, madame. 

Take the moral law and make a nave of it 

And from the nave build haunted heaven. Thus, 

The conscience is converted into palms 

Like windy citherns, hankering for hymns. 

We agree in principle. That’s clear. But take 

The opposing law and make a peristyle, 

And from the peristyle project a masque 

Beyond the planets. Thus, our bawdiness, 

Unpurged by epitaph, indulged at last, 

Is equally converted into palms, 

Squiggling like saxophones. And palm for palm, 

Madame, we are where we began. 

The saxophones squiggle because, as J. Hillis Miller says of Stevens in his book, Poets of 

Reality, the theme of universal fluctuation is a constant theme throughout Stevens's poetry: "A 

great many of Stevens’ poems show an object or group of objects in aimless oscillation or 

circling movement.” In the end, reality remains. 

The supreme fiction is that conceptualization of reality that seems to resonate in its rightness, so 

much so that it seems to have captured, if only for a moment, something actual and real. 

I am the angel of reality, 

seen for a moment standing in the door. 

... 



I am the necessary angel of earth, 

Since, in my sight, you see the earth again, 

Cleared of its stiff and stubborn, man-locked set, 

And, in my hearing, you hear its tragic drone 

Rise liquidly in liquid lingerings, 

Like watery words awash; 

... 

an apparition appareled in 

Apparels of such lightest look that a turn 

Of my shoulder and quickly, too quickly, I am gone? 

In one of his last poems, "Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour", Stevens describes the 

experience of an idea which satisfies the imagination, “This is, therefore, the intensest 

rendezvous. / It is in that thought that we collect ourselves, / Out of all the in differences, into 

one thing.” This one thing is “a light, a power, the miraculous influence” wherein we can forget 

ourselves, sensing a comforting order, “A knowledge, that which arranged the rendezvous, / 

within its vital boundary, in the mind.” 

This knowledge necessarily exists within the mind, since it is an aspect of the imagination which 

can never attain a direct experience of reality. 

We say God and the imagination are one . . . 

How high that highest candle lights the dark. 

Out of this same light, out of the central mind 

We make a dwelling in the evening air, 

In which being there together is enough. 



Stevens concludes that God is a human creation, but that feeling of rightness which for so long a 

time existed with the idea of God may be accessed again. This supreme fiction will be something 

equally central to our being, but contemporary to our lives, in a way that God can never again be. 

But with the right idea, we may again find the same sort of solace that we once found in divinity. 

"[Stevens] finds, too, a definite value in the complete contact with reality. Only, in fact, by this 

stark knowledge can he attain his own spiritual self that can resist the disintegrating forces of life 

. . . . Powerful force though the mind is . . . it cannot find the absolutes. Heaven lies about the 

seeing man in his sensuous apprehension of the world . . .; everything about him is part of the 

truth." 

. . . Poetry 

Exceeding music must take the place 

Of empty heaven and its hymns, 

Ourselves in poetry must take their place 

In this way, Stevens’s poems adopt attitudes that are corollaries to those earlier spiritual longings 

that persist in the unconscious currents of the imagination. “The poem refreshes life so that we 

share, / For a moment, the first idea . . . It satisfies / Belief in an immaculate beginning / And 

sends us, winged by an unconscious will, / To an immaculate end." The "first idea" is that 

essential reality that stands before all others, that essential truth; but since all knowledge is 

contingent on its time and place, that supreme fiction will surely be transitory. This is the 

necessary angel of subjective reality—a reality that must always be qualified—and as such, 

always misses the mark to some degree—always contains elements of unreality. 

Miller summarizes Stevens's position: "Though this dissolving of the self is in one way the end 

of everything, in another way it is the happy liberation. There are only two entities left now that 

the gods are dead: man and nature, subject and object. Nature is the physical world, visible, 

audible, tangible, present to all the senses, and man is consciousness, the nothing which receives 

nature and transforms it into something unreal . . . ." 

Literary influence 



From the first, critics and fellow poets praised Stevens. Hart Crane wrote to a friend in 1919, 

after reading some of the poems that would make up Harmonium, "There is a man whose work 

makes most of the rest of us quail." The Poetry Foundation states that "by the early 1950s 

Stevens was regarded as one of America's greatest contemporary poets, an artist whose precise 

abstractions exerted substantial influence on other writers." Some critics, like Randall Jarrell and 

Yvor Winters, praised Stevens' early work but were critical of his more abstract and 

philosophical later poems. 

Harold Bloom, Helen Vendler, and Frank Kermode are among the critics who have cemented 

Stevens’s position in the canon as one of the key figures of 20th-century American Modernist 

poetry. Bloom has called Stevens "a vital part of the American mythology" and unlike Winters 

and Jarrell, Bloom has cited Stevens's laters poems, like "Poems of our Climate," as being among 

Stevens's best poems. 

 

 

Cultural references 

In 1976, at Atelier Crommelynck, David Hockney created a portfolio of twenty etchings called 

The Blue Guitar: Etchings By David Hockney Who Was Inspired By Wallace Stevens Who Was 

Inspired By Pablo Picasso. The etchings refer to themes of a poem by Stevens, "The Man With 

The Blue Guitar". The portfolio was published by Petersburg Press in October 1977. That year, 

Petersburg also published a book, in which the poem's text was accompanied by the images . 

Both titles of an early story by John Crowley, first published in 1978 as "Where Spirits Gat 

Them Home", later collected in 1993 as "Her Bounty to the Dead", come from "Sunday 

Morning". 

Nick Cave cited the lines "And the waves, the waves were soldiers moving" in his song "We Call 

Upon the Author". They come from Stevens's poem "Dry Loaf". 
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Chapter -  8 

William Carlos Williams 

William Carlos Williams (September 17, 1883 – March 4, 1963) was an American poet closely 

associated with modernism and imagism. He was also a pediatrician and general practitioner of 

medicine with a medical degree from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. 

Williams "worked harder at being a writer than he did at being a physician," but excelled at both. 

Life and career 

Williams was born in Rutherford, New Jersey. His grandmother, an English woman deserted by 

her husband, had come to the United States with her son, remarried, and moved to Puerto Rico. 

Her son, Williams' father, married a Puerto Rican woman of French Basque and Dutch Jewish 

descent. 

Williams received his primary and secondary education in Rutherford until 1897, when he was 

sent for two years to a school near Geneva and to the Lycée Condorcet in Paris. He attended the 

Horace Mann School upon his return to New York City and, having passed a special 

examination, was admitted in 1902 to the medical school of the University of Pennsylvania, from 

which he graduated in 1906. Upon leaving University of Pennsylvania, Williams did internships 

at both French Hospital and Child's Hospital in New York before going to Leipzig for advanced 

study of pediatrics. He published his first book, Poems, in 1909. 

Williams married Florence Herman (1891–1976) in 1912, after he returned from Germany. They 

moved into a house in Rutherford, New Jersey, which was their home for many years. Shortly 

afterward, his second book of poems, The Tempers, was published by a London press through 

the help of his friend Ezra Pound, whom he met while studying at the University of 

Pennsylvania. Around 1914, Williams had his first son, William E. Williams, followed by his 

second son, Paul H. Williams, in 1917. His first son would grow up to follow Williams in 

becoming a doctor. 

Although his primary occupation was as a family doctor, Williams had a successful literary 

career as a poet. In addition to poetry (his main literary focus), he occasionally wrote short 



stories, plays, novels, essays, and translations. He practiced medicine by day and wrote at night. 

Early in his career, he briefly became involved in the Imagist movement through his friendships 

with Pound and H.D. (whom he also befriended at the University of Pennsylvania), but soon he 

began to develop opinions that differed from theirs. 

In 1915 Williams began to associate with a group of New York artists and writers known as "The 

Others." Founded by the poet Alfred Kreymborg and the artist Man Ray, this group included 

Walter Conrad Arensberg, Wallace Stevens, Mina Loy, Marianne Moore and Marcel Duchamp. 

In 1920, Williams was sharply criticized by many of his peers (such as H.D., Pound, and 

Wallace Stevens) when he published one of his most experimental books, Kora in Hell: 

Improvisations. Pound called the work "incoherent" and H.D. thought the book was "flippant." 

The Dada artist and poet Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven critiqued Williams's sexual 

and artistic politics in her experimental prose poem review entitled "Thee I call 'Hamlet of 

Wedding Ring'", published in The Little Review in March 1921. 

A few years later, Williams published one of his seminal books of poetry, Spring and All, which 

contained the classic poems "By the road to the contagious hospital," "The Red Wheelbarrow," 

and "To Elsie." However, in 1922, the year before Williams published Spring and All, T.S. Eliot 

published The Waste Land which became a literary sensation and overshadowed Williams' very 

different brand of poetic Modernism. In his Autobiography, Williams would later write, "I felt at 

once that The Waste Land had set me back twenty years and I'm sure it did. Critically, Eliot 

returned us to the classroom just at the moment when I felt we were on a point to escape to 

matters much closer to the essence of a new art form itself—rooted in the locality which should 

give it fruit." And although he respected the work of Eliot, Williams became openly critical of 

Eliot's highly intellectual style with its frequent use of foreign languages and allusions to 

classical and European literature. Instead, Williams preferred colloquial American English 

In his modernist epic collage of place, Paterson (published between 1946 and 1958), an account 

of the history, people, and essence of Paterson, New Jersey, he tried to write his own modernist 

epic poem, focusing on "the local" on a wider scale than he had previously attempted. He also 

examined the role of the poet in American society and famously summarized his poetic method 



in the phrase "No ideas but in things" (found in his poem "A Sort of a Song" and repeated again 

and again in Paterson). 

In his later years, Williams took on the role of elder statesman and mentored and influenced 

younger poets. He had an especially significant influence on many of the American literary 

movements of the 1950s, including the Beat movement, the San Francisco Renaissance, the 

Black Mountain school, and the New York School. 

One of Williams's most dynamic relationships as a mentor was with fellow New Jersey poet 

Allen Ginsberg. Williams included several of Ginsberg's letters in Paterson, stating that one of 

them helped inspire the fifth section of that work. Williams also wrote the introduction to 

Ginsberg's important first book, Howl and Other Poemsin 1956. 

Williams suffered a heart attack in 1948 and after 1949, a series of strokes. He died on March 4, 

1963 at the age of 79 at his home in Rutherford. He was buried in Hillside Cemetery in 

Lyndhurst, New Jersey. 

Poetry 

The poet and critic Randall Jarrell said of his poetry, "William Carlos Williams is as magically 

observant and mimetic as a good novelist. He reproduces the details of what he sees with 

surprising freshness, clarity, and economy; and he sees just as extraordinarily, sometimes, the 

forms of this earth, the spirit moving behind the letters. His quick transparent lines have the 

nervous and contracted strength, move as jerkily and intently as a bird." R. P. Blackmur said of 

Williams poetry "the Imagism of 1912 , self-transcended." 

Williams' major collections are Spring and All (1923), The Desert Music and Other Poems 

(1954), Pictures from Brueghel and Other Poems (1962), and Paterson (1963, repr. 1992). His 

most anthologized poem is "The Red Wheelbarrow", an example of the Imagist movement's style 

and principles (see also "This Is Just To Say"). However, Williams, like his peer and friend Ezra 

Pound, had already rejected the Imagist movement by the time this poem was published as part 

of Spring and All in 1923. 

Williams is strongly associated with the American modernist movement in literature and saw his 

poetic project as a distinctly American one; he sought to renew language through the fresh, raw 



idiom that grew out of America's cultural and social heterogeneity, at the same time freeing it 

from what he saw as the worn-out language of British and European culture. In 1920, this project 

took shape in Contact, a periodical launched by Williams and fellow writer Robert McAlmon: 

"The two editors sought American cultural renewal in the local condition in clear opposition to 

the internationalists—Pound, The Little Review, and the Baroness." Yvor Winters, the 

poet/critic, judged that Williams' verse bears a certain resemblance to the best lyric poets of the 

13th century. 

Williams tried to invent an entirely fresh and uniquely American form of poetry whose subject 

matter centered on everyday circumstances of life and the lives of common people. He came up 

with the concept of the "variable foot" which Williams never clearly defined, although the 

concept vaguely referred to Williams' method of determining line breaks. The Paris Review 

called it "a metrical device to resolve the conflict between form and freedom in verse." 

One of Williams' aims, in experimenting with his "variable foot", was to show the American 

(opposed to European) rhythm that he claimed was present in everyday American language. 

Stylistically, Williams also worked with variations on a line-break pattern that he labeled 

"triadic-line poetry" in which he broke a long line into three free-verse segments. A well-known 

example of the "triadic line [break]" can be found in Williams' love-poem "Asphodel, That 

Greeny Flower." 

In a review of Herbert Leibowitz's biography of William Carlos Williams, "Something Urgent I 

Have to Say to You": The Life and Works of William Carlos Williams, book critic Christopher 

Benfey wrote of Williams' poetry: "Early and late, Williams held the conviction that poetry was 

in his friend Kenneth Burke's phrase, 'equipment for living, a necessary guide amid the 

bewilderments of life.' The American ground was wild and new, a place where a blooming 

foreigner needed all the help he could get. Poems were as essential to a full life as physical 

health or the love of men and women." Williams expressed this viewpoint most famously in a 

line from his poem "Asphodel, That Greeny Flower" in which he wrote: 

It is difficult 

to get the news from poems 



         yet men die miserably every day 

                     for lack 

of what is found there. 

Legacy, awards and honors 

The U.S. National Book Award was reestablished in 1950 with awards by the book industry to 

authors of 1949 books in three categories. Williams won the first National Book Award for 

Poetry, recognizing both the third volume of Paterson and Selected Poems. 

In May 1963, he was posthumously awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Pictures from Brueghel and 

Other Poems (1962) and the Gold Medal for Poetry of the National Institute of Arts and Letters. 

The Poetry Society of America continues to honor William Carlos Williams by presenting an 

annual award in his name for the best book of poetry published by a small, non-profit or 

university press. 

Williams' house in Rutherford is now on the National Register of Historic Places. He was 

inducted into the New Jersey Hall of Fame in 2009. 
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Chapter - 9 

Ezra Pound 

Ezra Weston Loomis Pound (30 October 1885 – 1 November 1972) was an American 

expatriate poet and critic of the early modernist movement. His contribution to poetry began with 

his promotion of Imagism, a movement that called for a return to more Classical values, stressing 

clarity, precision and economy of language, and had an interest in verse forms such as the 

Japanese Haiku. His best-known works include Ripostes (1912), Hugh Selwyn Mauberley 

(1920) and his unfinished 120-section epic, The Cantos (1917–69). 

Working in London and Paris in the early 20th century as foreign editor of several American 

literary magazines, Pound helped to discover and shape the work of contemporaries such as T. S. 

Eliot, James Joyce, Robert Frost and Ernest Hemingway. He was responsible for the publication 

in 1915 of Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" and for the serialization from 1918 of 

Joyce's Ulysses. Hemingway wrote of him in 1925: 

He defends [his friends] when they are attacked, he gets them into magazines and out of jail. ... 

He writes articles about them. He introduces them to wealthy women. He gets publishers to take 

their books. He sits up all night with them when they claim to be dying ... he advances them 

hospital expenses and dissuades them from suicide. 

Outraged by the loss of life during the First World War, he lost faith in England, blaming the war 

on usury and international capitalism. He moved to Italy in 1924, where throughout the 1930s 

and 1940s, to his friends' dismay, he embraced Benito Mussolini's fascism, expressed support for 

Adolf Hitler and wrote for publications owned by Oswald Mosley. The Italian government paid 

him during the Second World War to make hundreds of radio broadcasts criticizing the United 

States, as a result of which he was arrested for treason by American forces in Italy in 1945. He 

spent months in detention in a U.S. military camp in Pisa, including 25 days in a six-by-six-foot 

outdoor steel cage that he said triggered a mental breakdown, "when the raft broke and the 

waters went over me." Deemed unfit to stand trial, he was incarcerated in St. Elizabeths 

psychiatric hospital in Washington, D.C., for over 12 years. 



While in custody in Italy, he had begun work on sections of The Cantos that became known as 

The Pisan Cantos (1948), for which he was awarded the Bollingen Prize in 1949 by the Library 

of Congress, triggering enormous controversy. He was released from St. Elizabeths in 1958 and 

returned to live in Italy until his death. His political views ensure that his work remains 

controversial; in 1933 Time magazine called him "a cat that walks by himself, tenaciously 

unhouse broken and very unsafe for children." Hemingway nevertheless wrote: "The best of 

Pound's writing – and it is in the Cantos – will last as long as there is any literature." 

Early life (1885–1908) 

Background 

Pound was born in Hailey, Idaho Territory, the only child of Homer Loomis Pound (1858–1942) 

and Isabel Weston (1860–1948). Both parents' ancestors had emigrated from England in the 17th 

century. On his father's side, John Pound, a Quaker, sailed from England around 1650. His 

grandfather, Thaddeus Coleman Pound (1832–1914), was a retired Republican Congressman for 

north-west Wisconsin who had made and lost a fortune in the lumber business. His son Homer, 

Pound's father, had worked for Thaddeus until Thaddeus secured him an appointment as Register 

of the Government Land Office in Hailey. 

On his mother's side, Pound was descended from William Wadsworth, a Puritan who emigrated 

from England to Boston on the Lyon in 1632. The Wadsworths married into the Westons of New 

York, and Harding Weston and Mary Parker had Isabel Weston, Pound's mother. Harding 

apparently spent most of his life without work, so his brother, Ezra Weston and his wife, 

Frances, looked after Mary and Isabel's needs. 

Isabel was unhappy living in Hailey, and when her son was 18 months old she left with him to go 

back East. Homer followed them, and in 1889 took a job as an assayer at the Philadelphia Mint. 

The family moved to 417 Walnut Street in Jenkintown, Pennsylvania, then in July 1893 bought a 

six-bedroom house at 166 Fern brook Avenue in the town of Wyncote, Pennsylvania. 

Education 

Pound's early education took place in a series of so-called dame schools, some of them run by 

Quakers: Miss Elliott's school in Jenkintown in 1892; the Misses Heacock's Chelten Hills school 



in Wyncote in 1893; and the Florence Ridpath school from 1894, which became the Wyncote 

Public School a year later. From 1898 until 1900 he attended the Cheltenham Military Academy, 

where the boys wore Civil War-style uniforms and were taught military drilling, how to shoot, 

and the importance of submitting to authority. Pound was clever, independent-minded, 

conceited, and unpopular. He knew early on that he wanted to be a poet. His first publication was 

on 7 November 1896 in the Jenkintown Times-Chronicle, a limerick about American politician 

William Jennings Bryan, who had just lost the presidential election: By E.L. Pound, Wyncote, 

Aged 11 years: "There was a young man from the West, / He did what he could for what he 

thought best." 

Pound's first trip overseas came two years later when he was 13, a three-month tour of Europe 

with his mother and Aunt Frances, who took him to England, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, 

and Italy. He was admitted to the University of Pennsylvania's College School of Arts (now the 

College of Arts & Science) in 1901 at the age of 15: 

I resolved that at 30 I would know more about poetry than any man living, that I would know 

what was accounted poetry everywhere, what part of poetry was "indestructible," what part could 

not be lost by translation and – scarcely less important – what effects were obtainable in one 

language only and were utterly incapable of being translated. 

In this search I learned more or less of nine foreign languages, I read Oriental stuff in 

translations, I fought every University regulation and every professor who tried to make me learn 

anything except this, or who bothered me with "requirements for degrees." 

He met Hilda Doolittle at the University of Pennsylvania. She was the daughter of the professor 

of astronomy, and later became known as the poet H.D. Doolittle wrote that she felt her life was 

irrevocably intertwined with Pound's; she followed him to Europe in 1908, leaving her family, 

friends, and country for little benefit to herself, and became involved with Pound in developing 

the Imagism movement in London. He asked her to marry him in the summer of 1907, though 

her father refused permission, and wrote several poems for her between 1905 and 1907, twenty 

five of which he hand-bound and called Hilda's Book. He was seeing two other women at the 

same time – Viola Baxter and Mary Moore – later dedicating a book of poetry, Personae (1909), 

to the latter. He asked Mary to marry him that summer too, but she turned him down. 



With his parents and Frances Weston, Pound took another three-month European tour in 1902, 

after which he transferred to Hamilton College – possibly because of poor grades – where he 

studied the Provençal dialect with William Pierce Shephard, and Old English with Joseph D. 

Ibbotson. David Moody writes that it was at Hamilton with Shephard that he read Dante, and out 

of the discussions emerged the idea for a long poem in three parts – dealing with emotion, 

instruction, and contemplation – which planted the seed for The Cantos. 

He graduated with a B Phil in 1905, then studied Romance languages under Hugo A. Rennert at 

the University of Pennsylvania, obtaining his M.A. in the spring of 1906. He registered as a PhD 

student to write a thesis on the jesters in Lope de Vega's plays, and was awarded a Harrison 

fellowship and a travel grant of $500, which he used to visit Europe again. He spent three weeks 

in Madrid in various libraries, including one in the royal palace; he was actually standing outside 

the palace during the attempted assassination on 31 May 1906 by anarchists of King Alfonso, 

and left the country for fear he would be identified with them. He moved on to Paris, spending 

two weeks in lectures at the Sorbonne, followed by a week in London. 

He returned to the U.S. in July, and his first essay, "Raphaelite Latin", was published in Book 

News Monthly in September. In 1907, at the university, he apparently annoyed Felix Schelling, 

the head of English, with silly remarks during lectures – which included insisting that George 

Bernard Shaw was better than Shakespeare, and taking out an enormous tin watch and winding it 

with slow precision – and his fellowship was not renewed at the end of the year. Moreover, 

Schelling told Pound he was wasting his own time and that of the institution; Pound abandoned 

his dissertation and left without finishing his doctorate. 

Teaching 

In the fall of 1907 he took a job as a teacher of Romance languages at Wabash College in 

Crawfordsville, Indiana, a conservative town that he called the sixth circle of hell, with an 

equally conservative college from which he was dismissed after deliberately provoking the 

college authorities. Smoking was forbidden, so he would smoke cigarillos in his office down the 

corridor from the President's. He annoyed his landlords by entertaining friends, including 

women, and was forced to move from one house after "[t]wo students found me sharing my 

meagre repast with a lady gent impersonator in my privut apartments," as he told a friend. He 



was eventually caught in flagrante, although the details remain unclear and he denied any 

wrongdoing. The incident involved a stranded chorus girl to whom he offered tea and his bed for 

the night when she was caught in a snowstorm; discovered the next morning by the landladies, 

Misses Ida and Belle Hall, his insistence that he had slept on the floor was met with disbelief, 

and he was asked to leave the college. Glad to be free of the place, he left for Europe soon after. 

London (1908–20) 

Introduction to literary scene 

Pound returned to Europe in the spring, arriving in Gibraltar in April with $80 in his pocket, but 

during the next few months earned money as a guide to American tourists. He sent poems to 

Harper's Magazine and began writing fiction that he hoped he could sell, and by the summer was 

in Venice, living over a bakery near the San Vio bridge. In July he self-published his first book 

of poetry, the 72-page A Lume Spento (With Tapers Spent), which sold 100 copies at six cents 

each. The London Evening Standard called it "wild and haunting stuff, absolutely poetic, 

original, imaginative." The title was from the third canto of Dante's Purgatorio, alluding to both 

the excommunicate Manfred's death, and to that of his friend, the Philadelphia artist William 

Brooke Smith, who died of consumption in his 20s. 

In August he moved to London, where he ended up staying almost continuously for 12 years. He 

wanted to meet W.B. Yeats, the greatest living poet in Pound's view, and they became close 

friends, although Yeats was older by 20 years. He had sent Yeats a copy of A Lume Spento, and 

Yeats had replied that he found it charming. Pound told William Carlos Williams, a friend from 

university: "London, deah old Lundon, is the place for poesy." English poets such as Maurice 

Hewlett, Rudyard Kipling, and Alfred Lord Tennyson had made a particular kind of Victorian 

verse – stirring, pompous, and propagandistic – popular with the public. James Knapp writes that 

Pound wanted to focus on the individual experience, the particular, the concrete, and rejected the 

idea of poetry as versified moral essay. Arriving in the city with ₤3, he first rented a room at 8 

Duchess Street in the West End, then later at 48 Langham Street, near Great Titchfield Street, 

just a penny bus-ride from the British Museum. The house (see right) sat across an alley from the 

Yorkshire Grey pub, which made an appearance decades later in the Pisan Cantos, "concerning 



the landlady's doings / with a lodger unnamed / az waz near Gt Titchfield St. next door to the 

pub". 

Pound persuaded the bookseller Elkin Mathews – publisher of  Yeats's Wind Among the Reeds 

and the Book of the Rhymer's Club – to display A Lume Spento, and by October 1908 he was 

being discussed around town. In December he published a second collection, A Quinzaine for 

This Yule, and after the death of a lecturer at the Regent Street Polytechnic he managed to 

acquire a position lecturing in the evenings from January to February 1909 on "The 

Development of Literature in Southern Europe". He would spend his mornings in the British 

Museum Reading Room, followed by lunch at the Vienna Café on Oxford Street. Ford Madox 

Ford described him, apparently tongue-in-cheek, as "approach[ing] with the step of a dancer, 

making passes with a cane at an imaginary opponent. He would wear trousers made of green 

billiard cloth, a pink coat, a blue shirt, a tie hand-painted by a Japanese friend, an immense 

sombrero, a flaming beard cut to a point, and a single, large blue earring." 

Meeting Dorothy Shakespear, Personae 

In January 1909, Pound met the novelist Olivia Shakespear – Yeats's former lover and the 

subject of his The Lover Mourns for the Loss of Love – at a literary salon, and was invited to 

attend her Tuesday salons where he was introduced to Dorothy, Olivia's daughter, who became 

his wife in 1914. Through Olivia Shakespear he was introduced to Yeats, the artist Henri 

Gaudier- Brzeska, Wyndham Lewis, and the rest of London's literary circle. Another patron was 

the American heiress Margaret Lanier Cravens (1881–1912), who after knowing him a short time 

offered him a large annual sum to allow him to focus on his work. Cravens killed herself in 1912, 

probably because the pianist Walter Rummel, long the object of her affection, married someone 

else, but possibly also because she learned of Pound's engagement to Dorothy 

In June 1909 another collection, Personae, was published by Mathews, Pound's first publication 

to have any commercial success. It was reviewed by The Daily Telegraph and the Times Literary 

Supplement among others; they said it was full of passion and magic. Rupert Brooke gave a 

negative review in The Cambridge Review, complaining that Pound had fallen under the 

influence of Walt Whitman by writing in "unmetrical sprawling lengths". In September another 

27 poems appeared as Exultations, dedicated to Carlos Tracey Chester who had published his 



essay in Book News Monthly in 1906. Around the same time he moved into new rooms at 

Church Walk, off Kensington High Street, where he lived most of the time until 1914. His first 

book of literary criticism, The Spirit of Romance, was published in 1910, based on his lectures at 

the polytechnic; others included Instigations (1920), Indiscretions (1923), "How to Read" (1931), 

ABC of Reading(1934), Make It New (1934), Polite Essays (1937), and Guide to Kulchur 

(1938). 

In June 1910 Pound returned to the United States for eight months, in part to persuade the New 

York Public Library, then being built, to change its design. The New York Times wrote that he 

almost daily visited the architects' offices to shout at them. His essays on America were written 

during this period, and were compiled as Patria Mia, published in 1950. He loved New York but 

no longer felt at home there. He felt the city was threatened by commercialism and vulgarity. He 

suffered jaundice but nevertheless persuaded his parents to finance his passage back to Europe. It 

was nearly 30 years before he visited the United States again. On 22 February 1911 he sailed 

from New York on the R.M.S. Mauretania, arriving in Southampton six days later. After a few 

days in London, he visited Paris again, where he worked on a new collection of poetry, Canzoni 

(1911), panned by the Westminster Gazette as a "medley of pretension", and spent time with 

Margaret Cravens. When he returned to London in August 1911, A.R. Orage, editor of the 

socialist journal The New Age, hired him to write a weekly column, giving him a steadier 

income 

magism 

Hilda Doolittle arrived in London from Philadelphia in May 1911 with the poet Frances Gregg 

and Gregg's mother, and when they returned in September she decided to stay on. Pound 

introduced her to his friends, including the poet Richard Aldington, whom she married in 1913. 

Before then, the three of them lived in Church Walk – Pound at no. 10, Doolittle at no. 6, and 

Aldington at no. 8 – and worked daily in the British Museum Reading Room. 

At the museum he also met regularly with the curator and poet Laurence Binyon, who introduced 

him to the East Asian artistic and literary concepts that would become so vital to the imagery and 

technique of his later poetry. The museum's visitors' books show that Pound was often to be 

found during 1912 and 1913 in the Print Room examining Japanese Nishiki-e inscribed with 



traditional Japanese waka verse, a 10th-century genre of poetry whose economy and strict 

conventions undoubtedly contributed to Imagist techniques of composition. Pound was at that 

time working on the poems that became Ripostes (1912), trying to move away from his earlier 

work, which he wrote later had reduced Ford Madox Ford in 1911 to rolling on the floor 

laughing at Pound's stilted language. He realized with his translation work that the problem lay 

not in his knowledge of the other languages, but in his use of English: 

What obfuscated me was not the Italian but the crust of dead English, the sediment present in my 

own available vocabulary ... You can't go round this sort of thing. It takes six or eight years to 

get educated in one's art, and another ten to get rid of that education. 

Neither can anyone learn English, one can only learn a series of Englishes. Rossetti made his 

own language. I hadn't in 1910 made a language, I don't mean a language to use, but even a 

language to think in. 

 

He understood that to change the structure of your language is to change the way you think and 

see the world. While living at Church Walk in 1912, Pound, Aldington, and Doolittle started 

working on ideas about language that became the Imagism movement. The aim was clarity: a 

fight against abstraction, romanticism, rhetoric, inversion of word order, and over-use of 

adjectives. Pound later said they agreed in the spring or early summer of 1912 on three 

principles: 

1. Direct treatment of the "thing" whether subjective or objective. 

2. To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to the presentation. 

3. As regarding rhythm: to compose in the sequence of the musical phrase, not in sequence of a 

metronome. 

Superfluous words, particularly adjectives, were to be avoided, as were expressions like "dim 

lands of peace," which he said dulled the image by mixing the abstract with the concrete. He 

wrote that the natural object was always the "adequate symbol." Poets should "go in fear of 

abstractions," and should not re-tell in mediocre verse what has already been told in good prose. 



A classic example of the style is Pound's "In a Station of the Metro" (1913), inspired by an 

experience on the Paris Underground. "I got out of a train at, I think, La Concorde, and in the 

jostle I saw a beautiful face, and then, turning suddenly, another and another, and then a beautiful 

child's face, and then another beautiful face. All that day I tried to find words for what this made 

me feel." He worked on the poem for a year, reducing it to its essence in the style of a Japanese 

haiku 

Ripostes and translations from the Italian 

It was in Ripostes, submitted to Swift & Co in February 1912 and published by them that 

October, that Pound moved toward more minimalist language, though Knapp writes that it is an 

uncertain volume, published when Pound had only begun his move toward Imagism; his first use 

of the word Imagiste was, however, in his prefatory note to the volume. Michael Alexander 

writes that the poems show a greater concentration of meaning and economy of rhythm than his 

earlier work. The collection includes five poems by the British poet T.E. Hulme, killed in 

Flanders in 1917 during the First World War to Pound's great distress. It also includes his 

translation of the 8th-century Old English poem The Seafarer, not a literal translation, but a 

personal interpretation and a poem in its own right. It upset scholars, as did his other translations 

from Latin, Italian, French, and Chinese, either because of errors or because he lacked familiarity 

with the cultural context. Alexander writes that in some circles his translations made him more 

unpopular than the treason charge, and the reaction to The Seafarer was a rehearsal for the 

response to Homage to Sextus Propertius in 1919. His translation from the Italian of Sonnets and 

ballate of Guido Cavalcanti was also published in 1912. 

Translations from Japanese and Chinese 

Pound became fascinated by the translations of Japanese poetry and Noh plays which he found in 

the papers of Ernest Fenollosa (1853–1908), an American professor who had taught in Japan. 

Fenollosa had studied Chinese poetry under Japanese scholars, and in 1913 his widow, Mary 

McNeil Fenollosa, decided to give his unpublished notes to Pound after seeing his work; she said 

she was looking for someone who cared about the poetry, rather than the philology. Pound edited 

and published Fenellosa's The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for Poetry in 1918. 



Pound knew no Chinese himself, and was working from the posthumous notes of an American 

who had studied Chinese under a Japanese teacher. Nevertheless, Michael Alexander writes that 

there are competent judges of Chinese and English poetry who see Pound's work as the best 

translations of Chinese to English poetry ever made, though scholars have complained that it 

contains many mistakes, even more than The Seafarer. The title page of the collection Cathay 

(1915), refers to the poet "Rihaku," the pronunciation in Japanese of the Tang dynasty Chinese 

poet, Li Bai, whose poems were much beloved in China and Japan for their technical mastery 

and much translated in the west because of their seeming simplicity. The volume is in 

Alexander's view the most attractive volume of Pound's work. Wai-lim Yip of the Chinese 

University of Hong Kong writes: "One can easily excommunicate Pound from the Forbidden 

City of Chinese studies, but it seems clear that in his dealings with Cathay, even when he is 

given only the barest details, he is able to get into the central concerns of the original author by 

what we may perhaps call a kind of clairvoyance." 

This volume was the first of many translations Pound would make from the Chinese. Pound used 

Fenollosa's work as a starting point for what he called the ideogrammic method which proceeded 

on Fenellosa's entirely mistaken but fruitful idea that each character represented an image rather 

than a phonetic and meaningless transcription. Robert Graves recalled "I once asked Arthur 

Waley how much Chinese Pound knew; Waley shook his head despondently." An honest 

sinologist said of Pound's later translation, "Undoubtedly this is fine poetry. Undoubtedly it is 

bad translation. Pound has the practice, but not the learning. He is to be saluted as a poet, but not 

as a translator 

Marriage, BLAST 

In August 1912 Harriet Monroe hired Pound as a regular contributor to Poetry, and he started 

submitting poems by himself, James Joyce, Robert Frost, D. H. Lawrence, Yeats, H.D., and 

Aldington, as well as collecting material for a 64-page anthology, Des Imagistes (1914), which 

included Joyce's "I Hear an Army Charging". The Imagist movement began to attract attention 

from critics. In November 1913 Yeats took Pound to stay with him in rooms he rented in Stone 

Cottage in Coleman's Hatch, Sussex, to act as his secretary – Yeats's eyesight was failing – and 

they stayed there for 10 weeks, reading and writing, walking in the woods, and fencing for 



exercise. It was the first of three winters they spent there together, including two with Dorothy 

after she and Pound were married on 20 April 1914. 

The marriage proceeded despite initial opposition from her parents, who were concerned about 

Pound's lack of income. He had only his earnings from literary magazines, particularly Poetry, 

The New Freewoman, and The Egoist, and was probably earning considerably less than £300 a 

year. Dorothy's income was £50 of her own and £150 from her family. Her parents eventually 

consented, perhaps out of fear that she was getting older and no other suitor was in sight. Pound's 

concession to marry in church helped. Afterwards he and Dorothy moved into a large – famously 

triangular – room with no bathroom at 5 Holland Place Chambers, near Church Walk, with the 

newly wed Hilda and Richard Aldington living next door. 

Pound used several pseudonyms when he contributed to The Egoist. One he created around 1914 

was "Ming Mao", with "ming"  being the Chinese hanzi for bright and "mao" (毛) for "feather" 

or "hair". Using that name, under the Egoist, for the 15 December 1914 issue, Pound contributed 

the article "The Words of Ming Mao Least among the Disciples of Kung-Fu-Tse", a rebuttal to 

William Loftus Hare's essay on Yang Zhu that was published in the previous issue of the same 

magazine. 

Pound began writing for Wyndham Lewis's literary magazine BLAST; only two issues ever 

appeared, the first in June 1914 and the second a year later. An advertisement in The Egoist said 

it would discuss "Cubism, Futurism, Imagisme and all Vital Forms of Modern Art." Pound took 

the opportunity to extend the definition of Imagisme to art, naming it Vorticism: "The image is a 

radiant node or cluster; it is ... a VORTEX, from which, and through which, and into which, 

ideas are constantly rushing." When in reaction to the magazine, Lascelles Abercrombie called 

for the rejection of Imagism and a return to the traditionalism of William Wordsworth, Pound 

challenged him to a duel on the basis that, "Stupidity carried beyond a certain point becomes a 

public menace." Abercrombie suggested as their choice of weapon unsold copies of their own 

books. The publication of BLAST was celebrated at a dinner attended by New England poet 

Amy Lowell, who came to London to meet the Imagists, but Hilda and Richard were already 

moving away from Pound's understanding of the movement, as he moved closer to Wyndham 

Lewis's ideas. When Lowell agreed to finance an anthology of Imagist poets, Pound's work was 



not included. He began to call Imagisme "Amygism," and in July 1914 declared it dead, asking 

only that the term be preserved, although Lowell eventually Anglicized it. 

First World War, disillusionment 

Between 1914 and 1916 he helped to have James Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 

serialized in The Egoist then published in book form, and he persuaded Poetry to publish T. S. 

Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" in June 1915. Conrad Aiken writes that he had 

shown "Prufrock" to every conceivable editor in England, but it was dismissed as crazy. He 

eventually sent it to Pound who, Aiken writes, instantly saw that it was a work of genius and sent 

it to Poetry. "[Eliot] has actually trained himself AND modernized himself ON HIS OWN," 

Pound wrote to Monroe in October 1914. "The rest of the promising young have done one or the 

other but never both. Most of the swine have done neither." 

After the publication in 1915 of Cathay, Pound began to speak of working on his long poem. He 

told a friend in August: "It is a huge, I was going to say, gamble, but shan't," and in September 

told another that it was a "crysele phantine poem of immeasurable length which will occupy me 

for the next four decades unless it becomes a bore." About a year later, he had the form of the 

first three attempts at Canto I, published in Poetry in January 1917. He was now a regular 

contributor to three literary magazines. From 1917 he wrote music reviews for The New Age 

under the pen name William Atheling, and weekly pieces for The Little Review and The Egoist. 

The volume of writing exhausted him, and he began to believe he was wasting his time with 

prose. 

In 1919 he collected and published his essays for The Little Review into a volume called 

Instigations, and published "Homage to Sextus Propertius" in Poetry. "Homage" is not a strict 

translation; Moody describes it as "the refraction of an ancient poet through a modern 

intelligence". Harriet Monroe, editor of Poetry, published a letter from a professor of Latin, W.G. 

Hale, saying that Pound was "incredibly ignorant" of the language, and alluded to "about three-

score errors" in Homage. Harriet did not publish Pound's response, which began "Cat-piss and 

porcupines!!" and continued, "The thing is no more a translation than my 'Altaforte' is a 

translation, or than Fitzgerald's Omar is a translation ..." But she interpreted his silence after that 

as his resignation as foreign editor 



Hugh Selwyn Mauberley 

Hugh Selwyn Mauberley – about a poet whose life, like Pound's, has become sterile and 

meaningless – was published in June 1920, marking his farewell to London. He was disgusted by 

the lives lost during the war and could not reconcile himself with it. Stephen Adams writes that, 

just as T. S. Eliot denied he was Prufrock, so Pound denied he was Mauberley, but the poem, 

made up of 18 short poems, is nevertheless read as autobiographical. It begins with a satirical 

analysis of the London literary scene, then turns to social criticism and economics, and an attack 

on the causes of the war, the word "usury" appearing in his work for the first time. The critic F. 

R. Leavis saw it as Pound's major achievement. 

The war had shattered Pound's belief in modern western civilization. He saw the Vorticist 

movement as finished and doubted his own future as a poet. He had only the New Age to write 

for, with other magazines ignoring his submissions or not reviewing his work. Toward the end of 

1920 he and Dorothy decided their time in London was over, and resolved to move to Paris. A. 

R. Orage wrote in the January 1921 issue of The New Age: 

Mr. Pound has shaken the dust of London from his feet with not too emphatic a gesture of 

disgust, but, at least, without gratitude to this country .... Mr. Pound has been an exhilarating 

influence for culture in England ... however, Mr. Pound ... has made more enemies than friends. 

Much of the Press has been deliberately closed by cabal to him; his books have for some time 

been ignored or written down; and he himself has been compelled to live on much less than 

would support a navvy 

Paris (1921–24) 

The Pounds settled in Paris in January 1921 in an inexpensive apartment at 70 bis, rue Notre 

Dame des Champs. He became friendly with Marcel Duchamp, Tristan Tzara, Fernand Léger 

and others of the Dada and Surrealist movements, as well as Basil Bunting, Ernest Hemingway, 

and his wife Hadley. He spent most of his time building furniture for his apartment and 

bookshelves for the bookstore Shakespeare and Company, and in 1921 his Poems 1918–1921 

was published. In 1922 Eliot sent him the manuscript of "The Waste Land"; he had arrived in 

Paris to edit it with Pound who blue-inked the manuscript with comments like "make up yr. mind 

..." and "georgian." Eliot wrote: "I should like to think that the manuscript, with the suppressed 



passages, had disappeared irrecoverably; yet, on the other hand, I should wish the blue pencilling 

on it to be preserved as irrefutable evidence of Pound's critical genius." 

In 1924 Pound secured funding for Ford Madox Ford's transatlantic review from American 

attorney John Quinn. The review published works by Pound, Hemingway and Gertrude Stein, as 

well as extracts from Joyce's Finnegans Wake, before the money ran out in 1925. The review 

published a number of Pound music reviews, later collected into Antheil and the Treatise on 

Harmony. 

Hemingway asked Pound, who had gained a reputation as "an unofficial minister of culture who 

acted as mid-wife for new literary talent", to blue-ink his short stories. Although Hemingway 

was 14 years younger, the two forged a relationship of mutual respect and friendship, living on 

the same street for a time, and touring Italy together in 1923; as Hemingway biographer Jeffrey 

Meyers writes, "They liked each other personally, shared the same aesthetic aims, and admired 

each other's work", with Hemingway assuming the status of pupil to Pound's teaching. Pound 

introduced Hemingway to Lewis, Ford, and Joyce, while Hemingway in turn tried to teach 

Pound to box, but as he told Sherwood Anderson, "[Ezra] habitually leads with his chin and has 

the general grace of a crayfish or crawfish". 

Pound was 36 when he met the American violinist Olga Rudge in Paris in the fall of 1922, 

beginning a love affair that lasted 50 years. John Tytell writes that Pound had always felt there 

was a link between his creativity and his ability to seduce women, something Dorothy had turned 

a blind eye to over the years. He complained shortly after arriving in Paris that he had been there 

for three months without having managed to find a mistress. He was introduced to Olga, then 26, 

at a musical salon hosted by American heiress Natalie Barney in her home at 20 rue Jacob, near 

the Boulevard Saint- Germain. The two moved in different social circles: she was the daughter of 

a wealthy Youngstown, Ohio steel family, living in her mother's Parisian apartment on the Right 

Bank, socializing with aristocrats, while his friends were mostly impoverished writers of the Left 

Bank. The two spent the following summer in the south of France, where he worked with George 

Antheil to apply the concept of Vorticism to music, and managed to write two operas, including 

Le Testament de Villon. He also wrote pieces for solo violin, which Olga performed. 

Italy (1924–45) 



Birth of the children 

The Pounds were unhappy in Paris. Dorothy was complaining about the winters, and Pound's 

health was poor. At a dinner someone had randomly tried to stab him, and it underlined that their 

time in France was over. Hemingway wrote that Pound "indulged in a small nervous breakdown 

necessitating spending two days in the Am. Hospital (American Hospital)." They decided to 

move to a quieter place, and chose Rapallo, Italy, a town with a population of 15,000. "Italy is 

my place for starting things," he told a friend. During this period they lived on Dorothy's income 

which in the 1920s was supplemented by stock dividends generated by her investments in 

companies such as Colgate Palmolive. 

Olga Rudge followed them there, carrying Pound's child. She apparently had no interest in 

raising a child, but Tytell writes that she felt having one would keep her connected to him. She 

gave birth to a daughter, Mary, on 9 July 1925 in Brixen, and the baby was handed over to a 

German-speaking peasant woman whose own child had died, and who agreed to raise Mary 

(later de Rachewiltz) for 200 lire a month. 

When Pound told Dorothy about the birth she separated from him for much of that year and the 

next, and in March 1926 – after returning from a three-month visit to Egypt – she announced that 

she too was pregnant. She and Pound left Rapallo for Paris for the premiere of Le Testament de 

Villon, without mentioning the pregnancy to Pound's friends or parents, and on 10 September 

1926 Hemingway drove Dorothy to the American Hospital of Paris for the birth of a son, Omar. 

In a letter to his parents in October Pound wrote, "next generation (male) arrived. Both D & it 

appear to be doing well." Dorothy handed the baby over to her mother, Olivia, who raised him in 

London until he was old enough to go to boarding school. When Dorothy went to England each 

summer to see Omar, Pound would spend the time with Olga, whose father had bought her a 

house in Venice. The arrangement meant his children were raised very differently. Mary had one 

pair of shoes and books about Jesus and the saints, while Omar was raised as an English 

gentleman in Kensington by his sophisticated grandmother. 

In 1925 the literary magazine This Quarter dedicated its first issue to Pound, including tributes 

from Hemingway and Joyce. Pound published Cantos 17–19 in the winter editions. In March 

1927 he launched his own literary magazine, The Exile, but only four issues were published. It 



did well in the first year, with contributions from Hemingway, E. E. Cummings, Basil Bunting, 

Yeats, William Carlos Williams and Robert McAlmon. J. J. Wilhelm argues that some of the 

worst work came from Pound himself in the form of rambling editorials about Confucianism and 

praise of Lenin. He continued to work on Fenollosa's manuscripts, and in 1928 won The Dial's 

poetry award for his translation of the Confucian classic Great Learning (Dà Xué, which Pound 

transliterated as Ta Hio). That year Homer and Isabel visited him in Rapallo. They had not seen 

him since 1914, and by then Homer had retired so they decided to move to Rapallo themselves, 

taking a small house, Villa Raggio, on a hill above the town. 

The Cantos 

Further information: List of cultural references in The Cantos 

The bulk of Pound's work on The Cantos began after his move to Italy. Like all the other great 

epics, it is the story of good and evil, a descent into hell and progress to paradise. Its hundreds of 

characters fall into three groups: those who enjoy hell and stay there; those who experience a 

metamorphosis and want to leave; and a few who lead the rest to paradiso terrestre. He began 

work on it in 1915, but there were several false starts and he abandoned most of his earlier drafts, 

beginning again in 1922.The subject matter ranges from Odysseus, Troy, Dionysus, Malatesta, 

Confucius, and Napoleon, to Jefferson and Mussolini, Chinese history, Pisa, and usury, relying 

on memories, diaries, jokes, hymns, anecdotes, and ideogrammic translation in up to 15 different 

languages. Allen Tate, who supported Pound for the Bollingen Prize for the sections of The 

Cantos known as the Pisan Cantos, writes that the poem is not about anything, and has no 

beginning, middle, or end. He argues that Pound was incapable of sustained thought and was "at 

the mercy of random flights of 'angelic insight,' Icarian self-indulgences of prejudices." 

The first three cantos, now known as the ur-Cantos, appeared in Poetry in June–August 1917. 

The Malatesta Cantos (Cantos VIII, IX, X, and XI of a Long Poem) appeared in The Criterion in 

July 1923, and two further cantos were published in the transatlantic review in January 1924. 

Pound published 90 copies in Paris in 1925 A Draft of XVI. Cantos of Ezra Pound for the 

Beginning of a Poem of some Length now first made into a Book. It was followed by A Draft of 

XXX Cantos (1930), Eleven New Cantos XXI–XLI (1934), The Fifth Decade of Cantos (1937), 

Cantos LII–LXXI (1940), The Pisan Cantos (1948), written while in custody in Pisa, and 



Seventy Cantos (1950). The first complete edition was published in 1964 as The Cantos (1–109), 

followed by Drafts and Fragments: Cantos CX-CXVII (1968). 

Turn to fascism, Second World War 

Pound came to believe during the 1920s that the cause of the First World War was finance 

capitalism, which he called "usury", and that the solution was C.H. Douglas's idea of social 

credit, with fascism as the vehicle for reform; he had met Douglas in The New Age offices and 

had been impressed by his ideas. He presented a series of lectures on economics, and made 

contact with politicians in the United States about education, interstate commerce and 

international affairs. Although Hemingway advised against it, on 30 January 1933 Pound met 

Mussolini himself. Olga Rudge had played for Mussolini and had told him about Pound; Pound 

had already sent him a copy of Cantos XXX. During the meeting he tried to present Mussolini 

with a digest of his economic ideas, but Tytell writes that Mussolini brushed them aside, though 

he called the Cantos "divertente" (entertaining). The meeting was recorded in Canto 41: "'Ma 

questo' / said the boss, 'è divertente.'". Pound told Douglas that he had "never met anyone who 

seemed to GET my ideas so quickly as the boss." 

A number of Pound's books were published in the 1930s, including ABC of Economics (1933), 

ABC of Reading (1934), Social Credit: An Impact(1935), Jefferson and/or Mussolini (1936), and 

A Guide to Kulchur (1938). In 1936 James Laughlin – who had visited him in Rapallo in 1933 as 

a 20-year-old student – set up New Directions Publishing, and acted as Pound's agent, finding 

publications to accept his work and writing reviews. 

When Dorothy's mother died in October 1938 in London, Dorothy asked Pound to organize the 

funeral, where he met their 12-year-old son Omar for the first time in eight years. He visited T. 

S. Eliot and Wyndham Lewis, who produced a now-famous portrait of Pound reclining. In April 

1939 he sailed for New York, believing he could stop America from involvement in the Second 

World War, happy to answer reporters' questions about Mussolini while he lounged on the deck 

of the ship in a tweed jacket. He traveled to Washington, D.C. where he met senators and 

congressmen. Mary said he did it out of a sense of responsibility, rather than megalomania; he 

was offered no encouragement, and left depressed and frustrated. 



While in America, Pound received an honorary doctorate from Hamilton College on 12 June 

1939, and a week later he returned to Italy, where he began writing antisemitic material for 

Italian newspapers, including one entitled "The Jews, Disease Incarnate." He wrote to James 

Laughlin that Roosevelt represented Jewry, and signed the letter "Heil Hitler." He started writing 

for Action, a newspaper owned by the British fascist, Sir Oswald Mosley, arguing that the Third 

Reich was the "natural civilizer of Russia." After war broke out in September that year, he began 

a furious letter-writing campaign to the politicians he had petitioned six months earlier, arguing 

that the war was the result of an international banking conspiracy, and that the United States 

should keep out of it. 

Radio broadcasts 

You let in the Jew and the Jew rotted your 

empire, and you yourselves out-jewed the 

Jew ... And the big Jew has rotted EVERY 

nation he has wormed into. 

—from one of Pound's radio broadcasts, 

15 March 1942

 

Tytell writes that by the 1940s no American or English poet had been so active politically since 

William Blake. Pound had written over a thousand letters a year during the previous decade, and 

had presented his ideas in hundreds of articles, as well as in The Cantos. According to Tytell, 

Pound's fear was an economic structure that depended on the armaments industry, where the 

profit motive alone would govern war and peace. He started reading George Santayana, and The 

Law of Civilization and Decay by Brooks Adams, finding confirmation of the danger of the 

capitalist and usurer becoming dominant. He wrote in The Japan Times that "Democracy is now 

currently defined in Europe as a 'country run by Jews,'" and told Oswald Mosley's newspaper the 

English were a slave race governed by the Roths childs since Waterloo. 



Pound broadcast over Rome Radio, though the Italian government was at first reluctant, 

concerned he might be a double agent. He told a friend: "It took me, I think it was, TWO years, 

insistence and wrangling etc., to GET HOLD of their microphone." He recorded just over a 

hundred broadcasts, and traveled to Rome one week a month to pre-record the 10-minute 

broadcasts, for which he was paid around $17. The broadcasts required the Italian government's 

approval in advance, though he often changed the text in the studio. The politics apart, he needed 

the money. Tytell writes that his voice had assumed a "rasping, buzzing quality like the sound of 

a hornet stuck in a jar." He continued to occasionally broadcast, and writing under pseudonyms 

until about April 1945, shortly before his arrest. 

Arrest for treason 

A few weeks later he returned south via Milan to Olga and Dorothy. They had been living in 

Isabel's apartment, but it was small so they decided to move in with Olga at Sant' Ambrogio. His 

daughter Mary, then 19, was sent to Gais in Switzerland, leaving Pound, as she wrote, "pent up 

with two women who loved him, whom he loved, and who coldly hated each other." He was in 

Rome when the Allies landed in Sicily in July 1943. Pound borrowed a pair of hiking boots and a 

knapsack and left the city, having finally decided to tell Mary about his wife and son. He walked 

450 miles north, spending a night in an air raid shelter in Bologna, and taking a train part of the 

way to Verona. She almost failed to recognize him when he arrived, he was so dirty and tired. He 

told her everything about his other family; she later said she felt more pity than anger. 

 

Taken at the Army Disciplinary Training Center 



 

The "death cells" in Pisa 

He returned to Rapallo, where on 2 May 1945, four days after Mussolini was shot, armed 

partisans arrived at the house while Pound was there alone. He stuffed a copy of Confucius and a 

Chinese dictionary in his pocket, and was taken to their headquarters inChiavari, although he was 

released shortly afterwards. He and Olga then gave themselves up to an American military post 

in the nearby town of Lavagna. 

It was decided that Pound should be transported to U.S. Counter Intelligence Corps headquarters 

in Genoa, where he was interrogated by Frank L. Amprin, the FBI agent assigned by J. Edgar 

Hoover to gather evidence following the 1943 indictment. Pound asked permission to send a 

cable to President Truman to offer to help negotiate peace with Japan. He also asked to deliver a 

final broadcast from a script called "Ashes of Europe Calling", in which he recommended peace 

with Japan, American management of Italy, the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine, and 

leniency toward Germany. His requests were denied and the script forwarded to Hoover. 

On 8 May, the day Germany surrendered, he told a reporter from the Philadelphia Record who 

had managed to get into the compound for an interview that Hitler was "a Jeanne d'Arc, a saint", 

and that Mussolini was an "imperfect character who lost his head". On 24 May he was 

transferred to the United States Army Disciplinary Training Center north of Pisa, used to house 

military personnel awaiting court martial. The temporary commander placed him in one of the 

camp's "death cells", a series of six-by-six-foot outdoor steel cages lit up all night by floodlights. 

He was left for three weeks in isolation in the heat, denied exercise, eyes inflamed by dust, no 

bed, no belt, no shoelaces, and no communication with the guards, except for the chaplain. After 

two and a half weeks he began to break down under the strain. Richard Sieburth writes that he 
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allowed only for 15 minutes at a time, while other patients wandered around outside the room 

screaming and frothing at the mouth, according to T. S. Eliot. A panel of psychiatrists eventually 

settled on a diagnosis of schizophrenia. 

Pound's lawyer, Julien Cornell, whose efforts to have him declared insane are credited with 

having saved him from life imprisonment, requested his release at a bail hearing in January 1947. 

The hospital's superintendent, Winfred Overholser, agreed instead to move him to the more 

pleasant surroundings of Chestnut Ward, close to Overholser's private quarters, which is where 

he spent the next 12 years. The historian Stanley Kutler was given access in the 1980s to military 

intelligence and other government documents about Pound, including his hospital records, and 

wrote that the psychiatrists believed Pound had a narcissistic personality, but they considered 

him sane. Kutler said that Overholser protected Pound from the criminal justice system because 

he was fascinated by him. 

Tytell argues that Pound was in his element in Chestnut Ward. He was at last provided for, and 

was allowed to read, write, and receive visitors, including Dorothy for several hours a day. He 

took over a small alcove with wicker chairs just outside his room, and turned it into his private 

living room, where he entertained his friends and important literary figures. He began work on 

his translation of Sophocles's Women of Trachis and Electra, and continued work on The Cantos. 

It reached the point where he refused to discuss any attempt to have him released. Olga Rudge 

visited him twice, once in 1952 and again in 1955, and was unable to convince him to be more 

assertive about his release. She wrote to a friend: "E.P. has ... bats in the belfry but it strikes me 

that he has fewer not more than before his incarceration." 

The Pisan Cantos, Bollingen Prize 
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There was uproar. The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette quoted critics who said "poetry [cannot] convert 

words into maggots that eat at human dignity and still be good poetry." Robert Hillyer, a Pulitzer 

Prize winner and president of the Poetry Society of America, attacked the committee in The 

Saturday Review of Literature, telling journalists that he "never saw anything to admire in 

Pound, not one line." Congressman Jacob K. Javits demanded an investigation into the awards 

committee, and as a result it was the last time the prize was administered by the Library of 

Congress. 

Controversial friendships, release 

Although Pound repudiated his antisemitism in public, Tytell writes that in private it continued. 

He often refused to talk to psychiatrists with Jewish-sounding names, would refer to people he 

disliked as Jews, and urged his visitors to read the Protocols of the Elders of Zion (1903), a 

forgery claiming to represent a Jewish plan for world domination. He struck up a friendship 

during the 1950s with the writer Eustace Mullins, believed to be associated with the Aryan 

League of America, who wrote a biography of Pound, This Difficult Individual, Ezra Pound 

(1961). 

Even more damaging was his friendship with a far-right activist and member of the Ku Klux 

Klan, John Kasper. Kasper had come to admire Pound during some literature classes at 

university, and after he wrote to Pound in 1950 the two became friends. Kasper opened a 

bookstore in Greenwich Village in 1953 called "Make it New," reflecting his commitment to 

Pound's ideas; it specialized in far-right material, including Nazi literature, and Pound's poetry 

and translations were displayed in the window. Kasper and another follower of Pound's, David 

Horton, set up a publishing imprint, Square Dollar Series, which Pound used as a vehicle for his 

tracts about economic reform. Wilhelm writes that there were a lot of perfectly respectable 

people visiting Pound too, such as the classicist J.P. Sullivan and the writer Guy Davenport, but 

it was the association with Mullins and Kasper that stood out. The relationships delayed his 

release from St Elizabeths. In an interview for the Paris Review in 1954, when asked by 

interviewer George Plimpton about Pound's relationship with Kasper, Hemingway replied that 

Pound should be released and Kasper jailed. Kasper was eventually jailed for the 1957 bombing 

of the Hattie Cotton School in Nashville, targeted because a black girl had registered as a 

student. 



Pound's friends continued to try to get him out. Shortly after Hemingway won the Nobel Prize in 

Literature in 1954, he told Time magazine that "this would be a good year to release poets." 

MacLeish asked him in June 1957 to write a letter on Pound's behalf; Hemingway believed 

Pound was unable to abstain from awkward political statements or from friendships with people 

like Kasper, but he signed a letter of support anyway, and pledged $1,500 to be given to Pound 

when he was released. In 1957 several publications began campaigning for his release. Le Figaro 

published an appeal entitled "The Lunatic at St Elizabeths". The New Republic, Esquire and The 

Nation followed suit; The Nation argued that Pound was a sick and vicious old man, but that he 

had rights also. In 1958 MacLeish hired Thurman Arnold, a prestigious lawyer who ended up 

charging no fee, to file a motion to dismiss the 1945 indictment. Overholser, the hospital's 

superintendent, supported the application with an affidavit saying Pound was permanently and 

incurably insane, and that confinement served no therapeutic purpose. The motion was heard on 

18 April that year by the same judge who had committed him to St Elizabeths. The Department 

of Justice did not oppose the motion, and Pound was free. 

Italy (1958–72) 

Pound arrived in Naples in July, where he was photographed giving a fascist salute by the 

waiting press. When asked by the press when he had been released from the mental hospital, he 

replied: "I never was. When I left the hospital I was still in America, and all America is an insane 

asylum." 

He and Dorothy went to live with Mary at Castle Brunnenburg near Merano in the Province of 

South Tyrol – where he met his grandson, Walter, and his granddaughter, Patrizia, for the first 

time – then returned to Rapallo, where Olga Rudge was waiting to join them. They were 

accompanied by a teacher Pound had met in hospital, Marcella Spann, 40 years his junior, who 

was ostensibly acting as his secretary, collecting poems for an anthology. The four women soon 

fell out, vying for control over him; Canto 113 alluded to it: "Pride, jealousy and possessiveness / 

3 pains of hell." Pound was in love with Marcella, seeing in her his last chance for love and 

youth. He wrote about her in Canto CXIII: "The long flank, the firm breast / and to know beauty 

and death and despair / And to think that what has been shall be, / flowing, ever unstill." Dorothy 

had usually ignored his affairs, but she used her legal power over his royalties to make sure 

Marcella was seen off, sent back to America. Pound wrote to Hemingway: "Old man him tired." 
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death in 1972 it was proposed he be awarded the Emerson-Thoreau Medal of the American 

Academy of Arts and Sciences, but after a storm of protest the academy's council opposed it by 

13 to 9. The sociologist Daniel Bell, who was on the committee, argued that it was important to 

distinguish between those who explore hate and those who approve it. Two weeks before his 

87th birthday, Pound read for a gathering of friends at a café: "re USURY / I was out of focus, 

taking a symptom for a cause. / The cause is AVARICE." 

On his birthday he was too weak to leave his bedroom at his home on the Piazza San Marco, and 

the following night he was admitted to the Civil Hospital of Venice, where he died in his sleep of 

an intestinal blockage on 1 November, aged 87, with Olga at his side. Dorothy was unable to 

travel to the funeral. Four gondoliers dressed in black rowed the body to the island cemetery, 

Isola di San Michele, where he was buried near Diaghilev and Stravinsky. Dorothy died in 

England the following year. Olga died in 1996 and was buried next to Pound. 

Reception 

Opinion varies about the nature of Pound's writing style. Critics generally agree that he was a 

strong lyricist, particularly in his early work. Scholars such as Ira Nadel see evidence of 

modernism in his poetry before he began the Cantos, and Witmeyer argues that as early as 

Ripostes a modern style is evident. His style drew on literature from a variety of disciplines. 

Nadel writes that he wanted his poetry to represent an "objective presentation of material which 

he believed could stand on its own," without use of symbolism or romanticism. The Chinese 

writing system most closely met his ideals. He used Chinese ideograms to represent "the thing in 

pictures," and from Noh theater learned that plot could be replaced by a single image. 

Nadel argues that imagism was to change Pound's poetry. He explains, "Imagism evolved as a 

reaction against abstraction ... replacing Victorian generalities with the clarity in Japanese haiku 

and ancient Greek lyrics." Pound scholar Daniel Albright writes that Pound tried to condense and 

eliminate "all but the hardest kernel" from a poem such as the two-line poem "In a Station of the 

Metro". This, however, was a technique that did not lend itself well to the writing of an epic such 

as the Cantos, and so Pound turned to the more dynamic structure of what he considered 

Vorticism for the Cantos. 

Translations 



In Pound's Fenollosa translations, unlike previous American translators of Chinese poetry, who 

tended to work with strict metrical and stanzaic patterns, Pound created free verse translations. 

Whether the poems are valuable as translations continues to be a source of controversy. Pound 

scholar Ming Xie explains that the use of language in Pound's translation of the Old English 

poem "The Seafarer" is deliberate, avoiding merely "trying to assimilate the original into 

contemporary language". After his work with The Seafarer, it was in the Japanese Noh plays that 

he found an answer to his search for anti-naturalist minimalism which occurred just prior to his 

initial work with Fenellosa's papers, leading to the translation of 14 Chinese poems in Cathay, 

published in 1915. 

Neither Pound nor Fenollosa spoke or read Chinese proficiently, and Pound has been criticized 

for omitting or adding sections to his poems which have no basis in the original texts, though 

critics argue that the fidelity of Cathay to the original Chinese is beside the point. Hugh Kenner, 

in a chapter "The Invention of China" from The Pound Era, contends that Cathay should be read 

primarily as a work about World War I, not as an attempt at accurately translating ancient 

Eastern poems. The real achievement of the book, Kenner argues, is in how it combines 

meditations on violence and friendship with an effort to "rethink the nature of an English poem". 

These ostensible translations of ancient Eastern texts, Kenner argues, are actually experiments in 

English poetics and compelling elegies for a warring West. 

Michael Alexander writes that, as a translator, Pound was a pioneer with a great gift of language 

and an incisive intelligence. He helped popularize major poets such as Guido Cavalcanti and Du 

Fu and brought Provençal and Chinese poetry to English-speaking audiences. He revived interest 

in the Confucian classics and introduced the west to classical Japanese poetry and drama. He 

translated and championed Greek, Latin and Anglo-Saxon classics, and helped keep them alive 

at a time when classical education was in decline, and poets no longer considered translations 

central to their craft. 

Legacy 

His own work apart, Pound was responsible for advancing the careers of some of the best-known 

modernist writers of the early 20th century. In addition to Eliot, Joyce, Lewis, Frost, Williams, 

Hemingway, and Conrad Aiken, he befriended and helped Marianne Moore, Louis Zukofsky, 



Jacob Epstein, Basil Bunting, E.E. Cummings, Margaret Anderson, George Oppen, and Charles 

Olson. In addition, Pound had a critical influence on the two major modernising poets in the Irish 

language in the mid-twentieth century, Seán Ó Ríordáin and Máirtín Ó Direáin. Hugh Witemeyer 

argues that the Imagist movement was the most important in 20th-century English language 

poetry because hardly any prominent poet of Pound's generation and the two generations after 

him was untouched by it. As early as 1917 Carl Sandburg wrote in Poetry: "All talk on modern 

poetry, by people who know, ends with dragging in Ezra Pound somewhere. He may be named 

only to be cursed as wanton and mocker, poseur, trifler and vagrant. Or he may be classed as 

filling a niche today like that of Keats in a preceding epoch. The point is, he will be mentioned." 

Beyond this, Pound's legacy is mixed. In 1922, the literary critic Edmund Wilson reviewed 

Pound's latest published volume of poetry, Poems 1918–21, and took the opportunity to provide 

an overview of his estimation of Pound as poet. In his essay on Pound, titled "Ezra Pound’s 

Patchwork", Wilson wrote: 

Ezra Pound is really at heart a very boyish fellow and an incurable provincial. It is true that he 

was driven to Europe by a thirst for romance and color that he could scarcely have satisfied in 

America, but he took to Europe the simple faith and pure enthusiasm of his native Idaho. ... His 

sophistication is still juvenile, his ironies are still clumsy and obvious, he ridicules Americans in 

Europe not very much simpler than himself ... 

According to Wilson, the lines in Pound's poems stood isolated, with fragmentary wording 

contributing to poems that "do not hang together". Specifically citing Pound's first seven cantos, 

Wilson dubbed his writing "unsatisfactory". Wilson found the Cantos to be a disjointed 

compilation, its contents reflecting a too-obvious reliance on the literary works of other authors 

whom Pound had read and an awkward use of Latin and Chinese translations as a device inserted 

among reminiscences of Pound's own life. 

Hugh Kenner wrote in 1951 that there was no great contemporary writer less read than Pound, 

though he added that there was also no one who could appeal more through "sheer beauty of 

language" to people who would rather talk about poets than read them. The British poet Philip 

Larkin criticized him "for being literary, which to me is the foundation of his feebleness, 

thinking that poetry is made out of poetry and not out of being alive". His antisemitism became 



central to an evaluation of his poetry, including whether it was read at all. Wendy Stallard Flory 

argues that the best approach to The Cantos – separating the poetry from the antisemitism – is 

perceived as apologetic. Her view is that the establishment of Pound as "National Monster" and 

"designated fascist intellectual" made him a stand-in for the silent majority in Germany, 

occupied France and Belgium, as well as Britain and the United States, who, she argues, made 

the Holocaust possible by aiding or standing by. 

The outrage after the treason charge was so deep that the imagined method of his execution 

dominated the discussion. Arthur Miller considered him worse than Hitler: "In his wildest 

moments of human vilification Hitler never approached our Ezra  ... he knew all America's 

weaknesses and he played them as expertly as Goebbels ever did." The response went so far as to 

denounce all modernists as fascists, and it was only in the 1980s that critics began a re-

evaluation. The critic Macha Rosenthal wrote that it was "as if all the beautiful vitality and all 

the brilliant rottenness of our heritage in its luxuriant variety were both at once made manifest" 

in Ezra Pound. 

Pound in later life was able to incisively analyze what he judged to be his own failings as a 

writer attributable to his obstinate adherence to ideological fallacies. Meeting with poet Allen 

Ginsbergin Venice in 1967, Pound provided a self-professed coda to his body of work: 

My own work does not make sense. A mess ... my writing, stupidity and ignorance all the way 

through ... the intention was bad, anything I’ve done has been an accident, in spite of my spoiled 

intentions the preoccupation with stupid and irrelevant matters ... but my worst mistake was the 

stupid suburban anti-Semitic prejudice, all along that spoiled everything .... I found after 70 years 

that I was not a lunatic but a moron. I should have been able to do better .... It’s all doubletalk ... 

it’s all tags and patches ... a mess. 

Works 
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• 1909 Personae. Elkin Mathews, London, (poems). 

• 1909 Exultations. Elkin Mathews, London, (poems). 

• 1910 The Spirit of Romance. Dent, London, (prose). 

• 1910 Provenca. Small, Maynard, Boston, (poems). 
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• 1916 Lustra. Elkin Mathews, London, (poems). 

• 1917 Twelve Dialogues of Fontenelle, (translations) 

• 1917 Lustra Knopf, New York. (poems). With a version of the first Three Cantos (Poetry, 
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• 1918: Pavannes and Divisions. Knopf, New York. prose 

• 1918 Quia Pauper Amavi. Egoist Press, London. poems 

• 1919 The Fourth Canto. Ovid Press, London 

• 1920 Hugh Selwyn Mauberley. Ovid Press, London. 



• 1920 Umbra. Elkin Mathews, London, (poems and translations) 

• 1920 Instigations of Ezra Pound: Together with an Essay on the Chinese Written 

Character as a Medium for Poetry, by Ernest Fenollosa. Boni & Liveright, (prose). 

• 1921 Poems, 1918–1921. Boni & Liveright, New York 

• 1922 Remy de Gourmount: The Natural Philosophy of Love. Boni & Liveright, New 

York, (translation) 

• 1923 Indiscretions, or, Und Revue des deux mondes. Three Mountains Press, Paris. 

• 1924 Antheil and the Treatise on Harmony. Paris, (essays). As: William Atheling. 

• 1925 A Draft of XVI Cantos. Three Mountains Press, Paris. The first collection of The 

Cantos. 

• 1926 Personae: The Collected Poems of Ezra Pound. Boni & Liveright, New York 

• 1928 A Draft of the Cantos 17–27. John Rodker, London. 

• 1928 Selected Poems, edited and with an introduction by T. S. Eliot. Faber & Gwyer, 

London 

• 1928 Confucius: Ta Hio: The Great Learning, newly rendered into the American 

language. University of Washington Bookstore (Glenn Hughes), (translation) 

• 1930 A Draft of XXX Cantos. Nancy Cunard's Hours Press, Paris. 

• 1930 Imaginary Letters. Black Sun Press, Paris. Eight essays from the Little Review, 

1917–18. 

• 1931 How to Read. Harmsworth, (essays) 

• 1933 ABC of Economics. Faber, London, (essays) 

• 1934 Eleven New Cantos: XXXI-XLI. Farrar & Rinehart, New York, (poems) 

• 1934 Homage to Sextus Propertius. Faber, London (poems) 



• 1934 ABC of Reading. Yale University Press, (essays) 

• 1935 Alfred Venison's Poems: Social Credit Themes by the Poet of Titchfield Street. 

Stanley Nott,Pamphlets on the New Economics, No. 9, London, (essays) 

• 1935 Jefferson and/or Mussolini. Stanley Nott, London, Liveright, 1936 (essays) 

• 1935 Make It New. London, (essays) 

• 1935 Social Credit. An Impact. London, (essays). Repr.: Peter Russell, Money Pamphlets 

by Pound, no. 5, London 1951. 

• 1936 Ernest Fenollosa: The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for Poetry. Stanley 

Nott, London 1936. An Ars Poetica With Foreword and Notes by Ezra Pound. 

• 1937 The Fifth Decade of Cantos. Farrar & Rinehart, New York, poems 

• 1937 Polite Essays. Faber, London, (essays) 

• 1937 Confucius: Digest of the Analects, edited and published by Giovanni Scheiwiller, 

(translations) 

• 1938 Culture. New Directions. New edition: Guide to Kulchur, New Directions, 1952 

• 1939 What Is Money For?. Greater Britain Publications, (essays). Money Pamphlets by 

Pound, no. 3, Peter Russell, London 

• 1940 Cantos LXII-LXXI. New Directions, New York, (John Adams Cantos 62–71). 

• 1942 Carta da Visita di Ezra Pound. Edizioni di lettere d'oggi. Rome. English translation, 

by John Drummond: A Visiting Card, Money Pamphlets by Pound, no. 4, Peter Russell, London 

1952, (essays). 

• 1944 L'America, Roosevelt e le cause della guerra presente. Casa editrice della edizioni 

popolari, Venice. English translation, by John Drummond: America, Roosevelt and the Causes of 

the Present War, Money Pamphlets by Pound, no. 6, Peter Russell, London 1951 

 



Chapter - 10 

Adrienne Rich 

Adrienne Cecile Rich (May 16, 1929 – March 27, 2012) was an American poet, essayist and 

feminist. She was called "one of the most widely read and influential poets of the second half of 

the 20th century", and was credited with bringing "the oppression of women and lesbians to the 

forefront of poetic discourse." 

Her first collection of poetry, A Change of World, was selected by the senior poet W. H. Auden 

for the Yale Series of Younger Poets Award; he went on to write the introduction to the 

published volume. Rich famously declined the National Medal of Arts, protesting the United 

States House of Representatives and Speaker Gingrich's vote to end funding for the National 

Endowment for the Arts. 

Early life and education 

Adrienne Rich was born in Baltimore, Maryland, the older of two sisters. Her father, the 

renowned pathologist Arnold Rice Rich, was the Chairman of Pathology at The Johns Hopkins 

Medical School, and her mother, Helen Elizabeth (Jones) Rich, was a concert pianist (before she 

married) and a composer. Her father was from a Jewish family, and her mother was Southern 

Protestant; the girls were raised as Christians. Adrienne Rich's early poetic influence stemmed 

from her father who encouraged her to read but also to write her own poetry. Her interest in 

literature was sparked within her father's library where she read the work of writers such as 

Ibsen, Arnold, Blake, Keats, Rossetti, and Tennyson. Her father was ambitious for Adrienne and 

"planned to create a prodigy." Adrienne Rich and her younger sister were home schooled by their 

mother until Adrienne began public education in the fourth grade. The poems Sources and After 

Dark document her relationship with her father, describing how she worked hard to fulfill her 

parents' ambitions for her—moving into a world in which she was expected to excel. 

In later years, Rich went to Roland Park Country School, which she described as a "good old 

fashioned girls' school [that] gave us fine role models of single women who were intellectually 

impassioned." After graduating from high school, Rich gained her college diploma at Radcliffe 

College, where she focused primarily on poetry and learning writing craft, encountering no 



women teachers at all. In 1951, her last year at college, Rich's first collection of poetry, A 

Change of World, was selected by the senior poet W. H. Auden for the Yale Series of Younger 

Poets Award; he went on to write the introduction to the published volume. Following her 

graduation, Rich received a Guggenheim Fellowship, to study in Oxford for a year. Following a 

visit to Florence, she chose not to return to Oxford and spent her remaining time in Europe 

writing and exploring Italy 

Early career: 1953–1975 

In 1953, Rich married Alfred Haskell Conrad, an economics professor at Harvard University, 

whom she had met as an undergraduate. She had said of the match: "I married in part because I 

knew no better way to disconnect from my first family ... I wanted what I saw as a full woman's 

life, whatever was possible." They settled in Cambridge, Massachusetts and had three sons. The 

birth of David in 1955 coincided with the publication of her second volume, The Diamond 

Cutters, a collection she said she wished had not been published. That same year, she also 

received the Ridgely Torrence Memorial Award for the Poetry Society of America. Her second 

son, Paul, was born in 1957, followed by Jacob in 1959. 

 

The 1960s began a period of change in Rich's life: she received the National Institute of Arts and 

Letters award (1960), her second Guggenheim Fellowship to work at the Netherlands Economic 

Institute (1961), and the Bollingen Foundation grant for the translation of Dutch poetry (1962). 

In 1963, Rich published her third collection, Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law, which was a much 

more personal work examining her female identity, reflecting the increasing tensions she 

experienced as a wife and mother in the 1950s, marking a substantial change in Rich's style and 

subject matter. In her 1982 essay "Split at the Root: An Essay on Jewish Identity", Rich states 

"The experience of motherhood was eventually to radicalize me." The book met with harsh 

reviews. She comments, "I was seen as 'bitter' and 'personal'; and to be personal was to be 

disqualified, and that was very shaking because I'd really gone out on a limb ... I realised I'd 

gotten slapped over the wrist, and I didn't attempt that kind of thing again for a long time." 

Moving her family to New York in 1966, Rich became involved with the New Left and became 

heavily involved in anti-war, civil right, and feminist activism. Her husband took a teaching 



position at City College of New York. In 1968, she signed the “Writers and Editors War Tax 

Protest” pledge, vowing to refuse tax payments in protest against the Vietnam-America War. Her 

collections from this period include Necessities of Life (1966), Leaflets (1969), and The Will to 

Change (1971), which reflect increasingly radical political content and interest in poetic form. 

From 1967 to 1969, Rich lectured at Swarthmore College and taught at Columbia University 

School of the Arts as an adjunct professor in the Writing Division. Additionally, in 1968, she 

began teaching in the SEEK program in City College of New York, a position she continued 

until 1975. During this time, Rich also received the Eunice Tietjens Memorial Prize from Poetry 

Magazine. Increasingly militant, Rich hosted anti-war and Black Panther fundraising parties at 

their apartment; tensions began to split the marriage, Conrad fearing that his wife had lost her 

mind. The couple separated in mid-1970 and shortly afterward, in October, Conrad drove into 

the woods and shot himself. 

In 1971, she was the recipient of the Shelley Memorial Award from the Poetry Society of 

America and spent the next year and a half teaching at Brandeis University as the Hurst Visiting 

Professor of Creative Writing. Diving into the Wreck, a collection of exploratory and often angry 

poems, split the 1974 National Book Award for Poetry with Allen Ginsberg, The Fall of 

America. Declining to accept it individually, Rich was joined by the two other feminist poets 

nominated, Alice Walker and Audre Lorde, to accept it on behalf of all women. The following 

year, Rich took up the position of the Lucy Martin Donnelly Fellow at Bryn Mawr College. 

Later life: 1976–2012 

In 1976, Rich began her partnership with Jamaican-born novelist and editor Michelle Cliff, 

which lasted until her death. In her controversial work Of Woman Born: Motherhood as 

Experience and Institution, published the same year, Rich acknowledged that, for her, lesbianism 

was a political as well as a personal issue, writing, "The suppressed lesbian I had been carrying 

in me since adolescence began to stretch her limbs." The pamphlet Twenty-One Love Poems 

(1977), which was incorporated into the following year's Dream of a Common Language (1978), 

marked the first direct treatment of lesbian desire and sexuality in her writing, themes which run 

throughout her work afterwards, especially in A Wild Patience Has Taken Me This Far (1981) 

and some of her late poems in The Fact of a Doorframe (2001). In her analytical work Adrienne 



Rich: the moment of change, Lang dell suggests these works represent a central rite of passage 

for the poet, as she (Rich) crossed a threshold into a newly constellated life and a "new 

relationship with the universe". During this period, Rich also wrote a number of key socio-

political essays, including "Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence", one of the first 

to address the theme of lesbian existence. In this essay, she asks "how and why women's choice 

of women as passionate comrades, life partners, co-workers, lovers, community, has been 

crushed, invalidated, forced into hiding". Some of the essays were republished in On Lies, 

Secrets and Silence: Selected Prose, 1966–1978 (1979). In integrating such pieces into her work, 

Rich claimed her sexuality and took a role in leadership for sexual equality. 

From 1976 to 1979, Rich taught at City College as well as Rutgers University as an English 

Professor. In 1979, she received an honorary doctorate from Smith College and moved with Cliff 

to Montague, MA. Ultimately, they moved to Santa Cruz, where Rich continued her career as a 

professor, lecturer, poet, and essayist. Rich and Cliff took over editorship of the lesbian arts 

journal Sinister Wisdom (1981–1983). Rich taught and lectured at Scripps College, San Jose 

State University, and Stanford University during the 1980s and 1990s. From 1981 to 1987, Rich 

served as an A.D. White Professor-At-Large for Cornell University. Rich published several 

volumes in the next few years: Your Native Land, Your Life (1986), Blood, Bread, and Poetry 

(1986), and Time’s Power: Poems 1985–1988 (1989). She also was awarded the Ruth Paul Lilly 

Poetry Prize (1986), the Elmer Holmes Bobst Award in Arts and Letters from NYU, and the 

National Poetry Association Award for Distinguished Service to the Art of Poetry (1989) 

Rich's work with the New Jewish Agenda led to the founding of Bridges: A Journal for Jewish 

Feminists and Our Friends in 1990, a journal of which Rich served as the editor. This work 

coincided explored the relationship between private and public histories, especially in the case of 

Jewish women's rights. Her next published piece, An Atlas of the Difficult World (1991), won 

both the Los Angeles Times Book Award in Poetry and the Lenore Marshall/Nation Award as 

well as the Poet's Prize in 1993 and Commonwealth Award in Literature in 1991. During the 

1990s Rich became an active member of numerous advisory boards such as the Boston Woman’s 

Fund, National Writers Union and Sisterhood in Support of Sisters in South Africa. On the role 

of the poet, she wrote, "We may feel bitterly how little our poems can do in the face of 

seemingly out-of-control technological power and seemingly limitless corporate greed, yet it has 



always been true that poetry can break isolation, show us to ourselves when we are outlawed or 

made invisible, remind us of beauty where no beauty seems possible, remind us of kinship where 

all is represented as separation." In July 1994, Rich won the MacArthur Fellowship and Award, 

specifically the "Genius Grant" for her work as a poet and writer. Also in 1992, Rich became a 

grandmother to Julia Arden Conrad and Charles Reddington Conrad 

n 1997, Rich declined the National Medal of Arts in protesting against the House of 

Representatives’ vote to end the National Endowment for the Arts as well as other policies of the 

Clinton Administration regarding the arts generally and literature in particular, stating that "I 

could not accept such an award from President Clinton or this White House because the very 

meaning of art, as I understand it, is incompatible with the cynical politics of this 

administration...[Art] means nothing if it simply decorates the dinner table of the power which 

holds it hostage". Her next few volumes were a mix of poetry and essays: Midnight Salvage: 

Poems 1995–1998 (1999), The Art of the Possible: Essays and Conversations (2001), and Fox: 

Poems 1998–2000(2001). 

In the early 2000s, Rich participated in anti-war activities, protesting against the threat of war in 

Iraq, both through readings of her poetry and other activities. In 2002, she was appointed a 

chancellor of the newly augmented board of the Academy of American Poets, along with Yusef 

Komunyakaa, Lucille Clifton, Jay Wright (who declined the honor, refusing to serve), Louise 

Gluck, Heather McHugh, Rosanna Warren, Charles Wright, Robert Creeley, and Michael 

Palmer. She was the winner of the 2003 Yale Bollingen Prize for American Poetry and 

applauded by the panel of judges for her "honesty at once ferocious, humane, her deep learning, 

and her continuous poetic exploration and awareness of multiple selves." 

Rich died on March 27, 2012, at the age of 82 in her Santa Cruz, California home. Her son, 

Pablo Conrad, reported that her death resulted from long-term rheumatoid arthritis. Her last 

collection was published the year before her death. Rich was survived by her sons and Michelle 

Cliff 

Selected awards and honors 

Each year links to its corresponding "[year] in poetry" article: 



• 1950: Yale Younger Poets Award for A Change of World. 

• 1952: Guggenheim Fellowship 

• 1960: National Institute of Arts and Letters Award 

• 1970: Shelley Memorial Award 

• 1974: National Book Award for Poetry (a split award) for Diving into the Wreck 

• 1979: Honorary Doctorate Smith College 

• 1986: Inaugural Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize 

• 1989: Honorary doctorate from Harvard University 

• 1989: National Poetry Association Award for Distinguished Service to the Art of Poetry 

• 1990: Bill Whitehead Award for Lifetime Achievement (for gay or lesbian writing) 

• 1991: Common Wealth Award of Distinguished Service 

• 1991: Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 

• 1992: Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize 

• 1992: Poets' Prize for Atlas of the Difficult World 

• 1992: Frost Medal 

• 1992: Academy of American Poets Fellowship 

• 1994: MacArthur Fellowship 

• 1996: Wallace Stevens Award 

• 1997: National Medal of Arts (refused) 

• 1999: Lifetime Achievement Award from the Lannan Foundation 



• 2006: National Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American 

Letters 

• 2010: Lifetime Recognition Award from the Griffin Poetry Prize 

Works 

Nonfiction books 

Each year links to its corresponding "[year] in literature" article: 

• 1976: Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution. Norton. ISBN 978-0-

393-31284-3. 

• 1979: On Lies, Secrets and Silence: Selected Prose, 1966–1978 

• 1986: Blood, Bread, and Poetry: Selected Prose, 1979–1985 (Includes the noted essay: 

"Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence") 

• 1993: What Is Found There: Notebooks on Poetry and Politics 

• 2001: Arts of the Possible: Essays and Conversations. W.W. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-

05045-5. 

• 2007: Poetry and Commitment: An Essay 

• 2009: A Human Eye: Essays on Art in Society, 1997–2008 

Poetry collections 

Each year links to its corresponding "[year] in poetry" article: 

• 1951: A Change of World. Yale University Press. 

• 1955: The Diamond Cutters, and Other Poems. Harper. 

• 1963: Snapshots of a daughter-in-law: poems, 1954-1962. Harper & Row. 

• 1966: Necessities of life: poems, 1962-1965. W.W. Norton. 



• 1967: Selected Poems. Chatto & Hogarth P Windus. 

• 1969: Leaflets. W.W. Norton. ISBN 978-0-03-930419-5. 

• 1971: The Will to Change: Poems 1968-1970. Norton. 

• 1973: Diving into the Wreck. W.W. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-31163-1. 

• 1975: Poems: Selected and New, 1950-1974. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-04392-1. 

• 1976: Twenty-one Love Poems. Effie's Press. 

• 1978: The Dream of a Common Language. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-04502-4. 

• 1982: A Wild Patience Has Taken Me this Far: Poems 1978-1981. W. W. Norton & 

Company, Incorporated. ISBN 978-0-393-31037-5. (reprint 1993) 

• 1983: Sources. Heyeck Press. 

• 1984: The Fact of a Doorframe: Poems Selected and New, 1950-1984. W. W. Norton & 

Company, Incorporated. ISBN 978-0-393-31075-7. 

• 1986: Your Native Land, Your Life: Poems. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-02318-3. 

• 1989: Time’s Power: Poems, 1985-1988. Norton. 1989. ISBN 978-0-393-02677-1. 

• 1991: An Atlas of the Difficult World: Poems 1988-1991. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-

03069-3. 

• 1993: Collected Early Poems, 1950-1970. W. W. Norton & Company, Incorporated. 

ISBN 978-0-393-31385-7. 

• 1995: Dark Fields of the Republic: Poems, 1991-1995. W.W. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-

03868-2. 

• 1996: Selected poems, 1950-1995. Salmon Pub. ISBN 978-1-897648-78-0. 

• 1999: Midnight Salvage: Poems, 1995-1998. Norton. ISBN 978-0-393-04682-3. 



• 2001: Fox: Poems 1998-2000. W W Norton & Co Inc. ISBN 978-0-393-32377-1. (reprint 

2003) 

• 2004: The School Among the Ruins: Poems, 2000-2004. W. W. Norton & Co. ISBN 978-

0-393-32755-7. 

• 2007: Telephone Ringing in the Labyrinth: Poems 2004–2006. ISBN 978-0-393-06565-7. 

• 2010: Tonight No Poetry Will Serve: Poems 2007-2010. ISBN 0-393-07967-8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 11 

A Clean, Well-Lighted Place 

 

A Clean, Well-Lighted Place is a short story by American author Ernest Hemingway, first 

published in Scribner's Magazine in 1933 and also included in his 1933 collection Winner Take 

Nothing. 

Plot synopsis 

An old, deaf man sits in a cafe, drinking late in to the night. All the other customers have left, 

and he is the sole patron remaining. Two waiters, one young and one older, sit at a table and 

watch him, sharing what they know of him through hearsay. One waiter says the old man tried to 

kill himself the week before. When asked why, the waiter says the old man was despairing over 

nothing, since he "has plenty of money." (The subject and a level of confusion in the phrasing of 

dialogue has been a contentious issue, as regards to which waiter is aware of the old man's 

attempted suicide, with two revisions existing.) 

As a young woman and soldier walk by, the younger of the two waiters becomes impatient and 

starts to talk about how the man might soon be picked up by the guard for being out so late. 

When the old man raps on his saucer, the young waiter responds, and the old man asks for 

another brandy. Over his own protests about the old man becoming drunk, the waiter curtly 

pours the drink, saying to the deaf man that he should have killed himself last week. The old man 

motions to ask for a little more brandy; the waiter purposefully overfills the cup, slopping brandy 

into the saucer. 

A lengthy conversation between the waiters ensues, beginning on the topic of the old man's 

recent suicide attempt. It is said that the man hanged himself with a rope, and that his niece cut 

him down. The young waiter grows more impatient, and wishes the man would leave so he could 

go home to his wife, complaining that he never gets to bed before three o'clock. The 

conversation between the waiters proceeds, with the younger waiter growing ever more annoyed 

with the old man while the older waiter is more conciliatory. 



Again the old man asks for another brandy, but this time the young man denies him it, "speaking 

with that omission of syntax stupid people employ when talking to drunken people or 

foreigners." "No more tonight," he says, "Close now." 

Counting his saucers, the old man reaches into his coin purse and pays for the drinks, leaving a 

tip. The two waiters watch him go, the old man walking "unsteadily but with dignity." 

In their final conversation, the two waiters continue their previous discussion. The young waiter 

wants to hurry home to his wife, but the older waiter is more thoughtful. After a digression on 

the benefits of youthful vigor, the older waiter says that he is no longer such, but is now "of those 

who like to stay late in the cafe," likening himself to the recently departed old man. 

Interpretation 

Some have argued that Hemingway contrasts light and shadow to differentiate the old man and 

the young people around him, and uses the deafness of the old man as a symbol for his 

separation from the rest of the world. 

In "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place" Hemingway uses the waiters to judge the old man and portray 

his views toward the type of drinker he is.[citation needed] As a clean drunk, the man does not 

spill a drop as he drinks and walks "unsteadily but with dignity" when he finally leaves the café. 

The waiters talk between themselves as the young waiter asks the old waiter the man’s story. 

Another way to analyze the relationships between the men is to compare them as one person. 

The young waiter complains about having to stick around the café waiting for the man to finish 

drinking. He claims that he has a wife to go home to and he would rather be in bed than in the 

café. The old waiter defends the drinking man because he can relate and even see himself in the 

man. He sympathizes knowing that he, too, prefers a clean well lighted place to drink and will 

later appreciate such a place in his old drinking age. The old man is in his final years of life and 

the old waiter recognizes that he soon will have the same fate as the old man. 

Historical reaction by other authors 



James Joyce once remarked: "He [Hemingway] has reduced the veil between literature and life, 

which is what every writer strives to do. Have you read 'A Clean Well-Lighted Place' ?...It is 

masterly. Indeed, it is one of the best short stories ever written..." 

Trivia 

• In A.E. Hotchner's biography Papa Hemingway, Hemingway is quoted saying that this 

might be his favourite story. 

The Bear 

Go Down, Moses is a collection of seven related pieces of short fiction by American author 

William Faulkner, sometimes considered a novel. The most prominent character and unifying 

voice is that of Isaac McCaslin, "Uncle Ike", who will live to be an old man; "uncle to half a 

county and father to no one." Though originally considered (by the public) a collection of short 

stories, Faulkner insisted in his later years that the book was truly a novel. 

Although originally published in 1942 as Go Down, Moses and Other Stories (apparently against 

the desires of the author) Go Down, Moses may be considered a unified, though fragmented, 

novel. (Faulkner received editorial help from H.L. Mencken.) It spans more than a century in the 

history of the McCaslin family, viewing their hardships and triumphs by examining their daily 

lives. Its plantation and the fictional Yoknapatawpha County are in Mississippi. It deals with 

such issues as slavery and race, the relationship between man and nature, the vanishing 

wilderness, stewardship versus ownership of land, and property and inheritance. 

The title refers to the spiritual "Go Down Moses", which draws a comparison between the 

enslavement of blacks in America and the Jews in Egypt, as is evidenced by 

Molly(Mollie)[clarification needed] Beauchamp's comments in the final story, where she repeats 

that her grandson has been "sold to pharaoh". Also not coincidentally, Go Down, Moses is 

possibly Faulkner's most spiritual book, as shown in the connection to nature and the land in 

"The Old People", "The Bear", and "Delta Autumn". 

"The Bear" is also one of Faulkner's best-known short stories. 

 



"The Bear" 

As Isaac grows older, he becomes an expert hunter and woodsman, and continues going with the 

hunting parties every year. The group becomes increasingly preoccupied with hunting Old Ben, a 

monstrous, almost immortal bear that wreaks havoc throughout the forest. Old Ben's foot was 

maimed in a trap, and he seems impervious to bullets. Isaac learns to track Old Ben, but it is 

useless to hunt him because all the hounds are afraid of him. Sam Fathers, who teaches Isaac Old 

Ben's ways, says that it will take an extraordinary dog to bring Old Ben down. Isaac sees Old 

Ben several times. Once, they send a tiny fyce-dog with no sense of danger after him, and Isaac 

even has a shot at the huge bear. But instead of taking it, he runs after the fyce and dives to save 

him from the bear. He looks up at Old Ben looming over him and remembers the image from his 

dreams about the bear. 

At last they find the dog capable of bringing Old Ben to bay: Lion, a huge, wild Airedale mix 

with extraordinary courage and savagery. Sam makes Lion semi-tame by starving him until he 

will allow himself to be touched; soon, Boon Hogganbeck has devoted himself to Lion and even 

shares a bed with him. Using Lion, they nearly catch Old Ben, but Boon Hogganbeck misses five 

point-blank shots. General Compson hits the bear and draws blood, but Old Ben escapes into the 

forest. Isaac and Boon go into Memphis to buy whisky for the men, and the next day, they go 

after the bear again. General Compson declares that he wants Isaac to ride Kate, the only mule 

who is not afraid of wild animals and, therefore, the best chance any of the men have to get close 

enough to the bear to kill him. 

In the deep woods, near the river, Lion leaps at Old Ben and takes hold of his throat. Old Ben 

seizes Lion and begins shredding his stomach with his claws. Boon Hogganbeck draws his knife 

and throws himself on top of the bear, stabbing it in its back. Old Ben dies, and a few days later, 

Lion dies as well. Sam Fathers collapses after the fight and dies not long after Lion. Lion and 

Sam are buried in the same clearing. 

Isaac returns to the farm near Jefferson, to the old McCaslin plantation. Time passes; eventually 

he is 21, and it is time for him to assume control of the plantation, which is his by inheritance. 

But he renounces it in favor of his cousin (once-removed) McCaslin Edmonds, who is practically 

his father. Isaac has a long argument with McCaslin in which he declares his belief that the land 



cannot be owned, that the curse of God's Earth is man's attempt to own the land, and that that 

curse has led to slavery and the destruction of the South. McCaslin tries to argue with him, but 

Isaac remembers looking through the old ledger books of Uncle Buck and Uncle Buddy and 

piecing together the story of the plantation's slaves, and he refuses the inheritance. (One of 

Isaac's inferences is particularly appalling: Tomey, the slave who Carothers McCaslin took as a 

lover and the mother of Turl, may also have been Carothers McCaslin's daughter by another 

slave, Eunice. Eunice committed suicide shortly before Turl's birth, and from this and other 

factors, Isaac deduces that she must also have been Carothers McCaslin's lover.) 

So, Isaac refuses the inheritance, moves to town, and becomes a carpenter, eschewing material 

possessions. He marries a woman who urges him to take back the plantation and eventually gives 

in when she tries to convince him sexually. He tries to administer the money left to the children 

of Tomey's Turl and Tennie, even traveling to Arkansas to give a thousand dollars to Fonsiba, 

Lucas's sister, who moved there with a scholarly negro farmer who never seems to farm, but she 

refuses his offering. Isaac continues to hunt and to spend all the time he can in the woods. 

Once, he goes back to the hunting camp where they stalked Old Ben for so many years. Major de 

Spain has sold it to a logging company and the trains come closer and louder than before. Soon, 

it will be whittled away by the loggers. Isaac goes to the graves of Lion and Sam Fathers, then 

goes to find Boon Hogganbeck. Boon is in a clearing full of squirrels, trying to fix his gun. As 

Isaac enters, Boon shouts at him not to touch any of the squirrels: "They're mine!" he cries. 

"The Bear" has a complex publication history. Its earliest version appeared in The Saturday 

Evening Post May 9, 1942, but it differs substantially from the Go Down, Moses version. A third 

version was published in Faulkner's collection of hunting stories, Big Woods in 1955. 
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